




Congratulations on your January issue
announcing your entry into the alterna-
tive newspaper world and away from the
separate but equal philosophy within
which the paper has struggled for the past
four vears, While it has been pleasant for
me to have a newspaper which covers
feminist issues and is a "women's paper,"
I am willing to admit that the paper has
never gained the support from women
which it needs in order to survive. I
believe that you have taken a necessary
turn which may gain more support from
a wider spectrum of readers. I still feel
sure that you will continue to cover femi-
nist issues better and with more depth
than any other paper in town.

In regard to your "Ten Years Ago"
story on various community activists,
however, I would like to add a few facts
which Upfront publisher Gary Van Oote-
ghem and KPFT personality Ray Hill
neglected to include in their histories
of the past ten years. Because both men
often claim to represent the 'entire gay
community (which they do not) and be-
cause I am a lesbian feminist, it is approp-
riate for me to comment upon some of
their forgotten activities.

It was Ray Hill who encouraged the
taking of photographs and videofilm of
members of the gay community at the
Town Meeting I in 1978. For some, these
photos were taken against their will and
under protest. It was Hill who refused
and still refuses to turn over said photos
and videotapes to the gay community.
Fortunately, a few concerned femi-
nists were able to liberate some of the
photos and have them placed in a bank
vault for safe keeping.

Recently it was Ray Hill who, in a
grand feminist gesture of appeasement,
called a few women members. of the
Houston GPC to inform them that a

','l~"r)9b for a gay or lesbian person had
been offered to the GPC by the mayor's
office at a salary of $9600. While another

" iQtL.haLaJs_O_Qe.e_ILO.tf.eted.~al~a~ro in imum

experts at feminist rhetoric, but when it-
comes to action, both are self-serving,
anti-feminist reactionaries who certainly
do not deserve the place of honor and
recoqnition which Breakthrough accorded
to them in the "Ten Years" story. You
would have done better to have given all
of their allotted space to Patti O'Kane,
an activist truly deserving the honor.

Again, I wish your staff good luck
and I look forward to what I hope will
be a long and happy future for Break-
through as an alternative newspaper.

Linda Lovell

Editor's note: We asked a lot of people.,
including several gay women and men, to
perticipete in our 'Ten Years Ago" story.
Of those who declined, some found it too
painful to r;elive that time, some were too
busv; others not busy enough.

The letter from [former] Councilman,
Louis Macey, (Houston Breakthrough,
Dec./Jan. 1980) sounded more like a
warning than a comment. It appears as
though Mr. Macey would have removed
Breakthrough from the local newsstands
if given the opportunity. His motives, of
course, were lofty. He simply believed
that the front cover was a "discredit"
to women. That sounded nice, but had
his plans been implemented, Breakthrough
might have been indicted, or possibly
sanctioned out of public view.

Similar litanies abounded at the Nat-
ional Women's Conference held in Hous-
ton last year. At that time, as you may
recall, numerous right-wing groups
were accusing Feminists of circulating
"obscene" materials in the form of lit-
erature advocating abortion and homo-
sexual rights. Indeed, "thei r" motives
were lofty too. For as they said, "Chil-
dren needed to be protected against such
obviously deviant ideas." Had the politi-
cal right prevailed that day, we might
b,,-,,,<>-.l,t:,,:,t~"-\l"-nL1:bin/l_fJo m_The_I::I.DI,J.~,tDD.

Ron Waters, state representativefbr the
Heights and Montrose for the last four
terms of the legislature, withdrew his name
for re-election and filed against incumbent
Jack Ogg for the 15th senate district seat.

Houston Chronicle political reporter
Joe Nolan immediately jumped on Waters'
case ("Waters creating waves in primary,"
February 10) stating that Ogg was unbeat-
able considering the "boxcar full of mo-
ney" Ogg has raised and will raise from
the downtown monied boys. He further

I states that "only the most-die-hard of die-
hard liberals give Waters much of a
chance" and implies that Waters' only mo-
tive for running was that "getting Ogg [has
become] a liberal' cause celebre." Nolan's
negativism belies the fear of special inter-
ests that Waters can, indeed, win this race.

Although .in Network I try to orint up_Several factors are on Waters' side.
to-date items only, I cannot know when First, Waters' entire legislative district is
your paper will be delivered. At times entirely within the 15th Senate District
I choose to include an event (whose and the voters returned Waters to the
time may have passed when you read House with over two-thirds majority last
about it) if it is a function of an organi- election despite two forrnidablejoppo-
zation which may have similar activities nents. Second, most of the Democratic
in the future. "For further informa- public officials in this area are expected
tion ... " if the last sentence of every -to endorse Waters, including Congressman
notice, with an address or phone number Mickey Leland, Councilmen Ben Reyes,
of the sponsoring organization. If you are Dale Gorczynski and Ernest McGowen,
interested in the event described, perhaps plus many upper-echelon party officials.
you would like to participate in their These public officials head the same
other activities; calf and add your name effective organizations that backed
to their mailing list.. Net~ork includes a Leland and recently changed the face of
breed spectrum of~vents and organiza- city council. Third, Ogg's conservative
tions in order that our readers can build support will decay with' the unique
their .personsl networks as extensively situation of a Republican presidential pri-
as they wish. ... . mary versus a Democratic caucus. Those ..

Network is a free service to non- "Republicans in sheep's clothing" will be
lJc.oiiund..w.o.m.eo':s...ot:.aaDiza.tiQDS.JJnd we les§ likely 1.0 C.!QSS OVSlL!O tbe Democr-citic.

trusted in the hands of bigots who consi-
der Feminism pornography in its very es-
sence. Of this we may be certain. The
First Amendment is not needed to protect
only popular opinions; and believe me, in
this part of the country, Feminism, ho-
mosexual rights and sexual candor are
not especially popular. This has been apt-
ly demonstrated by the humiliating dis-
missal of Women's Advocate, Nikki Van
Hightower. So please, fight pornography
with continued efforts toward under-
standing and research, not censorship of
any kind. Failure to do so could mean
disaster.

John L. Indo

Every time my Breakthrough arrives,
I read it immediately. And each time I

.find news of events or activities which
happened a few days ago or a week ago
or a week+ ago. Either don't bother
to include those events or activities or
mail the Breakthrough earlier. It's
ridiculous!

Carolyn Habenak

are Tom and Jane?) contains a penetrat-
ing insight in to the strategy of constant
agitation in all fields of endeavor which
the organized left must deliver in order
.to satisfv their various memberships.

Ida Morris
Maryville, TN
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Recently it was Ray Hill who, in a "obscene" r:.,;te~iai's' i*~'th; form of lit- other activities; call and add your name effective organizations that backed & & i. q
grand feminist gesture of appeasement, erature advocating abortion and homo- to their mailing list,:, Network includes a Leland and recently changed the face of
called a few women members. of the sexual rights, Indeed, "their" motives breed spectrum of events and organiza- city council. Third, Ogg's conservative
Houston GPC to inform them that a were lofty too. For as they said, "Chll- tions in order that pur readers can build support will decay with' the unique
.'l~~IQb for a gay or lesbian person had dren needed to be protected against such their .personst networks as extensively situation of a Republica~ presiderrtialprl-
been offered to the GPC by the mayor's obviously deviant ideas," Had the politi- as they wish. " .. .rnarv versus a Democratic caucus. Those-
office at a salary of $9600. While another cal right prevailed that day, we might Network is a free service to non- "Republicans in sheep's clothing" will be
job has also been offered, at a minimum have lost everything from The Houston profit and women's organizations and we less likely to cross over to the Democratic
salary 'of $21',000, Hill has yet to inform Post to Ms. Magazine. Truly, censorship encourage them to get information to primary as they have in the past .

. women or to ask for input on this higher by any other name is still censorship. It us far in advance. This is not always Nolan's slant is further revealed by the
salaried, upper level position. I suppose will invariably work against those who possible for them and our policy has phrases he applies to Waters' actions:
he forgot. dissent, especially in matters pertaining to always been to accept notices right down "hard to believe", "last- minute razzle-

Most recently, it was Ray Hill and sex. There are no exceptions to this rule, to the wire. dazzle", "ludicrous", and "a total flop."
Gary Van Ooteghem who so effectively .as history is my witness. Lynne Mutchler All this is designed to reduce Waters'
worked to block the GPC from voting Hence, Feminist publishers should be Network Editor credibility as a candidate, to convince
to reinstate the boycott of Coors Beer, wary of something. Supporters of the voters and financial supporters that Ogg
even after a GPC committee had shown Women's Movement know very well that has already won the primary. Nolan even
17 pages of well-documented evidence much Feminist material dealing with sex speaks of Republicans "taking on Ogg in
that Coors continues to fund right-wing and violence is rendered in good faith. In- I will not be renewing my H.B. sub- November." But Waters will energize vo-
cand idates to the U.S. Congress who deed, it is [the] intention of such Iitera- scription this year, and I wanted you ters in a way that isi mpossible for Mr. Ogg,
consistently and without exception have ture to inform, not instigate. But the to know why. -because we remember Ogg as the chief
voted against gay, women's, and abortion rubric of the law cannot make moral Differences in location (Harlingen, architect of the municipal utility district
rights and for anti-gay, anti-feminist judgements, and your' enemies already TX to Maryville,TN) have nothing to do fiascos, the loan shark bills, the abortion-
legislation, At the last GPC meeting, Van =>.them, sex is violence and vio- with it. Your material has been moving is-murder bill. We know that both the
Ooteghem gave an eloquent speech telling lence is sex, and both culminate in the so far left this past year that I no longer Texas Observer and the Texas Consumer
us that the local Coors distributor is our rise of the Women's Movement. It is futile can identify with it, only on rare occa- Asssociation rated Ogg's voting record as
friend because he buys ads in Upfront trying to reason with such people. Their sions (pornography, child abuse, secretar- the worst. (TCA gave Ogg 18% on con-
and Hill reminded us of how much minds are simply made up, fixed and ial abuses, women in business, etc.l. sumer legislation and Waters 87%, the
money this distributor has paid out to irrevocable. They are totally committed We will, after all, accomplish nothing highest of any Harris County leqislator.)
GPC and has provided for beer for gay/ to erasing Feminism at its very core. They at all of substance in this male-dominated We remember Ogg's votes for conglom-
men's parties. Neither man seems to care will censor capriciously if given the world unless we make notable inroads in erate oil at the expense of the indepen-
that the Coors family uses profit nation- chance. the political system-where the action dent oil producers and his reputation in
wide to elect anti-gay, anti-feminist In conclusion, therefore. let me urge is-not in "Baba's ashram" or outside Austin as "the best money can buy."
candidates. Coors is our friend as long you to be diligent in protecting First the gates of Seabrook. Gary Allison Morey
as the local gay paper; the local GPC Amendment rights. It is certainly under- Sometimes I am not quite sure if I,' Demoeratlc Executive Committee
and local gay men's parties are not standable why Feminists would oppose am reading Breakthrough or Mother Precinct 40
threatened! I ludicrous pornography. But this is an ab- Jones. As a matter of fact, M.J. 's latest

Both Hill and Van Ooteghem are struse matter-too abstruse in fact to be issue (Feb./Mar. 1980, How Together

Fine feminist books and magazines including
Heresies, Chrysalis, Woman Spirit and Women Artists News
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Cold war heats up
Last month, in our issue on the decade,
we zeroed in on the violent, war-torn year
of 1970. Who would have thought that in
the first weeks of 1980 we'd be discussing
the possibilities of another war.

The president wants to register all 19
and 20 year aids and has asked Congress
for authority to register women for the
first time in our history. (For local and
national reaction, see story, page 14).

On the other hand, we have some good
news to report on the home front. In
January we welcomed Rose Wright, our
student intern from Antioch College in
Yellow Springs, Ohio. We had a Break-
through staff party and surprised her by
inviting Gloria Steinem, who was in town
talking about the recent changes in Ms.
magazine.

Rose will be working at Breakthrough
until the end of March. Her internship/here
is part of Antioch's Co-operative Educa-
tion Program. Her first job here was to
transcribe the Judy Chicago interview
(see page 18).,No small feat.

She then took on the draft registration
interviews, calling all members of the
Texas' Congressional delegation and ac-
costing Houstonlans on their lunch breaks.

"Hello, we'd like tb know ~ "
"Sorry, I'm late for lunch." or
"No, I don'twantto buy yow tape recorder."

A tough assignment for a rookie re-
porter, but Rose and photographer Gary
Allison ,MQrey braved .the cold shoulders,/.. 'I- .••.•i.,~··. r.· .
talkmg to people in the street about the
Cold War.

What struck us in all the casual war
talk in the White House was that they were'

"talking about our children. So, that's who
" we [!ut on t.he~cov_er_:_Vanessa Estrada

eating potato chips, drinking a beer and
watching the war like a football game."

Vanessa says she will go to Canada if
the draft is reactivated. Michael is ambi-
valent. His mother is not.

I have a daughter and a son and am
opposed to either of them being drafted.
In prlnicpal, if men have to register then
so should women, but it is ironic that
women don't have the E.R. A. yet. How
can wom~ be drafted "to defend a Con-
stitution ' that excludes them? - G.C.

In the February issue, we planned to write
about the' collaboration of Chancellor
Alfred Neumann and Dean Calvin Cannon
in bringing The Dinner Party to Houston
(the University of Houston at Clear Lake
City, that is) next month. Instead, the
story that broke in mid-January (see
opposite page) is one about Chancellor
Neumann removing Dean Cannon as dean
and demoting him to director of special
university events, with specific responsi-
bility for The Dinner Party.

For weeks rumors linked the dean's
dismissal with financial mishandling ofthe
Dinner Party project' and raised concern
over the possible adverse effects on the
project itself,

At the request of the school paper,
Neumann (in rnld-Februarv] issued the
first official statement on the whole matter,
reassuring his support for TheD/nnerParty
- still leaving vague the main reasons for
the dean's dismissal.

It now appears that The Dinner Party
is safe from politics. "Either through de-
sign or accident, they did not lower the
boom on Dean Cannon until the project
was far.enouah.alonc.under.its own.stea

.~)Wi
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she was distressed to see the effect the
dismissal has had on Dean Cannon, "They
have done this in a way that was maxi-
mally humiliating to him."

One who should know about such
things is Dr. Nikki Van Hightower, The
former UH assistant professor of political
science once told an AAUW gathering, "1
find the nasty world of politics far less
nasty than the academic world. I find
politics far more open and honest."

It would be less than honest to report
how difficult it was to get word out of
Clear Lake. We had better communication
during the last flood.

Protocol demanded some official word
from the chancellor and no one - the dean
nor faculty - wished to go on record un-
til then. Once we had the chancellor's
statement, we wanted our interview with
him and were first told he, did not wish to
add anythin9 to his prepared statemen~.

It was clear the Clear Lake adminis-
tration wanted no publicity. "We don't
publicize such matters," both the chan-
cellor and the provost and vice chancellor
told Breakthrough.

We persisted and were granted an inter-:
view. Neumann affirmed his strong sup-
port for The Dinner Party. "Let me make
this very clear, 'I was one of the first to
back The dinner Party with university
funds (Neumann committed $7500 to-
ward the project, the largest single con-
tribution to date).

, "When Dean Cannon proposed the pro-
ject - 'I was fortunately briefed - I Irn-
mediately made resources avatlable. If at-
tendance for the show is less than we ex-
pect, who is going to lose 'money? The
university. Our necik is way out, which
means my neck."

~. The Dinner. PartY.. no stranger to 1 _
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I porter, but Rose anCl photographer"Gary reassurma his support fof"Tfiii7JmnerPiITtY "Wh~cannon proposea the pro- I - --. _I -
Allison ,!VIQrey braved -tt)e cold shoulders - still leaving vague the main reasons for ject -' I was fortunately briefed - I irn- Rose Wright

,'- tafkifig"to people in the street about the the dean's dismissal. - mediately made resources avatlable, If at-
Cold War. It now appears that The Dinner Party tendance for the show is less than we ex-

What struck us in all the casual war is safe from politics. "Either through de- pect, who is going to lose 'money? The
talk in the White House was that they were' sign or accident. they did not lower the university. Our fleck is way out, which

'" . ', .• talking about our children. So, that's who boom on Dean Cannon until the project means my neck."
we put on the cover: Vanessa Estrada, was far enough along under its own steam So, The Dinner Party, no stranger to
daughter of Cilia Teresa, and my son, atleast not to financially jeopardize The museum politics, has just survived its first
Michael. , Dinner Party project," said a grateful bout with university politics. "This epi-

Cilia Teresa has four draft age children member of The Dinner Party planning sode,:' insisted Cannon in his new role as
and feels people are removed from the very committee, praising Cannon's work for director of special university events,
idea of war because we've never fought on organizing support "in Houston and all "should not detract from the emphasis
American soil. "I guess people feel that over Texas." that sh,ould be properly gi~en to The
they'll be sitting in front of the television This same member said, however, that Dinndr Party'." Let's hope not. - J_B.

Rose Wripht, Breakthrough ~ student Intern tram Antioch College_
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Max Ernst Cancelled, 1975, Manual (Ed Hill and Suzanne Bloom), Lent by Cronin Gallery for Photography Exhibit, Museum of Fine Arts

Chancellor dismisses-dean of humanities
BY JAN ICE a'LU E ,-------------~---!---____:

aging to me professionally.
"If I were to apply for an administra-

tive position at any other university,
one of the first things they'd want to
know, of course, is Why did you leave
the university on February 1? Isn't that
a strange time to cease being dean?' Well,
yes it is. 'Well, why?' And, of course,
they'd want to'· talk to the people who

.were my superiors."
Cannon believes that the administra-

tion has not sufficiently laid to rest
any suspicion of financial impropriety,
so Breakthrough asked Neumann (Feb-
ruary 5):

Breakthrough: Did Dean Cannon do anything
illegal? Was it a scandal?

Neumann: It was not a scandal.
Q: Then, the (charges) have been completely

dismissed?
A: There will be no follow-up on that.
Q: No follow up. You're saying there is still

some suggestion of (wrongdoing)?
A: We will avoid everything we can to avoid'

any repetition of the avoidance of procedure.
Q: Did Dean Cannon mishandle funds or not?

If he did, that's a scandal, and there
shouldn't be any cover up?

A: He did not mishandle any university funds.
Q: He did not.
A: He did not follow university procedures in

the processing of funds.
Q: That sounds less severe. I'm just trying to

get this straight -
A: From the horse's mouth, that's me.

What Cannon is guilty of, according
to the chancellor, is "a disdain for admin-
istrative minutiae." Neumann gave an
example .. ' ,-, ,', ., ··~.:·it.';_"·1

"I have in my drawer here, a beauti-
ful piece of scotch tape, which is red and
it says red tape, maybe you've seen it
advertised. That's my attitude toward .
some of the paperwork. but . . '. Ihave • - -

1."1,
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Chancellor dismissesdean ofhurnanltles
BY JANICE'S'LUE ----------~~---.!----

"For the sake of academic nicety, the ors linking Cannon's demotion 10 some
matter ought to be called a reassign- financial scandal. The chancellor left on
ment," said Alfred Neumann, Chancellor a cruise ("a postponed vacation") the
of the University of Houston at Clear same day he mailed Cannon the confiden-
Lake City (UH/CLC). . tial letter (Jan. 17). In it, he alleged

"The word that I feel, that describes "There has recently been some evidence
'my reality, is fired," responded Calvin concerning the transfer of gi.fts, for the
Cannon, former Dean of the UH/CLC benefit of The Dinner Party which was
School of Human Sciences and Human- handled contrary to the rules of the'
ities. university's Board of Regents in their

Whether Cannon was reassigned or strictest interpretation. However, there
fired is indeed academic. Last week he appears to have been a series of misunder-
was dean: this week he isn't. standings which, at best, would be diffi-

On January 17, Neumann informed cult to clear up completely."
Cannon, in a confidential letter, that "All this suggests some dark, strange
his. administrative assignment would be~ complicated cloud that still lingers,"
changed, effective February 1, from dean \ said Cannon, reading, from the letter.
to the director of special university It continued: "In this particular situation,
events, with specific responsibility for the university suffered no apparent
The Dinner Party (due to open next damage. The matter is, therefore, con-
month on the UH/CLC carnpusl.> sidered closed."

'We have been urging Deap/Cannon to "Of course, .epperent, bothers me.
concentrate on his area of greatest But what the matter is, nobody can figure
strength, namely, the arranging of special out and that's the last I've heard," said
exhibits and, events," the chancellor said the deposed dean.
in a prepared statement for the Cannon had expected some sort of
Uhclidian, the UH/CLC paper. administrative statement early on. When

In response to the rumors that there none was forthcoming, he drafted his
had been a mishandling of The Dinner own, to his faculty, in which he .an-
Party project's funds on the part of Dean nounced another part of the transfer-
Cannon, the statement continued: "Un- with the fall/semester he would become
fortunately, the calendar year began with a full-time faculty member in Literature.
certain administrative procedures, pre- He told the' group, "I shall assume this
scribed by the Board of Regents, not be- position with . . . a sense of profound
ing followed. There was no personal pride in becoming your immediate col-
malfeasance or impropriety, however." league." He also read them the chancel-

Neumann's first public statement, lor's confidential letter to him.
written at the request of the campus Shocked by the news of Cannon's de-
paper, appeared in print the week of motion, some of the faculty were also
February 11, almost three weeks after troubled that their views had not been
his letter was sent to Cannon. considered; A letter of strong support was

The time lag contributed to the rum- immediately drafted by 45 ·of the 51 fac-
ulty members of the School of Human
Sciences and Humanities.

Janice Blue is an editor of Breakthrough_ But what concerned the faculty as a

body after they heard Cannon's part of
the story, .was the implication 'of finan-
cial misdeeds,

Cannon described the matter' as "an
innocent mistake." Someone donated
$2500 to The Dinner Party and their
broker called Cannon to ask if the gift
should be in the form of cash or stock.
He said, "Cash, because I've got to pay
the (exhibit's) bills," and the broker
said, "1'11 need a university number."

I don't know any of these university
procedures, so I'll have you talk to some-
one in my office, "Cannon told the broker.

"When the check arrived, my secretary
called Neumann's office and asked how
the gift should be handled. She was told
to bring it to the Chancellor's office,"
Cannon said.

"I realized there was some agitation.
so I called the chancellor, who answered
me sternly, and said I had no authority
to sell stocks. Only three people at the
university (the president, the vice-presi-
dent for financial affairs and the assistant
to the vice-president for financial affairs)
were authorized to do so. Finally he
asked me if I had ever heard of Sam
Harwell. And I said, 'Yes, I've heard
of Sam Harwell,' whereupon he hung
up."

Sam Harwell was a UH financial
analyst, charged with scheming' to de-
fraud the university of millions of dol-
lars. He was convicted and sentenced to
-1;1 four-year term in a federal penitentiary.

"1 might have used a different com-
parison," Neumann allowed later, to a
Houston Chronicle reporter. He blamed
Cannon, though, for "choosing to publi-
cize the things which I've not chosen
to do. Why should I publicize anything
negative about anyone? I don't do that."

Cannon feels the need to clear the
issue and his name because "it is dam-

'hW"U" ""ar ••• ",n ,•• \lulny ur, CiCCOiO"i9' , . S ~
to t e chancellor, is "a disdain for admin-
istratlve minutiae." Neumann gave an
example. .' ,-, ", .•.. ' .'

I ' , - •.~ ••• "

'I have in my drawer here, a beauti-
ful piece of scotch tape, which is red and
it says red tape, maybe you've seen it
advertised. That's my attitude toward
some of the paperwork, but . _ . "'Ii'a~e
to follow rules. People who work in in-
stitutions have to follow routines, and it's
my unhappy duty to enforce these rules.
The dean's job is not necessarily the
visionary's role. The dean has to take care
of the minutiae, and sometimes that is
less than spectacular ." he added.

Neumann maintains that university
regulations were repeatedly set aside by
Dean Cannon. "In other words, why do
I have to follow this regulation as long
as my goal is right?

"Again and again," continued the
chancellor, "there were numerous situa-
tions where rules were not followed.
If the (stock) incident had happened
as an isolated incident, we would have
said, 'Don't let this happen again,' but
there had been a two year accumulation.

'We did not choose to make any
charges," added Neumann, "and he
(Cannon) knows that I could have used
15 other things."

Neumann said that Cannon came
close to being removed from 'his dean-
ship two years ago, after the humani-
ties and human sciences faculty "came
very close to recommendi.ng non-con-
fidence in Dean Cannon." They took
a poll and the final vote was in Cannon's
favor "but not by much.

"At that particular moment, if I had
wanted to proceed, I think the over-
whelming faculty would have wanted a
change. The outcome was more on the
margin."

Neumann related an anecdote. "This
is meant facetiously: We decided to send
you a get-well card. We took a vote and
it was 7-6 to send you the card.' It was
not that kind of a situation, but the
poll taken by the faculty was very divid-
ed. So we're not dealing with anything
new, that happened suddenly. We're
dealing with ,( situation where it was
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LOCAL COLOR. continued
late them' into effective action - his

. support of contemporary art, in repeated
splendid exhibits, his support of women's
studies by traditional means and by his
untraditional means of bringing the Judy
Chicago show here."

Cannon is working on the final pre-
. parations for The Dinner pady. "Quite
frankly, if it hadnot been for my commit-
ment to The Dinner Party, I probably
would have just walked out," confessed
Cannon. "In the chancellor's mind, this

· was not in any way intended to diminish
the success of The DinnerParty.l:Jnfortu-
natelv, the raw fact is that my firing has

consumed the entire month of January."
For now, the only matter tne cnan-

cellor and the former dean agree on is that
the monumental sculpture become a
monumental success. "It's a grand piece,"
said Cannon. "I'm obviously convinced
about the idea of what it represents cul-
tually.lt deserves all our support."

"The more The Dinner Party or any-
thing else brings attention to this uni-
versity, I'm in favor of that," stressed
Neumann. "We don't have a basketball
team ora football team. Anything we can
do to draw attention to this university
is wonderful."

"0>.
m
c

Former UH dean Calvin Cannon (far right) meets with The Dinner Party committee members (I to r): ~ An gels, up inth e air
Diane .Gelon,.artistJudy Chicago, and.Mary Ross Taylor.

necessary to make are-assignment."
Dr. Nanette Bruckner co-chaired that

evaluation committee with colleague
Dr. John Gorman. "I'm astonished to
hear the Chancellor's account of our
faculty evaluation, which was over-
whelmingly in favor of Dean Cannon.
I would say 45 out of 50 were highly
favorable. There were only a few criti-
cal evaluations, but that's to be ex-
pected."

Cannon said he himself ordered the
evaluation after he discovered two facu-
lty members h~d written a letter, "de-
nouncing me as dean." He came upon
that letter quite by accident.

It seems that months after a faculty
appointment that Cannon recommended
was' turned down, he learned about the
existence of another letter - one critical
of this particular faculty member. It had
been in the possession of the Provost and
Vice Chancellor Louis Rodriguez. Cannon
"stormed into the provost's office," de-
manding to know why this letter was

" nev?~ brou~ht to his attention.

people making decisions without any con-
sideration for ourfeelings," said Bruckner.
an associate professor in behavioral
sciences and women's studies. "I would
say the faculty is unanimously upset
about the way in which he is being re-
assigned or let go."

"I could introduce you to people
whose morale has been lifted by this,"
said Neumann. "For every detractor,
I can find a protagonist and vice versa.
For every person who thinks the chan-
cellor's done the wrong thing in this
case, I can find you at least one who
thinks I did the right thing. But don't
take a poll, it might come out the wrong
way."

Cannon, feeling "utterly frustrated"
by the whole affair, said the action was
"completely unfair and unjust. I feel
something's wrong with a university
in which this could happen. Just, like I
think a preacher should be less sinful
than his flock, I feel a university should
be more humane than, say, the Post Of-
fice. Universities are there as moral

BY JO ANN E H A R RISO N -------,-----=---
· Around the end of January, it looked like
tube time for the Houston Angels. The
Women's Professional Basketball League'
(WBU franchise seemed to be going
down for the count. It had cancelled one
home game on January 19 because its
opponent, the Dallas Diamonds, had
folded-or so it seemed at the time.
, The bad publicity from the Dallas

cancellation had no sooner made itself
felt, when the Angels found themselves
locked out of both of their official
"home courts", the University of Hou-

· ston's Hofheinz Pavilion and the Sum-
mit.

Both' facilities refused to allow the
team to play until the Angels' front office
came up with enough money to cover
past due bills. Neither arena has been
paid the rental fees for the Angels' pre-
vious appearances, and both the.Univer-
sitv and The Summit Were damnding
cash up front.

opener 0(1 December 22 of last year
(1978)."

Insiders' say that Sweeney never in-
tended to hold on to the franchise for
more than a year or so, and that's why
the sale to the Klingler group seemed a
logical progression.

Unfortunately for Sweeney, the team,
and the fans, the Houston groupo-known
as Sports Resources International, Inc.--
proved less than sincere. To put it simp-
Iy, their checks bounced all over the
place. .

"Ws could have filed an action on
them for fraud," says WBL Commissioner
Bill Byrne. "Those people put up front
money, they filed documents, everything
looked above board and then their checks
started bouncing and Hugh Sweeney had
to step back in."

"Hugh Sweeney is totally innocent.
He's had to meet all expenses and even
make good on some of their debts," ex-
plains Byrne angrily.

~,
~
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existence of another letter - one critical
of this particular faculty member. It had
been in the possession of the Provost and
Vice Chancellor Louis Rodriguez. Cannon
"stormed Intothe provost's office," de-
manding to know why this letter was
never brought to his attention.

'''Instead of producing that -letter -
he was so nervous, I guess - he produced
the wrong letter, one denouncing me,
dated December 1977, five months
earlier."

Cannon said he was furious with the
provost, not with the two faculty mem-
bers who had written the letter criticiz-
ing him. He read the letter at a faculty
meeting and asked for the group's evalu-
ation of him as dean. "I did not wish to
live in Fool's Paradise. If the general
feeling of the faculty had been that I
had served my time, I needed to know
the truth."

He said the faculty evaluations Were
largely positive and while he won the
battle, he may have lost the war. "The
provost never forgave me for that."

There is more than a suggestion from
Cannon that Provost Rodriguez is the

.silent partner and party to his dismissal
as dean, and that. Neumann is simply
carrying out the deed.

Breakthrough tried unsuccessfully to
reach the provost. Rodriguez told one
news source he would add nothing to
Neumann's comments, and did not want
the matter "bandied about in the press."

Top down administration is the IClWin
Texas. Administrative officials of any
university serve at the pleasure of their'
next echelon.

"No one denies the chancellor had the
legal right to do this," said one faculty
member. "At a I.arge university the facul-
ty would probably not have much to do
with the dean, but Clear Lake is new and .
relatively small and the relationship was
an intimate one from the start," For
the administration to act alone, not to
involve or give them any reason for the
administration's actions was very wronq,
in her view., '

"You feel powerless with all' those

by the-Whole marr, sallltne,.actlon was
"completely unfair and unjust. I feel
something's wrong with a university
in which this could happen. Just. like I
think a preacher should be less sinful
than his flock, I feel a university should
be more humane than, say, the Post Of-
fice. Universities are there as moral
,institutions.

"A mere personality conflict or
.policv differences are just relatively
trivial compared to other things. I've
given 10 years of the best I've had to
offer to the university."

In the faculty letter of support, the
45 signers credited Cannon's deanship.
for bringing events "for which we as a
university have received (national) recog-
nition - Judy Chicago's The Dinner Party.
a Stockhausen concert, and James Clauser
dance performances.

'~Working from your remarkable know-
ledge and understanding of the arts, a
knowledge that would be rare even in an
art admi'rli~triltor, 'you have developed an
arts progra'm that would do credit to a
university twice our size," wrote the fac-
ultv, ;'It is 'well knownIn Houston that
Clear Lake is the place 'Where the really
Interestinqevents are occuring.

In Canon's view, the arts are simply a
component part of t~e university. He re-
calledia discussion that came up when
they were looking at the blueprints for
the campus, of whether or not to have an.
art gallery. "And I said no. In the first
place that would be expensive. With the
kind of architecture that we have begun
to develop here, there is no reason to
have a gallery. The whole universitv should
be a gallery. Instead of having art tucked
away in some place where only the artist
and .the cognoscenti go look ~t it, let's
have art throughout the whole university.
I tried to take art to everybody."

Gretchen Mieszkowski, a full professor
of literature at UH/CLC, had taught at
three other universities, Yale, the Univer-
sity of Chicago, and Queen's University in
Canada. "Calvin Cannon is one of the
finest administrators I've ever worked
with," said professor Mieszkowski. "I ad-
mire his values and his capacity to trans-

"(eam"'[u J,Jli::IY Uillil lilt: 1""\11~C1:t "v..\.VI." .•.t:;;

came up with enough money to cover
past due bills. Neither arena has been
paid the rental fees for the Angels', pre-
vious appearances, and both the.Untver-
sitv and The Summit Were damn,ding
cash up front.

Cash shouldn't have been a problem.
Only a few weeks before President and
General Manager. Hugh Sweeney had
announced the sale of the franchise for
$1, million. A group of Houston invest-
ors headed by attorney Richard Klingler
had offered Sweeney 20 times the
$50,000 he'd paid for the Angels during
the "foundation" of the WBL.

Despite the fact that women basket-:
ball. players are among the lowest-paid
professional athletes (averaging about
$10,000, an amount roughly comparable
to the salaries of male indoor soccer play-
ers) Sweeney had dumped over a quarter
of a million dollars during the team's
first year of operation. Things were even
more expensive at the start of the second
'year, and, like many other sports entre-
preneurs, Sweeney wanted to get out
from under fast, but at the same time
make a reasb~able profit on the· time
and money already invested. Sweeney
himself admits that he knew nothing
about women's basketball. "In fact,"
he says, "the first women's basketball, .
game I ever saw was the Angel's home

Joanne Harrison is a senior editor at Houston
City magazine.

money, they THea aocuments, everything
looked above board and then their checks
started bouncing and Hugh Sweeney had
to step back in."

"Hugh Sweeney is totallv innoce~t.
He's had to meet all expenses and even
make good on some of their debts," ex-
plains Byrne angrily.

"At' the time," he continues, "I called
their attorney and said 'What· are you
people doing? You don't sign contracts
apd make deals until you have money in
the bank."

Byrne was on his way to Houston at
press time. ''We're going to pull the fran-
chise through," he said. "We did it in Dal-
las--we found new owners (a group head-
ed by builder Mike Staver) for the team
only three days after the old owners had
difficulties, and we recently arranged the
sale of controlling stock in the Iowa team
to a cable TV and radio station owner
named Dick Vance."

"Let's talk facts, this is a professional
league. It's not different from any other
new league. I was with the old American
Football League, and although it sounds
terrible to say, in any professional sports
league only the strong will survive."

As Byrne is working to save the fran-
chise--including entertaining offers from a
group of Alabama investors who want to
move the team. to Birmingham--the An-
gels are going ahead with the remainder
of their home schedule.

Thanks, no doubt, to former Owl
Coach Don Knodel's connections, the
struggling WBL 1978 champions are
playing their home qames at Rice Univer-
sity's Autry Court. They met the resur-
rected Dallas Diamonds on Friday, Feb-
ruary 8 and San Francisco on Wednesday
Febraury 20 with a February 14 game
against New Orleans at another location

,still to be determined.
Fans of 'women's basketball, or all

those who just believe in the idea of wO,m-
en's professional team sports, can do very
little about the financial machinations of
the WBL, but we can buy the tickets that
are the lifeblood of any pro sport. Be-
sides, the Angels need all the moral sup-
port they can get. '
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old council and said that he was going to
'unmeddle' in council business," Tinsley
said. "I talked to him two or three times
about it and the last thing he said was
'I'm going to the bathroom when it
comes up. I'm not going to vote.'''

Tinsley wasn't totally surprised when
her proposal was defeated. She was sur-
prised at the count-9-6.

"I thought I would lose, but with seven
votes," she said. "I thought it would be
a 7-7 tie with the mayor walking out."

The mayor, the six incumbents and
new council members Lalor and John
Goodner all voted against her proposal.

However, Ben Reyes, councilmember,
,District I, said voting for Tinsley's pro-

posal was the "only fair and practical
thing to do. Most of the city council
people were in at-large positions, and
certainly there is a difference between
at-large and district, and I felt she should
be there (eighth floor)," he added.

When Lalor was asked why he signed
the petition and then voted against
the proposal, he said, "I told her that
although I disagreed with the petition,
l'd be glad to sign it and help her get an
eighth floor office ...

"Subsequently I told her I'd be glad
to have her on the eighth floor, but I
thought both the petition and the motion
she made in council were both dead
wrong and I wouldn't support them.

"Lalor took issue with Tinsley's coun-

cil motion for two reasons. "It said that
all the at-large councilmen (sic) are dif-
ferent from the district councilmen (sic)
and, therefore, ouqhtto be officed on the
same floor. Second, we should turn this
all over to the mayor and have him choose,

"I don't believe the at-large people or
, Eleanor Tinsley are better than everybody
else and deserve special treatment," said
Lalor."

"My point from the beginning," said
Tinsley, "was that a normal procedure
for any governmental unit is for all of
those who represent the same area to
be housed together." (A fire marshal
found in December that the eighth
floor could safely house only six offices-
there are six incumbents. The ninth floor
was not surveyed. "Politics," said Tins-
ley.

Although her proposal was defeated,
Tinsley feels she won in other ways_

"Standing up on an issue that didn't
affect the public said something to a lot
of people-to fellow councilmen (sic)
and to other women who've been through
similar experiences of discrimination and
to many minorities.

,"Minorities have experienced paying
the same fare and yet being told to go
to the back of the bus. And that's es-
sentially what happened to me because
I paid the fare of running at-large and was
told to go upstairs."

Battering is a household word

----------- BY SANDY LONG ----------

Domestic violence has come of age as an
issue. That was the rnessaqe at a confer-

it looks like a lot of it is persons getting
even with their families.
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You are where you sit

"The people who write those best sellers
about power and status in organizations

,would have a field day watching the
Houston City Council begin its new li~
as a 9·5 system." That's what Susan \
Wright, host for Friday Local on Chan-
nel 8, ·had to say about city council's
first meeting for 1980. Indeed; 'last
month's debate over Councilwoman.
Eleanor Tinsley's office sPJce would fit
perfectly into Jane Trahey's Women &
Power. You are where you sit, says
Trahey.

Last November, T-insley defeated 20-
year incumbent Frank Mann for the at-
large position two seat. Tinsley assumed
that she would occupy Mann's office,
on the eightlT floor.

Tinsley and the other councilrnern-
bers were sworn in on January 2. At
the meeting that day, she proposed that
the five at-large councilmembers as well
as the two senior district members,
remain on the eighth floor. The seven
remaining district councilmembers would
move in on the ninth floor. Tinsley felt
that there were several advantages to this
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Ir re- Marianita Paddock is a free-lance writer,

and a journalism graduate from Texas
A&M University. She works for a local
company in public relations.

turn

kind of move.
"It seemed to me that to put seven

people on each of two floors would give
the at-large members the protocol ri-ghts
of running a city-wide race, because they
all have the same constituency. It protect-

, ed the seniority rights ofthe two remain-
ingdistrict councilmen, Larry McKaskle
and Frank Mancuso, who would stay
where they were or move to another
office on that floor.':

Originally, Tinsley had started a
petition, supporting her stand for an
eighth floor office. Lance Lalor, Dis-
trict C councilmember, was the first
one to sign it. So did four other mem-
bers, said Tinslew She also had verbal
support from Anthony Hall and Christ-
in Hartung. She had seven votes and need-
ed one more, at which point she said,
,"I didn't pursue the petition any further."

A week later (January 9) t the pro-
posal was defeated 9-6, which included
Mayor McConn's vote against her. Tinsley
is now the only at-large member on the
ninth floor.

Before the council meeting where her
proposal was defeated, Tinsley had
spoken with Mayor McConn. At that time
he stated that he supported her position.

The next day, McConn told Ti nsley
that he couldn't vote on the issue.
"He had had a lot of pressure from the

---------------------BYSANDYLONG--------------------
Domestic violence has come of age as 'an
issue. That was the message at a confer-
ence on "Family Violence: Action for the
'80's" sponsored by the Houston Area
Women's Center in January. About 250
workers in the field from a five-state re-
gion gathered to hear speakers and attend
workshops during the conference.

"Studyi ng domestic violence is anevo-
lutionary process but we're moving at
revolutionary speed," declared Kathy
Fojtik, executive director of the technical'
assistance centers on family violence.
"One year ago there were about half a
dozen shelters for abused women. Today
there are 392."

"We've come a long way in our willing-
ness to confront the problem of family
violence," said Barbara Star, an associate
professor of social work at the University
of Southern California. "Ten years ago it
wasn't an issue at all. We now recognize
that the violence of the '80's will include
chi Id abuse, spouse abuse, and sexual
abuse as well as parent battering by teen-
age children and 'granny bashing' where
adults batter their elderly parents.

"There's usually an inappropriate role
structure within the violent family. Chil-
dren of~en gain power when they are too
young to handle it. It is a matter of the
weak wielding power over the weaker.
And the children who grow up in violent
families repeat the cycle." Experts esti- ,
mate that 70 percent of batterers experi-
enced abuse as a child or saw their par-
ents abuse one another.

,:~.': Diane Hamlin of the Center for Wom-
en's Policy Studies said that a recent
study in Washington, D.C., showed that
much arson is the result of domestic vio-
lence. "Everybody has always thought
that insurance was a prime motivating
force behind arson," said Hamlin. "Now

Sandy Lonqworks with the Houston Area Wo-
mens Center.

it looks like a lot of it is persons getting
even with their families.

Destruction of property and pets has
come to be one of the definitions of bat-
tering. The more common definitions are
physical .assault. sexual violence, and
psychological battering.

According to Hamlin, battering does
not include the broad and vague area of
emotional abuse. "When we talk about
psychological battering we're talking
about brainwashing, the limiting of phvs-
leal movement, and the interruption of
sleeping and eating patterns. Women in
shelters often come in suffering from
sleep deprivation and malnourishment.
Also, over half the women have been vic-
tims of sexual violence.

"Our goal must, be singular-to stop
the violence," said Hamlin. "First we
must focus on the violence rather than
trying to get batterers to be good ernplov-
ees or nice guys.

"Our society provides a lot of sociali-
zation and rewards for men's reaction to
violence. We must stop complacency to-
ward the issue. Batterers must be made to
realize that they are responsible for their
own violence."

Nikki Van Hightower, executive direc-
tor of the Houston Area Women's Center,
said that what is needed is no less than a
change in this society's economic, social
and political ideology.

There's this attitude that a man has a
right to beat his wife if she nags him. It's
a license being issued to males at birth. In
order for a change to take place, we must
alter our ideas of masculinity and femi·
ninity."

All the experts seemed to agree that
the next step in domestic violence work
must be in counseling and therapy for the
batterers.

Hamlin cautioned, though, that there
is an increased potential for violence
when work is started with batterers. The

----------------- BY MARIANITA PADDOCK-
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Alsoavailable: "Margie Adam. Songwriter."LPRecord/Tape CasseHe$6.95.Songbook$5.50.
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Margie is back, and Ihis lime she's
allhe piana alone, playing her own
music on Ihis solo inslrumenlal album.
You can hear her classlcallralning,
feel her jazz influences, hum'her pop
melodies.

LPRecord $6.95/Tape Cossette $6.95
Send check or money order payable
10: Pleiades Records
Department BT -,
P.O.Box7217,~rkeley, Co 94707
Distributed locallY ,in many areas.
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LOCAL COLOR

Goals' parents never taught you

and manipulative one minute, then ex-
tremely violent the next."

Depression and' suicidal impulses are
also common among the batterers. Ham-
Iln told the audience that barterers "may
kill themselves. They may kill their wives.
If you're going to work with domestic
violence you'd better be prepared to deaf
with death."

Star called on the audience to fight vi-
olence on all fronts and to form commun-
ity coalitions.

"This has been a year of tremendous
growth, development and change:' said
Fojtik. "But there's still a long way to
go."

increased stress they experience under
therapy often triggers attacks.

"We must have shelters for women be-
fore we start providing services for the
barterers. It would be extremely irrespon-
sible and dangerous for us to reverse
those priorities."

While little is known about batterers
there do seem to be some characteristics
which most share. According to Hamlin,
batterers "minimize, deny, and some-
times lie. He will tell you' that all he did
was shove his wife when in fact he broke
her arm.

"Many have these Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde
personalities. They can be very charming

BY DIANE DURBIN ----------
Women who attend the workshop on built by' men for men," Feigle says. "So,
Women and Management at the Family as we move out into it, it's just like mov-
Service Center on March 1 will work with ing to China. If we want to live and sur-
someone who has gone through the vive in China, we've got to learn Chinese.
process she's counseling about. Then, we may' be able to share some of

It took Patty Feigle two years to dec- our own knowledge and they could get
ide to return to college. She made the some new information from us. I think
transition from Memorial housewife, to women will do that. And in time men will
graduate student, to a position as a ther- learn. When there are enough women in
apist at the Farnilv Service Center. And power positions, it will change. But you
she has setthe kinds of career goals for can't change it until you've got the power
herself she urges women she counsels to to do so."
work toward. The first technique Feigle uses is a

Feigle says the way women are social- free association exercise in which women
ized in this culture results in a mind-set "write down things they like, just any- .
that makes them passive and afraid to thing, as wild and wooly as they want. As
take a· risk. "It happens very gradually you look back over the list you can see
from the time the child is born. There are patterns in life about what you want,"
certain (sex-role] expectations. I -think she says.
one of the most limiting things is the par- Feigle then has the women fantasize
ents' overprotectiveness of the female - two job descriptions. "I want them to
not a~~owing them to take a_~k." Men dream as far as they will allow themselves . «



the two most important things we can give our children are roots and wings

Special Savings Offer!
We have selected eight fabulous suit fabrics

from which you may purchase three as a package
for a limited time. In order for you to begin or add
to your business wardrobe, we are offering three
2·piece suits at a total cost of $900 plus tax. This is
a total savings of $165 off the regular cost of these
suits.

After checking prices for good ready-made
suits and finding them to be a minimum of $300 a
suit, we are offering this same 'price tag in a fine,
custom garment. We know that you willenjoy the
custom tailoring experience. In order for us to
make this special offer, the following will apply:

THIS IS A ONE TIME ONLY PURCHASE OF THREE SUITS
FROM EIGHT SELECTED FABRICS.

We will be happy to discuss any questions you may have. Call now for an appointment-524-3303.

524-3303

Illike holsey
, Custom Clothes,

2613 Richmond at Kirby Houston. Texas 77098AppOintment pre/erred

in tnrs culture resurts In a mma-se
that makes them passive and afraid to
take a· risk. "It happens very gradually
from the time the child is born. There are
certain (sex-rote) expectations. I -rhink
one of the most limiting things is the par-
ents" overprotectiveness of the female -
not allowing them to take a .risk." Men
see risk as an opportunity of winning or
losing,. while women see it as entirely

neqative, she feels.
Two books she recommends in the

workshop are The Managerial Woman and
Games Your Mother Never Taught You.

The Managerial Woman is "so object-
ive," Feigle says, "it doesn't say 'poor
women.' It doesn't put men down, or
the system. But the other work is much
more judgemental of the system and men
in general.

The books deal with the patterns of
difference between men and women and
the way these differences affect career
decisions. Men are taught from childhood
they'll have to get a job and be self-rel-
iant. The result is that men make early
career decisions

Women, however, learn to be depend-
ent and seek out a man to take care of
them. As a result, women make late car-
eer decisions. And after decisions are
made there may be conflicts with ideas
about being a wife and mother.

Feigle makes no value judgements
about whose characteristics are best.
Instead, she uses techniques of therapy
to teach women to use the information
to increase awareness of how differences
limit women seeking advancement, ways
to break old patterns, and how falling
back into old habits hinders develop-
ment.

Feigle says the most important thing
for any woman to do is establish a sup-
port svstemioutslde the job and find a
mentor - or, ideally, both a male and a
female mentor - on the job.

"The world has been developed and

"write down things they like, just any-
thing, as wild and wooly as they want. As
you look back over the list you can see
patterns in life about what you want,"
she says.

Feigle then has the women fantasize
two job descriptions. "I want them to
dream as far as they will allow themselves
to dream. The point is to take the lids
off," she says. "If you ask them to make
it a reality thing, they will limit it so .
much that the exercise will not be bene-
ficial. "

Next, Feigle has the women fit one of
their dream jobs into realitvbv constuct-
ing a time line for how long it will take to
reach their goal. She also asks them to
include on the time line what they would
like to do after they reach their goal.

"It's pretty darn scary to get to the
end of the road, so some people will stop
themselves from making their goal be-
cause they don't have anywhere to go
afterward," she says. '

Now the women are ready to figure
out action steps for reaching their goals.
"We actually do that in the Workshop,"
Feigle says, "so that when they leave they
have some pretty good handles on where
to begin:

The Women and Management Work-
shop is something Feigle has brought into
the Family Service Center in the year and
a half she's been there.

"Moving into the whole business end
of consulting has been my idea. I've got-
ten the green light to go to workshops to
learn to do some of these things."

Feigle will conduct the workshop at
the Center's central office, 3635 W.
Dallas. It costs $25 and will run from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.rn, Reservations
should be made at least a week in advance
by calling the Center's Educational Co-
ordinator at 524-3881 ..

HOUSTON BREAKTHROUGH
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Diane Durbin is a graduate student at UH/CLC
and is the mother of two daughters.
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Julie Homi (!) and Teresa Trull
I

Gospel, blues and. a mean guitar
-------------------ByPOKEyANDERSON----------------~
You don't find a-lot of folks in the music
industry whose biography sheet includes:
"Worked as a dump truck driver to sup-
port herself while gaining experience in
music." You won't find a lot of dynamic
gospel and blues singers with green eyes
an'd red hair. And you won't find many
performers who will sing honestly and
naturally about women who love other
women. But then, nobody has ever ac-
cused Teresa Trull of being a run-of-the:
mill.

Trull learned gospel and blues while
growing up in North Carolina. Her music
now blends gospel, soul, traditional jazz
and the blues. She recorded her first al-
bum on Olivia Records, The Ways a

. Woman Can Be, three years ago, at the, __ --""-----'-'--..::....'----

was right, and soon Trull cut her first
album.

Teresa Trull is committed to creating
songs that speak positively about
women's lives, songs that the mass media
somehow "neqlects" to transmit. With
her versatile voice and command of
various styles, she sings about he'r own ex-
periences,' including the women in her
life ... women as friends, family, lovers,
role models. "I don't think anyone will
ever be able to come to a concert of mine
and not know I am a lesbian ... But I
don't want people just to relate to me
for that reason .. ;.1 think my music and
my pblitics have a lot to say to every-
one," she notes.

Houstonians will have their first

I

I I

Barthelme- Moore Associates
Advertising and Marketing
a full-service advertising agency since 1960

Helen Moore Barthelme Odell Pauline Moore
1110 Lovett Blvd.; Suite 100 Houston, Texas 77006 713/521-9214

Re-elect STEVE SHIFLETT
for President of the Gay Political Caucus

As President in 1979, Steve has:
• Welded the gay community in a significant way;
• Helped to get the first openly gay person appointed to the Police

Advisory Commission;
• Broadened the base of GPC into a practical political force including

all segments of the community;
• Won respect in the political establishment;

In 1980, Steve will work to:
• Establish a Montrose Medical Clinic for transmissible diseases;
• End police entrapment and brutality against gay people;
• Gain a gay plank on the platforms of the national political parties in

the 1980 elections;
• Pass a Houston city ordinance to end discrimination against gays.
4600 Main Street - 7:30pm Paid for by the committee to re-elect

FEBRUARY 20 Steve Shif,lett GPCPresident,
Kay Little, Chairperson

You must be a GPC member to vote.
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Trull learned gospel and blues while
growing up in North Carolina. Her music
now blends gospel, soul, traditional jazz
and the blues. She recorded her first al-
bum' on Olivia Records, The Ways a
Woman Can Be, three years ago, at the
age of 23. Since then, she has gained the
accompl ished piano backing of Julie
Homi, and her music has reclaimed even
more of the down-home energy of its
Southern roots.

The women of Olivia Records, the
country's largest all-woman recording
label, didn't "discover" Teresa Trull
humming in a drugstore, but almost.
Some of Trull's friends made a cassette
tape of her singing, and sent it across the
country to Olivia in California, The folks,
at Olivia fiked the tape and the timing
Pokey -Anderson distributes women's music
through Out and Out Productions.

ever oe aore 1:0 come to a concert OT mine
and not know I am a lesbian ... B.,ut I
don't want people just to relate -to me
for th~t reason .. ; I think my music and
my p'blitics have a lot to say to every-
one," she notes.

Houstonians will have their first
'opportunity in a year-and-a-half to share
the music of Teresa Trull and Julie Homi
in person,' on Saturday, February 23, 8
p.m., at First Unitarian Church', 5210
Fannin. Child care, work exchange, and
interpretation for the deaf will be avail-
able. Advance tickets will be available at
B.D. & Daughter, The Bookstore, Wilde
'N' Stein, A Moveable Feast, and My
Sisters (Galveston).

Trull and Homi will be on hand to
meet informally with Houston women
and men at B.D. & Daughter, 520 West:
heimer, on Saturday, February 23,
1 :30-3 p.rn.

You must be a GPC member to vote,

Tues. Wed. Thurs. 5-8p.m. ': '.~~'
Saturday 10-5:30 p.m, '.:.';
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HELEN HOOKE is coming to Housto~
Her solo performance will include songs,
on piano, electric guitar, fiddle and varied
electronic instruments.

Hooke combin~d her classicalstudles
at the Eastham School of Music with an.
incurable addiction to the B~tles and the

I

electric guitar.ln 1972, she teamed with
Pamela Brandt and' Ann Bowen to form
The Deadly Nghtshade. Their music was
a fusion of country, soul, bluegrass,
and rock and became well-known for its
infectious and up-}ifting spirit of women's

, strength and celebration.
Rolling Stone credited Hooke with

adding "power and a raw edge" to the
group's material and said she played the
guitar, piano, and fiddle with a "tough
inventiveness. "
\ With Brandt, Hooke wrote most of the
songs which appeared on their two RCA
albums, The Deadly Nightshade and F.
and W (Funky and Western). From
1977-1972" the group appeared in clubs
from coast to coast with Lily Tomlin,
Laura Nvro, Peter Frampton and toured
as opening act on Billy Joe's fall 1976
tour.

She'll be appearing March 2 and 3 at
8 p.m. at Fitzgeralds in the Heiqhts.
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• • • and other fishy goingson in the local press
".\ BYGABRIEllECOSGRIFF--------~-----------------------------------

Houston Post columnists Lynn
Ashby and Donald Morris seem,
at first glance, to represent two
vastly different philosophies-

Morris, the conservative prophet-of-doom
moralist; Ashby, the light-hearted icono-
clast-punster- But, on closer inspection,
the two are depressingly similar in their
modus operandi-

Ashby's periodic dives into local issues
invariably muddy the waters ~ith sim-
plistic sarcasm. He did it last summer
with a mangled attack on the U.S. Justice
Dept. intervention in local elections,
with his turning-the-tables 'men's advo-
cate' piece on Nikki Van Hightower,
Eleanor Tinsley's office space, coddling
prisoners in Texas jails and, most recent-
ly, his reductio ad absurdum on the city
council's proposed hiring of aides (Jan.
27).

,"After careful study," declaims Ash-
by, "I suggest that each member have a
staff of at least 45, plus part-time help
during the campaigns." He swings right
into his well-worn formula: let's give
them four-story office buildings in their
districts, use of the contra-flow lane to
~~~t, their own plane, etc., right

sarv to rehash all the juicy details.
"The evidential web is damning,"

ne concludes. "The authors might have
strengthened it even further had they
managed a more objective tone ... There
is evidence the girl survived the crash
and was trapped in an air bubble in the
inverted car for a time (people have sur-
vived many hours under such circum-
stances) before she drowned. But to dwell
on this while concurrently having
Kennedy on a telephone seeking advice
about his political career is inexcusable;
it is just such gratuitous slime which has
hampered rational consideration of Chap-
paquiddick in the past."

Morris' "objective tone" and "rational
consideration" are his standard red her-.
rings. The end result of his analysis was to
make available to his readers the "'gratui-
tous slime" he sanctimoniously con-
demns.

It'sbad enough to' be exposed to this
kind of journalism from Post em-
ployees, but do we have to take it
from their overlords too?

Hpnr\l F r."ttn Jr. is the son-in-law

initiation? Do these students engage in
terror for credit? If so, what are they
taking, American Humiliation 101?"

"Socialist" is next. Catto points out
that socialist is used to mean communist.
Good point. What he neglects to consider
is that socialist can also mean socialist.
(Even Freud allowed as how a cigar can,
on occasion, be just a cigar.)

"The unwary," says Catto, "conjure
a picture of gentle Fabians taking tea in
their London salons, clucking earnestly
at capital ist outrage. Or of Harold Wil-
son puffing benignly on his pipe ...
'Socialism' is' a euphemism used by the
communist propaganda apparat." (Shades
of James Kilpatrick, who likes to call
feminists "comrades. ")

He then takes off after "the Soviet
lap dog, Fidel Castro" and "the rancid
ravings of the ayatollah" and concludes
with "misrepresentation and manipula-
tion from abroad must be avoided; to do
otherwise is to go, semantically, to
Munich."

Catto's pompous hyperbole guarantees
that, in spite of some valid points, his
diatribe goes, semantically, nowhere.



I "After careful stuay:' declaims Ash- aemrrs. wrrn . misrepresentation and maruputa-
by, "I suggest that each member have a tion from abroad must be avoided; to do
staff of at least 45, plus part-time help otherwise is to go, semantically, to
during the campaigns." He swings right It'~ bad e~ough t? be exposed to this Munich."
into his well-worn formula: let's give kind of Journalism from Post em- Catto's pompous hyperbole guarantees
them four-story office buildings in their ployees, .but do we have to take it that, in spite of some valid points, his
districts, use of the. contra-flow lane to from their overlords too? diatribe goes, semantically, nowhere.
the airport, their own plane, etc., right Henry E. Catto Jr. is the son-in-law
down to the last whimsical touch, "after of Oveta Culp Hobby and a member of
they vote themselves season passes to the board of directors of the- Houston
Astroworld." Post.

No matter that there are arguments Several weeks ago" the Post published
on both sides of this issue, and most a piece on its op-ed page, written by
issues he deals with, Ashby has an in- Catto and headed "Phoney foreign eu-
fallible instinct for the cheap shot. phemisms should carry warning labels."

Morris works the same side of the The piece was first published in the Wash-
street-he just starts at the other end of ington Post (December 13) under the
the block. The ex-C.I.A. operative (iden- headline "On our way, semantically, to
tified as such when deemed relevant) Munich."
makes much of journalistic integrity. He His premise was that the press has
reminds us often of our national folly developed "a sharply heightened sense
and short-sightedness, which usually of skepticism ... when dealing with state-
translates into caveats against liberalism ments by U.S. government figures" but
and other related emotional disorders. that they "swallow uncritically the most
(He has made occasional stabs at humor- transparent propaganda if it comes from a
ous writing, but these are mercifully foreign sou~ce."
rare and inflict no real damage.) He makes some points which, if left

In a recent column, "Chappaquiddick unembellished, could be persuasive. It's
-a real non-issue" (Jan. 7) Morris takes the overkill that undermines his argu-
to ~a~k the .authors of Chappaquiddick / ment.
Revisited, Richard L. and Thomas L.' For example, he asks why did not the
Tedrow, for verging "perilously close American media find out if the "stu-
to.yellow journalism" in their treatment dents:' holding the Americans hostage
and analysis of that incident. Of course, in Tehran were really students. Did they
in describing their proximity to that attend classes? Good point. But then:
jaundiced state, Morris. finds it neces- "Is the whole scene a bizarre fraternity

DOONESBURY

est anyone feel that the name of
The Houston Post has been
changed to The Whipping
Post ...

Arthur Wiese., Washington bureau
chief, 'did a concise, information-packed
article (Jan. 20) on the Iowa caucus,
with a clever illustration of the candi-
dates by Howard Paveglio.

Post reporter Janis Parks did a nice
review of Ray Bradbury's The Martian
Chronicles, a six-hour, three-part adapta-
tion on NBC of his famous stories. Parks
felt that the roles of the women in "this
often splendid program" were sadly
in need of updating (for a story supposed-
ly set in 1990). .

"The role that added insult to injury,"
said Parks, "was drawn by Gayle Hunni-
cutt ... Ruth Wilder, pretty as a picture,
bounces allover the universe with two
kids in tow and voices no more fear and
questioning than if the Wilders were
moving to Akron."

By the way, how long do you have to
write about TV at the Post before you get
to be called a TV writer? Parks has been

L
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'"!TeStatoon cooperated fully. and But-
ler got together a panel of women to ap-
pear on Nancy Carney's Morning Show
the day before the film aired. They were
Helen George, program manager of the
Neighborhood Center Child Care As-
sociation, Diana Osborne, chief steward,
Communications Workers of America and
president of the Houston Coalition of
Labor Union Women, and, Carro Hinder-
stein, an. attorney. Butler also arranged
fpr attorney Jo Ann Doughtie to be
interviewed by Bill Balleza on News-
center /I at noon that day, to talk about
child support and fair employment
practices.

Ann Hodges, TV editor of the
Houston Chronicle, devoted a little over
a column inch to the movie. H.er big
story that day Was the 10-year. cele-
bration of Marcella Perry's Econocast,
a commercial for Perry's Heights Savings"
Association.

Then there's Post reporter Pamela
Lewis, who did a splendid interview with
Gloria Steinem (Jan. 20) in town recently
to publicize changes in the format of
Ms. magazine. Steinem is always articu-
late and quotable, but it was a mark of
Lewis' research skills (she came by way
of the Post library) that 'she drew out
some facets of Steinem's background
and philosophy that were new, at least
to this writer.

One wishes the same could be said of
Barbara Karkabi's Stei nem interview in
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More recently, swept up in Super Bowl
fever, he interviewed Terry Bradshaw
quarterback of the Pittsburgh Steelers.
"How much does your religion and Jesus
have an effect on your performance on
the football field?" asked Patrick. "I
couldn't throw the football, I'd lost
my confidence:' confessed Bradshaw.
"The peace and comfort I got through
my prayer life and rnv rededication to
him was the thing that relaxed me ... if
I've had any success I want to credit
him."

Then it was time for the editorial.
"Religion has had a big part in my
life:' intoned Patrick, "and I'm not
ashamed to admit that.' I thi nk it's good
to balance the bad stuff ... In recent
years, so many people say there aren't
any heroes. Some writers have looked for
the negative ... every sports team I've
ever covered has a deep religious core ... "
and so on. When he finally wound down,
anchor Steve Smith grinned weakly and
said, "So you've been here about four
months now, Dan?" (Patrick's unsolicited
testimonial probably mad the same effect
in many households as it did in ours.
You couldn't exactly call it prayer, but
several people were heard to invoke the
name of Jesus Christ.]

Patrick's religion-in-sports angle is
no doubt sincere. It does lend credence,
however, to what Leigh Montville of the
Boston Globe called "the great American
theme contest." (The Selling of the
Super Bowl, Time, Jan. 28.) "There's no
story, so everyone sits down and tries to
manufacture one."

And some people fantasize about
stories they haven't read but would like
to. In an amusing column' about "News
stories I would love to read:' February 6,
Lynn Ashby had this to say about Patrick:

"Channel 11 sportscaster Dan Patrick
has been granted full membership in, the

--'--

Hobart, an obscure political columnist
for Galveston In Between, is really the
nom de plume of Republican State
Representative Chase Untermeyer.

Cook 'let it be known that Untermeyer
writes about his fellow Republicans
"in a style that is, well, less than rev-
erential." He called the. "merry men"
around the governor "Clementines" and
described St. Sen. and "Republican con-
vert" Bill Braecklin, "a lazy pol."

Apart from the ethical considerations
of a public servant writing political com-
mentary without stating his bias, the
most interesting question is, who is the
real Garret Hobart? You probably already
knew 'this, but Hobart was President
William McKinley's first vice-president.
He died in office in '1899, and was suc-
ceeded by Teddy Roosevelt. Hobart's
claim to fame was that, while presiding
over the Senate, he cast the deciding
vote which defeated the resolution to
grant independence to the Philippines.

recently, and when it ended Harmon
said, "I wonder why Becky's smiling?"
Padgett called Harmon, explained wh~t
was wrong with his remark, and was
told, "You're being a little sensitive,
aren't you?" When Padgett commented
that he wouldn't make a joke like that
about child abuse,. Harmon answered,
"Well, you've got' a point, but this is
different," He did promise, though,
that he wouldn't steal jokes from the
other d.j.s anymore. So everything's
OK at KIKK.

Afederal' grand jury has been
.' questioning Judd Mcilvain, Ch.

11 TV reporter, about an educa-
tional film he produced in 1976

for Harris County Commissioner B'ob
Eckels. The film was designed to ex-
plain the county tax system and has been
shown in area schools.

The FBI is investigating possible mail

r8tbinb \!rbt ~imt~
May 4, 1913 "The N. Y. Times does not believe that the achievement of women's suffrage
would increase either the happiness or the prosperity of women in America. It believes the
bestowal upon women of the right to vote and their contact with men in political matters will
deprive them of certain privileges they now enjoy ... "
May 13, 1913 "The benefits of women's suffrage. are almost wholly imaginary ... The inevita-
ble result of suffrage will be to coarsen women a'nd to lessen men's respect for them."
August 12, 1970 Despite the fact that the ERA was introduced 50 years ago in Congress, The
N. Y. Times urges the Senate to stall on the ERA because "the range of such potential litigation
is too great to be readily foreseen."
April 11,1978 "Too much energy has gone into thefiqht for passage of the Amendment and
not enough into other issues ... We hope and believe that the Amendment will some day pre-
vail, but it should not prevail at tOQhigh a cost." TheN. Y. Times urges Congress not to extend
the deadline for ratification. (From National N.O.W.J

'" ..Y. the way, Na.ncy Carney, who n ail Padgett, of the Houston Rape

the Houston Chronicle. More in sorrow
than in anger-since Karkabi has written,
and written well, for Breakthrough in
the past-it must be noted that the lead
to her Steinem story was goddawful-in
that 50's Lifestyle style. "She is en-
visoned as aggressive, humorless, diffi-
cult. In fact, Gloria Steinem is anything
but that. It is her sense of humor that is
her most engaging, as well as surprising,
quality.

"With her long hair and tinted glasses,
dressed simply but elegantly, the 45-year-
old Ms. Steinem does not look much
different than she did 17 years ago .. :'\

\

(If you can get past all that, it ends up
being a pretty good interview).

Dan O'Rourke, Channel 2 reporter,
displayed the same fascination with
Steinem's looks at a jointl.ress confer-'
ence at Breakthrough (Steinem talked
about the changes in Ms. and we dis-
cussed our new direction). In 30 minutes,
a lot of ground was covered. Nancy Car-
ney (Ch. 11) and Elma Barrera (Ch. 13)
asked Steinem about the impact made
by the women's movement in the past
decade and the Itructuralchanges Stein-
em saw taking place in 80s. O'Rourke
zeroed 'in on Steinem's appearance and
in spite of her reluctance to make a big
deal of it, he continued to badger Stein-
em until he got a quote. Sure enough,
that was the obligatory cute closing to
the show that evening. "Few people
anywhere look so much like they did
10 years ago as does Gloria Steinem.
It's those glasses and the hair but she
says it's just her. She puts her hair in a
ponytail in the summertime and in the
winter, it keeps her ears warm." Un-
fortunately, we found out more about
O'Rourke than Steinem from that report.

fraud. "Agents allegedly suspect that at



not enough into other issues ... We hope and believe that the Amendment will some day pre-
vail, but it should not prevail at tOQhigh a cost." The N. Y. Times urges Congress not to extend
the deadline for ratification. (From National N.O.W.J

ponytail in the summertime and in the
winter, it keeps her ears warm." Un-
fortunately, we found out more about
:Q'.flourke than Steinem from that report.

And some people fantasize about
stories they haven't read but would like
to. In an amusing column about "News
stories I would love to read," February 6,
Lynn Ashby had this to say about Patrick:

"Channel 11 sportscaster Dan Patrick
has been granted full membership in the
Brotherhood of American Clowns. 'It's
something I've been wanting and working
toward for years: a happy Patrick said
from behind his putty nose, while infla-
ting his whoopee cushion ... "

We never said Ashby wasn't good for a
laugh.

Gail Padgett, of the Houston Rape
Crisis Coal ition, reports that her
organization has been asked to
participate in a one-hour PBS

documentary called, tentatively, Doin'
Life, and due to air in late August. Rape
victims will be interviewed, as well as
prisoners serving life terms for murder,
rape and armed robbery. Texas governor
Bill Clements wrote a letter to the exe-
cutive director of the media center at
Sam Houston State University, who is
producing the program. Clements urged
that victims, as well as rapists, be includ-
ed.

One of the most popular country and
western songs just now is Coward of the

"" County, which is about rape. It is a
\ father's advice to his son that "you don't

have to fight to be a man." So the son
earns the name of coward, because he
turns the other cheek. etc ... Until ...
he comes home one day to find that his
Becky has been raped by three loutish
brothers, so he naturally whups their
ass, and the song ends,' "Sometimes
you have to fight to be a man."

Gail. Padgett heard KI KK Radio
d.j, John Harmon playing the song

By the way, Nancy Carney, who
is the new host of the Morning
Show, has had some excellent
shows. She did a lively half-

hour with Gloria Steinem (Jan. 16), the
next week interviewed Sissy Farenthold,
and a week later interviewed Yvonne
Broach, president of Houston Area
NOW. Both Carney and her producer,
Benny Dominguez, are to be commended
for their emphasis on women's issues.
Beats .all those reactionary reports from
Conqressrnan Ron Paul who was becom-
ing a weekly fixture. Tune in mornings at

.7:30 a.m. It's the best morning offering
for discussion of local and national

fraud. "Agents allegedly suspect that at
least twice the $55,000 cost of the film
was donated through misrepresented
solicitations," said a Houston Post
story (Jan. 17).

Mcilvain denied any wrongdoing, as
did Eckels, who claimed the investigation
was part of ongoin~ harassment by his
political foes. Lynn Ashby, Houston
Post columnist, wrote the script for the
film. The investigation is expected to
continue.

Whatever the outcome, the question
remains: is it a conflict of interest for
Mcilvain and Ashby to be earning money
from the county, when the county is a
legitimate object of their scrutiny?

The Columbia Journalism Re-
view, in its current issue,gives
a dart, its equivalent of a pan, to
the Texas Press Association

(TPA) and the Texas Association of
Broadcasters, "for putting a tiger' in their
tank and jointly sponsoring the 1979
Student Editors Conference with Exxon
U.S.A. Along with discussions on print
and broadcasting, ethics and law, public
opinion and politics-led by magazine
editors, news producers, and such leading
journalistic lights as Sander Vanocur and
Fred Graham-students were treated to an
analysis of the gas crisis by none other
than the manager of public affairs for
Exxon."

And here's another dart to the TI'A.
Its Mid-Winter Convention and Trade

issues.

Ayear ago freelance writer AI ison
Cook dug out a trunkload of old
clippings and wrote a -eover

. story for City magazine on
Houston gossip columnists Marge Crum-
baker and Maxine Messinger(A year later,
Alison (as in Marge and Maxine) has "The
Page," her very own scoop column in
the same magazine.

She recently revealed that Garret

Dan Patrick, sportscaster on Ch.
. 11 TV, belongs to the let-it-

all-hang-out, 'subjective school
of reporting. He editorializes

·at will and emotes all over the set. When
the Americans were first taken hostage
in Iran, Patrick appeared on the air with
a small American flag, his voice rising
to a Zindleresque pitch of outraged
patriotism.
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PAUL COLBERT
STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 80

"

_ QUALITY EDUCATION shoultf be the first priority with salaries
and programs that will hold good teachers.' ,

-EQUAL RIGHTS~re never guaranteed - they must be established
and defended by an active voice.

-FLOOD PREVENTION is impossible without the establishment of
a comprehensive plan and a regional flood control authority.

-MT A must be restructured for public control; public transit must
be improved. -

-URBAN PARKS AND GREENBELTS must be encouraged.
\,

VOTECOLBERT ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28.

Political advertisement paid for by Paul Colbert; 2416 West Holcombe; 644-5123.

[
' Selective Enterprises" ' ,,~ ,.' '. _ -'~l,!\'r_f~l_~"

MEDIA MATTERS continued

Houston Police Chief Harry Cald-
w~1I is sensitive to criticism of
his department. Never shy of
media attention, Caldwell is fast

with a quotable quote and does not suffer
opposition gladly,or silently. (When in-
vited to speak at the ACLU last year,
Caldwell deftly turned the tables on the
civil libertarians by accusing them of
having "all the sympathy for the brown
and the black, but none for the; blue."
When rumblings surfaced about the use'
of public funds for the protection of
Mexico City's police chief last year --, on
a private visit here - Caldwell's retort was,
better to spend the money than "have to
scrape (the honored visitor) off the side-
walk.")

That's one thing, to have a police chief
who is sensitive to criticism -:- Justice of
the Peace AI Green suggested on a KTRH
Radio talk show recently that Caldwell
may be "temperamentally unsuited" for
his job.

It's quite 'cIhother when the news rr-sn-
ager of a local TV station comes across as
equally sensitive to criticism of the police
chief. Walt Hawver, manager of news op-
erations at Channel 13, wrote a letter to
Thelma Meltzer, replying to her com-
ments on Caldwell's appearance, January
13, on Issues and Answers. Thom Dicker-
son, Channel 13 reporter, was commend-
edby Meltzer for asking Caldwell some
tough questions, to whi,~~ ,the chief reac-
ted very defensively, according to Meltzer

Show in 'Arlington last week was ap-
parently designed exclusively for male
members. At the same time that a general
discussion on daily and weekly papers
was scheduled, the TPA offered-a Special
Ladies Program, A More Beautiful You
Glamour Clinic. "Mary Kay Cosmetics
beauty consultants' wi II teach you the
latest methods of skin, care and correct
makeup application. Complimentary
facials for 011 ladies by appointment."

desks cleaned' out by Friday, Within mi-
nutes, he was on a plane to New York,
leaving the staff in a state of shock.

De Menil may have had some cracker
j<.!ck business advice, but that was a
crummy way to treat his employees.

But de Menil still has his finger in the
pie. The new owners say he will remain
chairman of the board. "That gives.him a
fancy title," said OIJe staffer, "and it keeps
~im out of our hair."

E·tc... Harold Scarlett, Post
environmental writer" recently
wrote an article on "Controlling
coyotes," (Jan. 20.) It was a

fine article-except for the lead., "Senor
coyote," began Scarlett" "called the
deadliest destroyer' of livestock now
roarninq the range ... '! Don't we have
enough barriers to communication with-
out calling the deadliest destroyer of
livestock "Senor?". . . . . Hearing-
impaired viewers will soon be able to
follow prime time TV programs, thanks
to a "closed captioning system." The
device win be sold by Sears, Roebuck at
approximate cost. NBC, ABC and PBS
will participate. CBS says they have their
own plans ..... John Chancellor, NBC
anchor, said in an interview recently
that Americans have reversed the roles
that TV and print news should play in
informing the public. "Television is good
at some things," said Chancellor. "TV can
take you where you cannot be. What

-~--.-~ - -
at, is fact ... factual stories where you
have a lot of complicated material ...
The problem in this country is more and
more people are turning to television for
fact, and more and more newspapers
are becoming transmitters of experience
and features. And it's an upside-down
mixture that I think is not very good for
the country." .... ". The Times of Lorr=
don, famous for its death notices, has
killed the term 'Ms.' Not in the obitu-
aries, but in a supplement to its style
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Political advertls:-me~t p;'i'd for by Paul Colbert; '24 f6-West Holcombe; 644:-5123.

Selective Enterprises .i

Lisa Mach - commercial
and residential real estate
(co-owner of Plaza I
Properties), Judy Doran -
feminist attorney, Alethea
Dollison - investments and
property management,
Sandra Hicks - property
management and
investments.

Announcing an opportu nity for, women to invest
in Houston REAL ESTATE. -.

Selective Enterprises, Inc. is buying and managing
income properties for investors.

Limited partnerships and joint ventures are avail-
able. Minimum investment is $1000.

Come join us and make your money work for
you.

Selective Enterprises, Inc.

• Investments
• Tax Shelter Advantages
• Property Management

1001 Oxford Suite 100 Houston, Tx 77008 869-3848

Gabrielle Cosgriff is an editor of Breakthrough.

are becoming transmitters of experience
and features. And it's an upside-down
mixture that I think is not very good for
the country." .... _. The Times of Lo
don, famous for its death notices, has
killed. the term 'Ms.' Not in the obitu-
aries, but in a supplement to its style
book, the. Fleet Street institution has
announced that it will no longer use that
designation. Times columnist Trevor
Fishlock: in his London Diary, said the
decision was a victory for common
sense. He called Ms. "a faddish middle-
class plaything and far from disguising
the marital status of women, it draws
attention to it." Impeccable logic, Flsh-:
lock ... In its 25th anniversary issue (Dec.
28)' The Texas Observer celebrated
by asking contributors to expound on
the theme "Heading for the next 25."
Molly Ivins, a trenchant, witty journalist,'
former co-editor of The Texas Observer
and currently Rocky Mountain bureau
chief of the New York Times made
some observations on the media. "The
Observer and its ilk .are painfully needed.

"The rest of the press," she continued,
"is succumbing to two new dread [ourna-
listie evils. Celebrity journalism has
reached such a nadir of idiocy that we
now know more about Suzanne Somers
than the Ayatollah Khomeini. The let-us-
help - you - spend -·your - money - trendily
school of journalism gives us endless
stories about the 10 best chili parlors,
barbecue places and chicken-fried steaks.
There are full-scale articles on where to
buy the best caviar, sports cars and 10-
gallon hats. New York magazine once ran
a cover article on sheets-linens versus
sil ks, flowers versus stripes. Who gives a
rat's-ass about sheets?"

lncidentallv, Ivins last month wrote a
piece on Texas Governor Bill Clements
(God Love the Guv) for Houston City, a
magazine which is wholeheartedly com-
mitted to the "let-us-help-vou-spend-
your-money-trendily school of journal-
ism."

IHlIlSTON BREAKTHROUGH
.', ~,t"! ' ~ '~'~'.• _ ".

Thelma Meltzer, replying to her com-
ments on Caldwell's appearance, January
13, on Issuesand Answers. Thom Dicker-
son, Channel 13 reporter, was commend-
ed by Meltzer for asking Caldwell some
tough questions, to whi~h the chief reac-
ted very defensively, according to Meltzer
and several viewers who called 'Dickerson
after the show.

"I can assure you," wrote Hawver,
"!VIr. Dickerson has no personal vendetta
against Chief Caldwell." Meltzer had not
mentioned any vendetta. "Harry is a man
who does not hesitate to complain ... "

"Harry?" said Meltzer. "Hawver's a
news person. Where does he get off call-
ing the chief "Harry" in a letter to a
viewer? It sure damages your faith in the
objectivity of the media."

Houston City Magazine folded on
Wednesday, February 6. Two days
later, it was back in busines under
new ownership.

The March City was ready to go
when owner - publisher - editor-in-chief
Francois de Menil suspended publication,
as they say in the trade. Financial prob-
lems was the official reason given. Lack
of interest on the part of de Menil was
the unofficial word. "I guess Francois got
tired of us," advertising director Paula
Leone said in a televised news report.

Within an hour of de MenWs announ-
cement, the owners of "D" magazin~
were making advances, hotly pursued by
Texas Monthly, Lute Harmon (owner of
Cleveland and Monthly Detroit) and sev-
eral other suitors.

The Dallas Southwest Media Corpo-
ration, which owns "D" and Texas
Homes, clinched the deal. Fast work, no
hitch in publi;hing City. No harm, right?

Wrong. When de Menil gathered the
staff together (some not all), he informed
them they were out of a job, gave them a
month's pay and told them to have their
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RAPE REPORT
-----------------------------------BVLINDACRVER------------~--------~----------
Study of Long-Term Psychological
Impact of Rape

In a recent-study presented at the Fourth
National Victim Services Conference, Drs.
Ann Burgess and Lynda Holmstrum re-
ported the following results:

Of the 81 rape victims they recon-
tacted four to six years after the assault,
37 percent reported that they felt recov-
ered in 0-12 months, 37 percent took
1-6 years to recover and 24 percent did
not yet feel recovered;"",

Rape, after four to six years, was \
ranked eight, nine, and 10 on a scale of
one to 10, by a majority of victims as
a stress in their lives and; " ,

Victims reported the most common"
delaying factors to r-ecove,r~ were prior
victimization, chronic life stresses, prior
problems compounded by rape, style of
attack, reestablishment of safety after-
wards. and primary relatiopship or sexual
lifestyle disruption.

Common Circumstances in the Houston
Area Involved in Recent Rape Attacks

1. Walking in a Parking Garage
This 18-year-old woman had gone to a

party at a friend's house. She left the
party to go home and walked to her car
which was parked in the lower level of
tbe parking garage. As she was about to
step into her car, the suspect grabbed her.
She immediately tried to physically
defend herself by hitting the suspect
in the face. The suspect then hit her in
the face with his fist, knocking her to
the ground. He then pulled her dress
up, pulled his pants down and raped
ifer. ' ,
2. Failing to Lock Back Door

This 41-year-old woman was sitting
~-.~.&.~I.-.:

air conditioner. She left a window open
with a fan blowing in front of it. The
suspect entered her home through this
window. She was looking through some
clothes in her closet when the suspect
grabbed her and tried to pull her pants
down. He then grabbed .her around the
throat, pulled her out of the closet and
threw her on the bed. He pulled her
pants down almost to her knees. She
then started reciting religious phrases.
The suspect then got up and walked out
of the room.
6. Walking out of a Store

This 23-year-old woman was just walk-
ing put of a store when the suspect
walked up to her and stated his intentions
to rape. He then displayed a knife. The
woman told the suspect that he was not
going to do anything to her. The suspect
then ran away.
7. Failing to Lock Car Door

This 30-year-old woman was parked
on the street waiting for a friend. The
suspect approached her car and got inside
on the passenger side. He displayed a
gun, pointed it at .the woman and told
her to drive where he directed her. He
then told her to stop. She tried to step
on the gas and he put the car in oark.
He then raped her. After the rape, he
demanded money. When she stated she
didn't have any, he hit her on the head
and pushed her out of her car. He then
drove off.
8. Providing Assistance to a Stranger

One 18-year-old teenager answered the
doorbell in her apartment. The suspect
asked her where the manager's office was.
She told him and he left. He then
returned and asked for a glass of water.
She gave it to him. He then asked to u~~
her phone. She allowed him into her
apartment. HE1wsnt to her phone, picked
•• _ ...•..1-0- _.•!....._. _._ •. ~

Description of Selected Assailants Sus-
pected of Committing Multiple Rapes

From 1978 through 1979, Houston
went from 1098 reported rape incidents
to 1481, a 34.9 percent increase. The
Houston Police Department reports that
their clearance rate for apprehending rape
suspects in 1979 was 42.1%.

Montrose Area -------------------
'Physical Description
Race: Black male with close cut dark hair
Height: 5' 10", 5' 11"
Age: Approximately 25-28 years
Weight: 160-170 Ibs.
Modus Operandi

This man breaks in a home with a
vulnerable door or window. He may
carry a towel over his face and put it
over the prospective victim's face. He
carries a visibly displayed knife and uses
stockings to tie the victim's hands and
feet. He tells his victims to "shut up:'
commits vaginal penetration and oral
sodomy, and then asks the victim if it
feels good.

Spring Branch Area ----------------
Physical Description
Race: Black male, thin build, clean
shaven with short afro. May wear dark

. ,leather cap, sunglasses, bluejeans, and a
gold shirt.
Height: 5' 10"-5' 11"
Age: middle 20s
Modus Operandi

Usually between the hours of 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.rn., this man knocks
on prospective victim's door and may
ask if she knows where a certain person
lives or where a certain apartment
number is located. Before the victim
completes her answer, the assailant forces
L:~ ••• _ •• _4_ '-_. ••••• __ ._ •••• &10 1.• .-.:I
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in the face. The suspect then hit her in
the face with his fist, knocking her to
the ground. He then pulled her dress
~, pulled his pants down and raped

2. Failing to Lock Back Door
This 41-year·old woman was sitting

in the den watching .television when
the suspect entered the house through an
unlocked back door. The suspect dis-
played a gun and ordered the woman into
one of the bedrooms. He remov~d several
strands of cord from his boot and tied
the woman's hands behind her back.
The suspect then took several pieces of
the woman's- jewelry. He then attempted
to rape the woman who' begged him to go
in another room so that her children
would not observe them. The suspect
then fed the woman at gunpoint to the
stairs in the house. The suspect then
stood over her, placed his penis in her
mouth and forced her to commit oral
sodomy. The suspect was wearing a sk~
mask and gloves throughout the entire \
episode.
3. Walking in a Parking Lot

This 29-year·old woman had / Just
parked her car and was walking toa club.
Four suspects approached ;Ke;, covered
her mouth with her hands and forced her
into a car. They took her to an unknown
location and raped her repeatedly.
4. Jogging in an Open Field

This 53-year·old woman was jogging
when 2 suspects approached her. She
asked them what ;they wanted. The sus-
pects said nothing. When they got close
enough to touch her, they yanked her
blouse over her head and dragged her to a
cluster of trees. They threw her down and
pulled down her pants. One of the sus-
pects stated "if you are not good to me, I
wiil break your teeth out." Then both
suspects raped her.
5. Leaving a Window Open

This 30·year·old woman had a broken

Dr. Linda Cryer is administrator of the
City of. Houston's Rape Treatment,
Detection and Prevention Program.

doorbell in her apartment. The suspect
asked her where the manager's office was.
She told him and he left. He then
returned and asked for a glass of water.
She gave it to him. He then asked to u~~
her phone. She allowed him into her
apartment. H~ .~ent to her phone, picked
up the receiver, put it down, and told her
he needed the information directory.
When she went to the closet- to get it,
he came up behind her, put his hand
over her mouth and told her not to
scream or he would kill her. He then'
forced her into the bedroom, took a
pillow case off a pil~~ and put it over
her face. He then raped her.

Another 20·year·old woman answered
the doorbell in her house. The suspect
asked if her house had been sold. She
stated that it had. The suspect then asked
if she knew of any other house available
in the area. She stated she did not. He
then asked if she worked during the day.
She told him she didn't. In the course
of the conversation, she asked him about
certain car dealers where she could buy a

, car. He wrote down a list of dealers he
knew. He then slapped the woman with
the back of his hand and covered her
mouth when she tried to scream. He
then dragged her into the bedroom of her
house and raped her. He finally left after
stealing her television.
9. Walking on the Sidewalk

Th is 16-year·old gi rI argued with her
boyfriend in his car. She became angry,
left his car and began walking home.
Three suspects in a truck drove up to
her and asked continuously if she wanted
a ride. She kept refusing. Then all of a
sudden all three suspects jumped out of
the truck, grabbed her by the hair and
forced her onto the bed inside the truck.
Then one suspect aimed a gun' at her
breasts and said "Take off your clothes if
you don't want a hole blown through
your chest."· The suspects then raped

-her. While one of the suspects was raping
the victim, the other suspects laughed
and called her a "whore."

Usually between the hours of 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.rn., this man knocks
on prospective victim's door and may
ask if she knows where a certain person
lives or where a certain apartment
number is located. Before the victim
completes her answer, the assailant forces
his '!Yay into her apartment, produces a
knife, ties her hands with a cord, may
blindfold her with' a towel or pillowcase,
and rapes her. He will then rob her and
threaten to kill her if she tells anyone

. about the erime.
Physical Description
Race: Mexican/American with dark blue
ski mask with possible red trim. He has
been described as having dark eyes, pos-
sible scar on left forearm, green jacket,
bluejeans, and brown tennis shoes.
Height: 5' 8"-5'10"
Age: Approximately 25 years
Weight: 140-170 Ibs.
Modus Operandi

Victims of this assailant(s) have been
confronted in the morning and at night,
jogging at school, walking on a sidewalk,
by answering a knock at the front door,
and in a parking lot. This individual(s)
displays a knife and holds his victims by
the back of the neck. The victim jogging
at school was raped in a nearby pasture.
The victim walking on a sidewalk to her
car was forced into her vehicle and told
to "shut up or I will cut your head off."
He then took his mask off and put it on
her face backwards. She was subsequently
raped in high grass in a field. The victim
answering a knock at the door was told
she had "sexy legs," and to keep her
eyes closed. The assailant then put his
ski mask on her face backwards and
orally sodomized her. One victim
described him as having a detectable

<Spanish accent. The victim in the parking
lot was confronted with a knife and told
"It is not safe to walk around at night ...
this is your time." She was forced ·to
drive the assailant to a park where she
was orally sodomized and raped.

If you have any information about
these assailants, call 222-3651 and ask
for a member of the rape squad.
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HO"'SHOULD·GO?
\ •• 0 '

A,poll of politicians and people on the draft
/ ' . " " .

------~~~--~------------~-------------------BYROSEWRIGHT------------------------------------------------

President Carter's State of the Union
message raised a lot of questions as to
what our future military involvement
would be in th/ Persian Gulf and exactly
who would be involved. In his announce-
ment in support of a renewed draft
registration system, Carter said: "I hope
that it will not be necessary to reimpose
the draft. However, we must be prepared
for that possibility. For this reason, I
have determined that the' Selective Ser-
vice System must now be revitalized."

Carter had the authority to resume re-
gistration of men between the ages of 18
and 26, but he did not address the issue
of registration of young women until a
public statement issued on February 8.'

The president announced a proposal
which called for the registration of men
'and women, ages 19and 20, for the draft.
He is opposed to having women serve in
combat roles. _ _ _

munities. I've been in combat though, U.S. Rep. Charles Wilson, D-Lufkin
and I don't think it's realistic or right for (Julie Booty-aide)
women to be down in the trenches in "Congressman Wilson is undecided as
time of war. I prefer to see them in roles to whether or not women should register
that would free men todo the combat. for the draft. He is convinced that women
J say this as a former supporter of the should not be drafted for the Armed
volunteer army-the concept just isn't Services. He has said specifically that he
working. The government has to quit doesn't see any need for women to
kidding the people about it." register, because he is opposed to using
U.S. Rep. Ron Paul, R-Lake Jackson ',women in combat. He also said that the

"Congressman Paul is opposed to the .' Armed Services are getting plenty of
registration of both men and women. female volunteers but where they are
He does think that women should be really lacking is in male volunteers"
treated exactly equally with men and U.S. Rep. .Richard White, D-EI Paso
that both should have the right not to go (Maxine Nagel-aide)
because, he doesn't believe in reqistra- "He b~liE;l,~e~,>.that our manpower
tion or the draft. He believes that both shortages are in the combat areas and
should have the right to volunteer for, because women are not used in combat,
any job in the '.arfDed forces and both he does not bel ieve that they should be
should have the right not to go." either registered or drafted."
U.S" Rep. Bob Eckhardt, D-Houston • U.S. Hep, Abraham, Kazen, Jr" O-Laredo.

::,Lthink in light of the eVElnts th~ ''The.,.Eresjdent, in his 'St,ate of the

the draft any-time soon. I do intend to
vote for including women in the regis-
tration. I do not think that women
should be put in combat positions though
and I would want to make sure that if
the draft is brought back, women would
only be in non-combat positions.

"I have publicly supported the ERA
and whether in fact it is ever made part
of the constitution is a separate issue.
I'm not basing my support for register-
ing women on the existence or the non-
existence of the ERA. I think it's a ques-
tion of equality and of responsibility
and women should be called upon to bear
part of the responsibility. I just don't
think 'tliat"womef,l )h9lJ}9.tl?;,e,·,.~,~ec~,e.d,:.•~ '.:'
to do the same things that men 00 In' '.'
terms of physical requirements. (If
women were willing to go into combat)
that's up to the Armed Services' as, to
whether thev_feel--':wome[l~would_he: _



'isfration of young women until a
'Iestatement issued on February8.'

The president announced a proposal
-,.'. ·).IIIIiJiiidIIlichcalled for the registration of men
·ti;~nd women, ages 19and 20, for the draft.

He is opposed to having women serve in
combat roles.

Under the proposal, everyone will
eventually register on his or her 18th
birthday. No draft cards would be issued
under the president's proposed plan. .

The national response to his position
has been variedand the issue is expected
to create quite a debate in Congress.

This month, Breakthrough contacted
members of the Texas congressionaldele-
gation to determine how they would res-
pond to the question of registration, the
draft, and the inclusion of women in.
the military. Breakthrough also inter-
viewed localpeople on the street with the
'same question. Our interviews were con-
ducted prior to President Carter's most
recent 'decision affecting the registratioh\
of women. \

~

"

The Politici;lns
.{

U.S. Senator John Tower, R-Wichita Falls
"I am opposed to the registration of

women. You can cal] me an old stick-
- in-the-mud: the primary need is for

people who can fit into a combat situa-
tion."
U.S. Senator Lloyd Bentsen, D-Houston

"I know it isn't a politically popular
decision, but I believe women ought to
register. They too owe an obligation to
serve their country, either in the military
or through some other form of service,
perhaps in areas of need in their corn-

Rose Wright is a student intern at Breakthrough.

no-go agel-3lae and women should be called upon to bear
because he doesn't believe in reqistra-
tion or the draft. He believes that both
should have the right to volunteer for.
any job in the'.armed forces and both
should have the right not to go."
U.S" Rep. Bob Eckhardt, D·Houston

"I think in Iight of the events that
have occurred on the borders of Russia,
the president had to raise the question
of registration, but I thin's it's te{ribly.~~
premature to decide that we should put
a draft into effect due to the nature of
what has .occurjed in the, various wars
this country has engaged in in the past.

"First of all I think the draft, in some-
thing like WWII dimensions, would
drastically affect the lives of all our
young people and if it were rashly
applied, it could threaten our, true secur-
ity. I think to pull a great number of peo-
pie out of the productive economy and
on to government pay in the army would
immediately sweep away all possibility
of lowering the deficit and would at the

same time retard productivity.
"In many instances, young men and,

I'm. sure, a great number of young
women, would elect combat duties and
if they want it they should have it. I
think women' should have the oppor-
tunity to participate in all aspects of the
military whether there's a war or not.
But in circumstances which clearly dic-
tate that a total mobilization is necessary,
I think there should be nothing in the
process of selective service that would
facilitate one group of people sending
another group of people to war. I think
that's one of the very bad things that has
perhaps encouraged a warlike attitude
in our country. Too frequently, the
middle-aged and insecure .have sent the
young and the insecure to war without
bearing their proportion and share of
sacrifice. "

"He b~Ii~-y'es~ that our manpower
shortages are in ttl'e combat areas and
because. women are not used in combat,
he does not believe that they should be
either registered or drafted."
U.S. Rep. Abraham, Kazen, Jr., D-Laredo.

''The President, in his State of the
Union message, advocated registration of
18·26. year olds. I supported this pro-
posal last year and I. still. favor it. Ac·
cording to the testimony we heard from
the Armed Services Committee, an

?advanced registration system would save
us 90·120 days if we ever hadto renew
the draft. I see no need for a draft now,
but the uncertainties and even dangers
that exist in some parts of the world
today suggest we had better take the
registration step now.

"I do not know what the president
will recommend concerninq young
women but on the basis. of our hearings
last year, I think there was a committee
consensus that they should be registered.
I feel, however, that if a draft ever comes,
women should not be called for combat
duty.

"He thinks that as a general rule,
women are not physically strong enough
for the heavy duty of combat and also he
does not want them exposed to the add~d
dangers that would come to women if
they were captured by the enemy."
U.S. Rep. J. J. Pickle, D·Austin (Patsy
Watkins·-aide)

"He supports registration and he sup-
ports registering women. On the draft,
he is at this point against the draft for
both men and women." '
U.S. Rep. Martin Frost, D-Dallas

"I have already publicly stated that
I support women being included in the

. registration. As to when we would have
.' the draft, that's another matter and I

would hope that we would not return to

part of the responsibility. I just don't
think 'tl'lat"w€lmel/ ,~h9!J.19.~9!.'1\~!1-E1cted,
to do the same things that m'en' do "irf""
terms of physical requirements. (If
women were willing to go into combat)
that's up to the Armed Services· aYi.to
whether they feel women would be
suitable."
U.S. ijep. Jack Brooks; D-Beaul1lpnt ,

"Although the decision is not being
made now as to what role women would
play in the event of the need to reinstate
the draft; it is appropriate to include
them in registration plans. Women have
increasingly demonstrated their ability to
handle areas which were traditionally
considered the province of men alone.
At this time it is not necessary to decide
what activities would in fact be approp-
riate but. it would be unwise not to
proceed with the registration of. women
knowinq .t~at in the case of a national
emergency, women are able to make sub-
stantial contributions toward our defense
effort."
U.S. Rep. Phil Gramm, D·Coliege Station

"First of all I am opposed to register-
ing women if we're not going to draft
them. I think a decision needs to be made
about whether or not we're going to draft
women before we register them. I think
it's inefficient; it's expensive; it imposes
a deadweight burden on everybody and
we need to make the decision now about
drafting women.

"Before we can debate the phi 10'
sophical issues, there are other issues that
we need to get more information on.
Number one: Clearly the legal status
of women has changed since the last
registration occurred and there are some
very real questions legally, on whether or
not we could defend the U.S. government
against lawsuits if we drafted men and
not women. That legal question needs to
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EARL PARMES

be determined by the Attorney General
before Congress acts. '

"Number two:' We need to have a
better clarification from the defense
department concerning the physiological
and technical limitations, if any, on
women for various functions in the mill-
tarv. We need not to rely on our own per-
sonal feelings about women, which are
highly colored by the women we know.
I think we need to have some more scien-
tific information from the military. I
think it ought to be studied right now.
I .thi nk we need a short-fused analysis
and we need publlc hearings in the Congo
ress.

"I think we're going to have to
(register men now). The defense depart·
ment argues that we can reduce the lead
time that it would take to call up an army
in a national emergency from nine
months to eleven weeks by having reqis-
tration. Given that our reserve strength
and our National Guard strength is about
one-third of what it was at the peak of
the Vietnam war, I think that's a strong
,..•••.•.•,~·u~~i:._:f'_b.o+ __i_~1:.bg .•...rgrlu~1"_it:\n j n~+_irn

, JOANNECHAMBERS

both men and women where the need is
there, but I break very strongly from a
draft of women for front line duty. They
should not be on combat at all."
U.S. Rep. Kent Hance, D-Lubbock (aide)

"He's probably prepared to support
the registration of men although he has
taken a position against reimposing the
draft. He's probably not in favor of
including women in the registration
system although several groups have
announced that if women aren't included,
they'll probably file suit."
U. S. Rep. Tom Loeffler, R-San Antonio
(Ken Walter-aide)

"He has not made a decision on
whether women should be included; he is'
in favor of draft registration for men."
U. S. Rep. James Mattox, D·Dallas (Tony
Nagel-aide)

"He's the chairman of the House
Budget Committee's National Defense
Task Force and they're planninq.to hold
hearings on the 11th and 12th of Febru-
ary. The Congressman is concerned in
giving the young people and women in
oa'rtLcular_a_chance_to_exOI:ess_the,ir::

AUDREY FOWLER KAREN CARTER

role with equal opportunity for pay and The questionnaire contained the question
rank that would accrue to their male of how they felt about women being
counterparts. Women forces in WWII such registered. Of those that responded:
as the Wacs and Waves served their "Women should not register at all -
country magnificently and there is no 22.5%, women should be registered for
question in my mind that this generation non-combat positions-53.8%, women
of young women will answer their na- should be registered for combat posi-
tion's call." tions-22.3%.
U. S. Rep. Mickey Leland, D-Houston U. S. Rep. James Collins, R-Dallas

"I'm agai nst registration and I'm Coli ins is a strong supporter for the
against the draft but if there is to be revival of the registration system and
registration for men, I believe women believes that both men and women
have as much of an obligation to the should register. "I've seen so many
service of their country as men do, and countries where they've done it and it is
it's only fair t.~at they be treated equal- very successful. It's very helpful in
Iy." character-building." Collins does not
U. S. Rep. Marvin Leath, D-Waco favor drafting women into the military,

Congressman Leath is quoted as having but would require a year or so of national
said that the registration of women would service, such as in hospitals or parks.
"waste millions of dollars" and not Women could still volunteer for the
achieve "the military strength we need. military, Collins said, but does not favor
No nation in history has ever been able to using them in combat. "The reason is that
successfully use women ilil combat roles." men are still male chauvinists under fire.
U. S. Rep. Joe Wya~, D-Victoria They tend to worry about the 'women. It

Congressman Wyatt is quoted as makes a poor combat arrangement.
having said that he "has no problem with U. Sc Hep, Ray Roberts, D-McKinney
.woml'!l'I~r:l'!l1i<:t<:!J·i"'l1~ •.•rl "<PP'<:~; nA"d~fnr. I ast_v.ear:-,Rohe,Us~,co,sonnsorp.rt a hill
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time that it would take to call up an army
in a national emergency from nine
months to eleven weeks by having regis-
trationXiiven that our reserve strength
and our National Guard strength is about
one-third of what it was at the peak of
the Vietnam war, I think ,that's a strong
arqument=that. 'is, 'the reduction in time
that it would take to call up people for
having tl;1.;.~r~gistration mechanism on the
books."
U.S. Rep. Charles Stenholm, D-Stamford

"I support the reinstitution of regis-
tration. I voted for it last fall when it was
defeated on the floor of the House. I
believe that it's absolutely imperative
to the defense of this country that
we have a readiness should there be' a
need for the revision of the draft.

"In the registration, I support the
inclusion of women'. My support of the
registration ofwornenfiinqes from the
standpoint that we've alwavshad women
in the military. They've always been in
supportive roles throughout the history
of this country. My philosophy is that-we.
should have the same ability to call up

LIZ GUEVARA

Nagel-aide)
"He's the chairman of the House

Budget Committee's, National Defense
Task Force and they're planninq.to hold
hearings on the 11th and 12th of Febru-
arv, The Congressman is concerned in
gi~ing the young people and women in
particular a chance to express thei r
position. In addition, he's 'announced a
series of community. hearings in' his
district where he's giving those people a
chance to express themselves. I think he
wants to give ·the women in his district a
chance to speak out on it before he sets
himself on a course."
U. S. Rep. Sam Hall, Jr., D-Marshall (Ken
Black-aide)

"Basically I am not in favor of women
being subject to the draft. However,
.before making a final decision' on this
matter, ,I want to see 'what sort of regis-
tration system President Carter proposes
to Congress. Atany rate, I am unalterably
opposed to women serving in a combat
capacity. l-0women are to be drafted; it
must be with the understanding that their
military, service be in a strong support

'/ '

"waste millions of dollars" and not
achieve "the military strength we need.
No nation in history has ever been able to

, successfully use women if! combat roles:"
U. S. Rep. Joe Wyatt,' D-Victoria ,

Congressman Wyatt is quoted as
having said that he "has no problem with
women reglstering" andvseesa need for
it." However, he does oppose' 'women
be ing drafted into the mi Iitary, accord ing
to his aide.
U. S. Rep. Bill Archer, R-Houston (Bob
Lockhart-aide)

"In the bill that was defeated three or
four months ago, hedid vote for registra-
tion. His decision on the president's
registration 'proposal would have to
depend on what went In it. He is not sure
if he would support a draft proposal. It
depends on when it was submitted"
how urgent it was, and what it had
contained in it. He is not willing to
publicly state his' position one way or
another until he has all the information.

We do have some interesting facts here
concerning a questionnaire that was sent
out to our constituents six months ago.

PETE PRAMIS ALGENE SHAW

Women could still volunteer for the
military, Collins said, but does not favor
using them in combat. "The reason is that
men are still male chauvinists under fire.
They tendto worry about thewomen, It
makes a poor combat arrangement.
U. Sc Rep, Ray Roberts, D-McKinney .

Last year Roberts co-sponsored a bill
, requiring registration of all persons, men
and women, on their 18th birthday. ....;:
U. S. Reps. Henry Gonzales, D-San -',
Antonio, E. De La Garza, D-Mission, and
James Wright, Jr., D-Fort Worth, did not
respond.

ThePeo~
At a downtown intersection, we asked
the following people how they felt about
registration, the draft and the inclusion of
women in the military.

Audrey Fowler: OK. I think they should
have registration for the draft and I think
they should draft the women also and if I

EDWARD TEMPLIN
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,TIM NOEL
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were young enough to be d,?'fted I would
be willing to go. '
O. How do you feel about women not
having equal rights yet?
A.F.: I think it's a shame we don't have it
and I think that the equal rights is for
both men and women and I think women

_ are just as capable' of doing anything that
they wish to do and Ithink they can fight
for their country just as well as any man
can.
Joanne Chambers:. I'm an old-fashioned
girl so you know how I think about it-
strictly babies is where a woman should
be.
Earl Parmes: Well if there was a need to
do so, for sure; women have fought for
the country ever since there was a coun-
try even when there were trails you know,
... women have fought for the country,
have played a role. So far as being in-
volved in combat I don't know, because
they can be overpowered but so far as
playing a role, they should play some
type of role.
Karen Carter: I think women should be
inf'llIrlprl in thp rlr»ft I think »11 npnnl"

ANITA CHAMBERLAIN

O. You would? So you would be willing
to register? Would you be willing to
fight?
A.C.: Well, if it's something I had to do I
would, I really would.
Glen Potts: I've been in the service and,
I've seen the way they treat women and I
think that they treat them very unfairly
and I wouldn't go for it myself. I wouldn't
encourage women to sign up.
O. How are they being treated unfairly?
G.P.:, Well, I've seen it and I don't like the
way that they were treated because it's
just really hard for them and they're not
allowed to associate with the guys or
nothin' at all.
O. Are you willing to go to war?
Ted Stone: I am, yeah. I'm not gonna run
away from the draft but I'm not gonna
join up. That's all there is to it. '
O. And how do you feel about women
being included in the draft?
T.S.: Don't' send a woman to' do a man's
job.
Liz Guevara: lt'snot good. I don't care for
it. You know we're asking for it with the
CDA' •

..,

GLEN POTTS

think this is the basic reason why women
have been kept out of combat. It's bad to
force 'em into hell. it's bad enough for
guys.
O. Do you think men should be register-
ingnow?
P.P.: Yeah, I think the guys should. We've
got to grossly strengthen our military in
dealing with the Middle East. If we don't
do something this place is going to go
communist at the barrel of a gun.
Aigene Shaw: I won't go, I'll take a trip
to Canada. I won't go. ,
O. Do you think men should be register-

,,;ng now?
A.S.: No, I don't think that We should get
involved. I don't think they're handling
this thing right about the hostages. I
don't think they should start another war
because they have 50 people over there.
It seems like if the countries are intelli-
gent, they should be able to settle the
problem another way besides starting an-
other war.
Edward Templin: I'm for it. I think
women should be registering now.

O. What about women in the military?
John Mackel: I don't think it's a bad idea.
Maybe not in combat but they could do
clerical jobs to release the men for com-
bat.
Sherry Johnson: I don't think it's right
for women.
Joseph Jones: I feel women should be
drafted and I feel that the draft should be
reinstated.
Yvonne Chambers: I'm allfor it. I think
they ought to be included but I don't
think it'll go over too well because of the
kids.
Q. Would you be willing to go?
Y.C.: I would be. Isn't that horrible.
Catherine Spencer: We're being told that
if we don't support women being regis-
tered for the draft then in effect we don't
support the ERA. I feel that no one
should be registering.
O. What if Carter says that women have
to register; what could you do?
C.S.: My immediate reaction up until two
days ago was no, I'll take the jail s'entence
because I'm such a pacifist. But hypothe-

-
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have playedarole:-Sofar-as-bel ng-j n-
valved in combat I don't know, because
they can be overpowered but so far as

,_.-,~ying a role, they should play some
type of role.
Karen Carter: I think women should be
included in the draft. I think all people
over age 18 should be included.

.: Q. How do you feel in that women haven't
; . yo'tten the ERA passed yet but that we

may be told to register?
K.C.: Well I think the passageof the ERA
is mandatory and that would also make
people eligible for the draft.
Tim Noel: I think it's a good idea.
O. How do you feel in that women haven't
gotten the ERA passed yet?
T.N.: Well, aside from the politics of the
ERA, I'm in favor of people being treated
equally. So from a philosophical point of
view I would have women have the same
rights as men-blacks as whites. When it
comes to military service, that includes
females as well as males serving theit.\
country.
Anita Chamberlain: I'd like to go.
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,()~Ancrhow ao you feel about women
being included in the draft?
T.S.: Don't send-a woman to' do a man's
job.
Liz Guevara.It'snot good. I don't care for
it. You know we're asking for it with the
ERA.
Q. Do you believe in the ERA?
L.G.: Yes, I believe in 'it definitely, but I
think this is carrying it too far-like we're
asking for it.
O. Do you feel that the men should be
registering now?
L.G.: I don't think they really need to.
I think they're doing it on their own if
they feel that strong about it. The way
things are going, if it came to that, I'm
married and have two kids but if I didn't
have my kids I would go if it came down
to that and we had to register because I
definitely believe in America.
Pete Pranis: I think it's a mistake, particu-
larty for combat roles. Basically biologi·
callv, one man can get a hell of a lot of
women pregnant but it takes one woman
at one time to produce one kid and I

CHRIS PAPPAS

It seems like if the countries are intelli-
gent, they should be able to settle the
problem another way besides starting an-
other war.
Edward Templin: I'm for it. I thi nk
women should be registering now. #

O. Do you believe in the ERA?
. E.T,; Certain portions I do, equal pay for
equal work. I'm all for it.
Donna Woodard: I think it's great, I'd go.
O. How do you feel about women not
having the ERA yet?
D.W.: That's not fair- at all.
Chris Pappas: I think they ought to go.
0: Without the ERA?
C.P.: I don't seewhy they would need an
amendment.
Q: Do you believe in women registering
for the draft?
John McCrary: (Shakes his head).
0: Do you believe-in the E. R. A.?
J. M.: Not at all. My wife doesn't work.
She never has and probably never will. If
it comes to the point where we're eco-
nomically unsound, I'll take on another
job before she works.

'JOHN McCRARY
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should be registering.
Q. What if Carter says that women have
to register; what could you do?
C.S.: My immediate reaction up until two
days ago was no, I'll take the jail sentence
because I'm such a pacifist. But hvpothe-
tically I believe that if men have to regis·
ter, so should women for the same posi-
tions. ••.•
O. Are you saying that if men have to go.
to Canada to avoid the draft then so
should women?
C.S.: Exactly. The draft registration is a
political ploy and it isn't necessary at
this time. It's a violation of my civil rights.
There's no clear and present danger to the
country at this time. I don't like being a
pawn to get Carter re-elected, They're
going to have me killed for oil?

About the situation in Afghanistan, I
understand that you have to protect
countries from genocide but you don't go
into the country with the archaic notion
of an eye for an eye. It seems like it's
time we approach things from a higher
level of thinking.

photos by Gary Allison Morey·
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on making room for women's images
--------------''------,-,------ BY DIANE B,ROWN and NANCY LANE flEMING

Nancy Lane Fleming: Judy, were you surprised
that The Dinner Party is coming to Clear Lake
City? Did that seem an uplikely place to you?
Judy Chicago: No, I think women's hunger for
images that affirm us crosses not only state
boundaries but national boundaries. It was
really good that tfie women in Houston who
initiated the idea of The Dinner Party coming
here had the support of the University of
Houston of Clear Lake City and of Dean Calvin
Cannon, because that facilitated bringing it.
Women in other cities have not had that level of
support. Such an interface between a women's
group andan institution is a very positive step,

ecause it means that institutions begin to be
responsive to our needs and begin to say yes,
we will make room for women and women's
images and women's explorations. In most of
the other cities, women have been organizing to
try to bring the piece and it happened that
Houston was the first place for it to work. I
eel ,like that's a statement.that women were

not about to let the system totally block out
The Dinner Party.
NLF:Peookare!letting so involved. I'm so eager

shelves looking for the history of needlework,
OK? What there is, is seven shelves on the histo-
ry of tapestry. Of course, by the time the
tapestry industry had been developed, women
had been pushed out of weaving and it was
mostly men who made and designed tapestry.
So there is seven shelves on that. The depth, the
level of scholarship is nowhere near the same. I
bet you that most of these young girls are
sitting here writing about men and what men
did. It's like paying attention to ourselves is the
first step, because what makes something
important? Seven shelves of books on it. Who

<'tells us that we have to write books about what
the men are doing? Who tells us we can't spend
our energy documenting ourselves?
NLF:Talking about needlework makes me think
you've chosen in china-painting and needlework
the two major media of the dinner party and

,then in using the concept of -the dinner party
you've chosen tradltiona] feminine things-
women's work-for what 'is being, seen as ~
major feminist art statement. Could you talk a
Iittill;"P.it about' what it means to have chosen
those media?

cause that is actually where we are at. We have
been so deprived of all this information that I
wanted people to experience that. The question
about whether the community-based support
here is going to change the experience-that's
something I can only find out. One of the most
important things is that women, not only in
Houston but all over the country, have had the
experience I had, which was trying to get soma-
thing they wanted and believed in and encoun-
tering resistance, '
Diane Brown: You made a statement in The
Dinner Party book that part of the trick that's
played on women nowadays is to tell us that
our equality has already been achieved, we've
got it, we've got laws that protect us, etc., etc.
Do you think that your success, this far, and
what The Dinner Party has achieved this far is
part of that battle? Is there resistance on that
Iti~el becassa of the success?
JC: It is really important to be clear about
wh'at success is.1 thtnlcwe have to look to the
19th centurv aridktJj~ fi~~t wave of the"",,!!;lIn~~'s
movement' in A{!lerica. There was a profolllld
change, in' ~06si:iousnesf and eorne nf th:tt'·

- --- - -----------------------------------

ing or needlework, as a fine art, you look at it
and begin to say is there something here other
than what we all assume is here? Sometimes we
can come up with a lot of new material.
DB: In that context, are you doing something
totally different, or are you connecting in with
what all good art does. Is there one thing that
all good art has in common? Does The Dinner
Party fit there or is it totally revolutionary?
JC: Well, I think in a way that is four ques-
tions. I have a friend who is an art historian and
she got into a gigantic fight with another art
historian about The Dinner Party because he
dismissed it as not art. And she said, how come
it is 0 K for Poussin to make a painting honor-
ing all the great men of history or Raphael to
make a painting hgnoring all the great classical
men of history, all the great geniuses of male
civilization, how come that is 0 K and that is
art, but when a woman does the same thing
that is not.art? "

So it is revolutionary' in the sense that a
woman had never been from a"woman's point
of view. It is not revolutionary in terms of the

history of art. It is very much in the context of
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Images and women's exploraticns. In most of
the other cities women have been organizing to.
try' to bring th~ piece and it happened .that
Houston was the first place for it to work. I

I like that's a statement that women were
net about to let the system totally block out
The Dinner Party"
NlF1>eQple are getting so. involved. I'm so eager,
to see the needlework, to see the plates. I'm
tired of looking at pictures. One of the things I
thought about asking you tnniqhtis how close
to it can we get?
JC: Not close enough to touch it.
NLF:That's what I figured. Is there going to be
a rail?
JC: Yes, there is a guard rail that wraps around ,
the piece, that protects it, The guardrail turns
out to be a perfect kneeling rail, wh ich I never
realized, but a lot of people did actually kneel
on it and look closer. I've been asked a lot of
times about people not being able to see the
backs of the runners. We could make a lot of
money with a binoculars concession.
NLF:Can you see across the room? '~ '
JC: It's really big, and you can't see the backs \
of the runners across the •.room. There is a cer-
tain kind of meaning in that. As I said to this
woman who asked me, I said you don't-think I
spent six years making a piece and didn't think
about the fact that some of thyimages would '
be hard to 100kat?
NLF:What does that mean, Judy Chicago,that
you can't see? '
JC: Well, it means I wanted people to want-to
know, I mean to want to know about all this
stuff and all this rightness and all this heritage
we have and to noybe able to have it all, be-

Nancy Lane Fleming co-hosts Breakthrough on
the Air, a weekly program broadcast every Wed-
nesday at 6:30 on KPFT-FM. Diane Brown is a
II'IIJrking feminist. This edited interview was reo
corded for Breakthrough on the Air.

what The Dinner Party has achieved, this far is
part of that battle? Is there resistance on that
le\lel bec~~ of the success?
JC; It is really important to. be clear about
what success is'.1thi'nlcwe have to look to the
19th centurv arid~t,Jjefirst wave of the-wQIll,!l-Ws
movemeritln AtlIerica. There was it pr~filund
change, in" ~06sciousne~' and some of that'·
chanqebecarnetnsiltutlonaltzed and the rest of
it Was wiped out 'ot histGl'V. So now what we

,are experiencing is a profound change in con-
sciousness' which we have all been a part of
creating and l'hCNe.tried to contribute to that
with my work in The Dinner Party, and with
my work in the whole last decade. The fact that
we're even having to deal with getting the piece
shown, as opposed to getting the piece housed
permanently, says something about where we
are. It could still be totally erased. The level of
the struggle now is just to get our point of view
visible. There is a whole other step.which is to
make sure that it never gets erased again.
NLF:One of the things that impresses me about
what you have done is that you have documen-
ted your own work. Not only have you added
all this historical research to what women now

, have accessible to us, but there is a documen-
tary film which hasn't come out yet.
JC: It will be ready for the Houston opening.
It's called Right Out of History. It's a 90-min-
ute co lor feature.
NLFH seems to me that you have gone to such
an extent to protect this effort from being
erased-I'm not going to say that that assures it
won't be, but that you have made such an
effort.
JC: I tried to conceive of the whole project,
which is bigger than the piece. The project is
the. piece,the two books and the film. And I'm
glad I conceived of it that way because, you are
right, it protected it. It protected the piece
from being blocked out and obscured. And
there is something else-in the art library last
week, I almost made a scene. There's all these
young girls in there, right? So I'm going to the

vou've chosen in china-painting and needlework
the two major media of the dinner party and

. then in using the concept of-the dinner party
you've chosen traditional feminine things-
women's work-for what' 'is beiJ1g seen as a
major feminist art statement. CQuid y'au talk ~
littlQ,cjlit about what it means to have chosen
those media?
JC:. Well, I think you have to look at my work
generally. There, are two tHings that are very
strong in my work. -Ona is an interest in fringe
media gen,erally. You know, I worked in plas-
tics •. I worked in fireworks. I worked in fringe
media because it allows a new-point of view
much .more easily than bronze. By the time you
look at a bronze sculpture you bring in all the
associations and it's difficult to break away.

Number one, china painting and needlework
are media that have really been ignored by
major artists, because they are not taken
seriously enough. They have really closed . off
the possibility of seeing what incredible visual
potential those media have. Also, it's to honor
women's traditional crafts. I meant it and chose
it as homage to women's traditional work.

But the other thing in my work is turning
around negative things, as opposed to preten-
ding they don't exist. It's like confronting the
nature of the vagina, which has all these
negative, demonic associations. I chose to use
the word cunt because it had much more of
that meaning and I tried to address it on a
metaphysical level. 0 K, what does that mean if
a cunt is lousy and I have one? What does that
mean about me?
NLF:'ls this what you mean when you say you
want to make the feminine holy?
JC: Yes, of course. It is a matter of turning
around what has been considered negative and
looking at it from another point ot view. Who
did the, cooking, who set the table? What do we
consider holy, what do we consider evil? We
learn a lot about jhe values of our culture, by

,;~ttirning things around. So if you take a form of
art that is not taken seriously ,like china-paint-
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men of histQry~ ~""t-h~"~r;~t -~;niuses of male
civillzation, hQW come that is 0 K and that is
art, but when a woman does the same thing
that is not,ar:t? '. ','

So it is revolutionary' in the sense that a
woman had never' been from a"WQman's point
of view. It is not revolutionary in terms of the
history of art. Itis very much in ,the context of
the history of 'art that an ..•..a'itisl-·~nbb.le'~·!a .•
compose a picture which deals with thehistorv
of art or the history of culture. lt just tells us
that women are not supposed to do that, and
that is a very important issue.

Who will be the prime symbol makersf Who
will make the symbols that tell us about reali-
ty? What we came up against is that issue of
who will be the prime symbol makers. It is 0 K
for women to make formal art. It is OK for
women to participate now in the prevailing art
values. You know you can even get shown by
doing that. But to challenge the prevailing art
values, to say: listen there is a whole other set
of symbols that we are interested in, that we
have to offer, that is a whole other thing.
Because that challenges the whole idea of what
is and what isnot important-who is and who is'
not important.

I would like to say something aboutartlst
of The Dinner Party.' For a while, I think I was
a little mixed up about the dinner party and me.
Was I The Dinner Party? I have been an artist
for 20 years, and The Dinner Party has occu-
pied about a quarter of my time as a profession-
al artist. A lot of the issues I have dealt with in
The Dinner Party lire issues that I have dealt
with before-they have come out of the body
of my work. •
NLF: It seems to me that if there has been a
body of work that has been mvth-makinq by
male artists, we could be open to the challenge
that what you are about is making myths that
are primarily relevant only to women. My ques-
tion is, what do you want men to take away
from The Dinner Par:ty?
JC: I wish I had the statement that Calvin Can-
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non wrote as the introduction to the brochure.
He wrote "The Dinner Party is a grand and no-
ble showing forth of contributions of women
from our collective mythical past to the present
day. The work carries us forward towards the
time when Eden is again, when the divided

. merge and become whole. Born in the past.Jt
urges us toward the future of human reconcilia-
tion through an apocalyptic vision of a world
healed, perfected, and made one again." Now
that's a man who's claiming information and
the images in The Dinner Party as part of our
human, collective wealth. That's what I want
men to take away.
NLF:That women's experience is not only an
appropriate basis for art, but it is something
that men should be interested in?

J.C.: The degree to which a man cannot accept
The Dinner Party as part of our human heritage
is the degree to which that man is still involved
in thinking that his experience is more impor-
tant than women's, that his experience is con-
current with the human experience and that
somehow women's experience is less than that.
But our experience illuminates something of
the universal experience, is half of it, is part of
it. Until we have integrated both men's and
women's experience into a whole picture we are
only seeing half of reality. I'd like a moratori-
um on men's culture ·for about a hundred years
until they catch up-then we might be ~ven
with them, knowing as much about us as we
know about them. Then we can start over
again.
DB: I wanted to ask you about your vision for
the next 100 years because Nancy and I were
debating this before the show. I had a strong
feeling in reading The Dinner Party book that
your vision is very much feminine and maybe I
missed it, because ~hat you are saying here is
that we have been so unbalanced that we need
to tip the scales back the other way. Is that
more of what you're saying, more than moving
toward feminine dominated or matriarchal?
JC:Oh, I am not interested in anyone domina-
ting anybody on any level. I don't even likehu-
man.b~Ln.Ys d9Q1i!lating dolphins-. I find that in-

• 'creiNff~itJ\&t1ftnitOus: I can't stand watching one
of those giant drills dominating and plunging.
into the earth. I just find the whole structure of
domination OR-the planet abhorrent, impossible,
horrible on any level. I don't want to be domi-

-,

work with me, particularly my colleagues, oc-
cupy is the space where we are concentrating
on trying to change certain things in the world,
to transform the world. There is a lot of space
and there is a lot of people, so there is hardly .
any competition with these millions of people
running down the street wanting to change the
world.
NLF: What about the work situation? Do you
think this kind of community situation that.
you had is the best for a woman artist? You've
talked and written so much about what it is like
to be isolated in a male-dominated art world.

Something is going to go wrong. I feel very
strongly about that which doesn't mean that if
a. woman feels she has to go through that and
find out for herself, I wouldn't support her in
it. I would support her.
NLF: You're talking about the external obsta-
cles that women find related to creativity. What
about the internal obstacles? Could you share
some of your observations?
JC: If you look at history and if you study the
lives of people who have made substantial
change these are people who really understood
the political, economic, and social structure of

ate, by teaching. We need leaders to help
us change. Because there's a whole period when
we work together collectively. That's a real im-
portant stage which is going beyond where
you're at and for that you have to have some-
body who is beyond. And what we've done to

. our women who are beyond is we have hurt
them and punished them, as opposed to turning
to' them and honoring them. As my colleague
and former student, Faith Wiley said: We have
not come up with our own reward system. We
have to come up with a reward system that can
substitute a way to honor our women who have

'~"'''
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JC:Oh, I am not interested in anyone domina-
ting anybody on any level. I don't even like hu-

,!"an,~I1~!1~9sP9.~i~~t!ng dolphins. I find ~hat in-
creiHii~f'Jif,&tfftn1tnus. I can't stand watching one
of those giant drills dominating and plunging

'.' .. into the earth. I just find the whole structure of
dominatien oltothe planet abhorrent, impossible,
horrible on any level. I don't want to be domi-
nant over anybody. In the first place I think it's
an incredibly corrosive experience to one's own
self.
NLF: But the impression I have is that you were
definitely the leader in The Dinner Party pro-
ject, in this large collective of people who were
working in this cooperative effort. You had
esthetic control and it was your vision. What is
the difference between leadership and domi-
nance?
JC: I think it is an interesting issue. That is
one of the things I try to deal with not only in
The Dinner Party but in teaching generally. All
of the feminist programs through the last dec-
ade were how to be, by example, a different
kind of leader, a non-dominant, a non-authori-
tarian leader, how to re-define leadership so
that it does not imply power over anybody but
rather implies the sharing of my vision, the
sharing of my space, the sharing of my concerns
and the invitation to other people to participate,
in the hopes that they will freely choose to do
so, but without any coercion and without even
the rewards that exist in the mainstream culture,
that coerce people into participating in things
that they may not even believe in because they
get rewarded for it by money or status. There
was not even that kind of coercion. So that is
what's so funny about all the accusatiori about
my being authoritarian, because the whole
structure that I built has been built on trying to
provide space for myself and other people.
DB: And yet you say in one part of The Dinner
Party book that as one person grows, he or she
begins to take up more space and that by its
very definition is revolutionary in that some-
times they begin to occupy the space occupied
heretofore by somebody else.
JC: No, no, no. See, that implies that there is
only so much space.
DB: Space isn't finite?

-" JC: Conflict takes place in growth so you see
it is not smooth but I don't see space as finite.
I see that the space that I and the people who
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China painting the names on the' Heritage Floor.
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JC: I don't think there i~ anyone way (or any-
thing. I don't think there is any right way.
Structures need to evolve from people and peo-
ple's needs. Now we are confronting a series of
structures and institutions that have nothing to
do with people's needs and are totally unrespon-
sive to them, as exemplified by museums refus-
ing to show The Dinner Party even though
there is a huge audience. They don't give a shit
and they don't have to-they don't have to be
responsible to people's needs. The oil compan-
ies get to do anything they want. They don't
have to be responsible to how many people are
being exploit~d by what they do or how the air
is getting polluted.

So I don't think that everybody should do
anything. I think people need space to be able
to find -out, discover, what they need and then
build what wi.!!, give them what they need. I

/think that the cooperative way that we worked
with leadership is one mode of working, of
operating. Collectives are another mode.
Sometimes people need to be alone and isolated
and work alone. However, I certainly feel for
myself that I do not want to go back and will
not probably go back to working in an isolated
situation-not just because it is not good for
women, I don't think .it is good for artists.
That's a post-industrial revolution development.
It never happened before. I mean artisans
worked, in convents and monasteries together.
Artists worked in ateliers together.

That's a whole post-industrial revolution
phenomenon and it has been very, very destruc-
tive to women, because when a male artist
works in his studio alone he works against the
background of a support system. When a female
artist works in her studio alone, she's really
alone. There is no support system to take her
work into the world. So I think it is very
self-defeating for. a woman artist to use the
male model, it just isn't going to work for her.

#.- ""'.' •• : "j • ~- s : '" • ",.••..•.
the society and how to add'ress it, how to deal
with it. These are people that have spent their
lives preparing themselves to=be able not only
to .function in the world, but to be able to con-
ceive of alternatives and figure out how to
make that happen.

It's like the women in the library, sitting
there reading books about men and not think-
ing about it. I'll go on the campus and I'll see
women wearing slit skirts and high heels and I
just go berserk. I think to myself, at what point
do we have to say we have someresponsibilitv
in our own oppression. At what point do we
have to say: is this slit skirt going to make me
be taken seriously or is it going to say to
somebody: you really don't have to worry
about me after all because I'm really not so
serious. And these high heels-you can't run if,
something happens to you. At what point are
we going to say, I don't want to read about
men anymore. I want to read about women and
if they're not there I'm going to find the books.
These are the ways in which we are ourselves
accomplices in our own oppression. That's the
degree to which they have not confronted them-
selves or they have not said: I insist upon being.
taken seriously, I insist on thinking. It's not just
men; it's our own desire not to take responsibil·
ity for ourselves.
NLF:' But Judy, isn't it hard when the rewards
are there for doing those things?
JC: Yes, it's hard; yes, it's hard! Life is hard!
and what we're prepared for by the way we're
brought up is thal4,ife should be soft and easy
and life is not easy, it's not easy for anyone.
NLF: So, what do we need to do in order to
learn to work, in order to not turn away from
our own abilities?
JC: That's one of the reasons we .need leader-
ship. We need women who are models, who
know how to work, either by example, which is
the best way I operate, or as other women oper-

given to us, and our leaders who can help us.
We-have'to find ways to reward them so that it
will not be tempting to be rewarded in the old
ways.
NLF: Is this bringing us back to The Dinner
Party? I mean, this is one way of rewarding:
some of the women honored at the dinner par-
ty are still living. Most of them are not but do
you think through just the process of honoring
these women, and realizing that there are
women to be honored, that we may gain some-
thing?
JC: Since the beginning, there are so many
women in our own communities to honor. The
women who have fought in the colleges for
women's studies, the women who have fought
in professions to open them up, the women
who we can claim as role models. But it's not
something we've done yet. The women profes-
sors on campus-I know a lot of them who still
get trashed by their female students.
NLF: But isn't there some validity in the no-
tion that there's so few crumbs to go around
that keep women fighting against one another.
That there's so few rewards. That there's so few
top jobs or so few top honors.
JC: Hell yeah. That's what I meant. That's ex-
actly why we have to come up with a new re-
ward system. Whether it's every week, finding
an older woman in our own community and
taking her out to dinner, a woman who's
worked alone and been isolated, telling her that
she meant something to us. I mean we have to
invent a new reward system because we can't
give, like Faith said to me, we can't give you
the money and the honor. We can't get you
into the Museum of Modern Art. We can't do
those things that are the traditional things that
you would expect if you were a man. We can't
do that for you-we gotta come up with other
ways to give to you.
NLF: You're talking about replacing some-
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• thing beyond money-th,at's really revolu-
tionary.
JC: I'm not promoting that as a final goal, but
we don't have the money now. If we had the,
money, we would buy women's art, we would
find all the ways we could to support womens'
culture. But if we don't have money it doesn't
mean we are bereft of ways of providing or giv-
ing rewards. A lot of this has come from my
own experience of feeling tremendously unre-
warded. I don't have any money, I'm not in
museum collections, I don't have any of the tra-
ditional rewards that a man who is my peer

. would have. And lhave felt incrj!dibly isolated-
from the very community that I helped gi've
birth to. I think it's important to learn from
that 'because I don't want' other women to feel
like that. I think that the women who have
achieved, who are our leaders and our heroes,
we need to find ways to make them not feel
isolated and make them feel rewarded. I do~}
think it's anything we've addressed at all. So
being a success is actually very isolating, more
isolating because then people want more ,from
you. ;' ,
NlF: You've talked about money, art that's
relevant to society, wanting to/challenge defini-
tion of art; could you talk about some of your
goals and what you think The Dinner Party
might do toward those?
JC: A lot of it has to do with the idea that art
has an incredible power to change people's lives
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have thousands of posters and images of all of
us.
Nl.f: How is it inaccessible?
JC: First of all, in order:io ~ee it, you have to
go to a museum. 0 K now we know that a lot of
that work by women isn't eve'n hung in a muse-
um. And then, even if you do manage to see it,
it's'hung in a context where there's maybe one
Mary Cassatt and 12 Picassos and four Renoirs
and two Matisses and three Manets ... So
.,''!re's this one little voice saying "I don't
think so." But it gets drowned ...
NlF: So you walk away saying "Golly, there
was a woman impressionist:~,~ ':
JC: Exactly. But you don';t get the full impact
of her work. You don't get to know about how
Mary Cassatt created a mural called Modern,
Woman, 65 feet long, which was lost. lost! No-
body went to look for it either, because it was a
set of images of women that were quite chal-
lenging ...

let's say there's a painting in the museum
that really makes you feel good, what can you
do, you gonna go there every day? No, you
have to have it on your wall. OK, how do you
get it on your wall? Well, the way you get it on
your wall is for women artists to make images
where hundreds of thousands of them can get
on women's walls all over the world so that
every day, women can have that experience of
feeling affirmed by an image that says, you
really are 0 K, you really are terrific, there

studio at night. '
DB: You mean they're not trained to take'
risks? ,
JC: They're riot trained to' takerlsks; they're
not trained to be entrepreneurs, they're just ...
NlF: Who do you mean, "they?"
JC: We. Well, I am trained that way! They yes,
they, I'm not like that. I mean I wasn't like
that. I had my grandma-my grandma ran the
whole business and supported the whole family
while my grandpa was a rabbi and never made a
dime.
DB: To be fair, can it be argued that women
have more to lose and less to gain?
JC: What do' we have to lose? What we have to'
lose is' security, a certain illusion of security.
You know how much security I have? 'Til the
end of next month. This is after 20 years of
work. I don't know what'll happen after that.
NlF: There's another kind of security too. I've
been reading Germaine Greer's The Dbstacle
Race and she says that for so many women it's
been a choice between art and life.
JC: I'm getting what you call a little more ma-
ture. I think that achievement costs. I think
it's ridiculous to pretend, that it doesn't cost.
There's no question men still have wives and
can have kids and they don't have to say: do I
have to make a choice between having kids and
being an artist? But I think we've all been
brought up with some delusions, like what does
it cost for a man to have to support a woman?

<.-

ings in it, pages and pages of drawings where I
took the runners, the images on the runners,
and transformed them into drawings on the
pages so that a woman might never see The
Dinner Party but she'll have the images ...

The only real alternative images are wom-
en's art and of course that art is only now be-
ginning to become available, accessible. Women
artists are only beginning now to even think
about changing their ideas about audience, that
their art is not for just a small group of elitists
-there's a whole big audience out tliere. Even
then you come up against all kinds of problems:
how do you distribute it? how do you get the
capital to distribute it?

You know, after The Dinner Party w~s over,
after it went into storage, I went through a lot
of months waking up every morning saying,
what's the point? I lost my marriage, all my re-
lationships blew up, I had no personal life left,
I had no money. I was in debt, the piece wasn't
being shown. I got none of the traditional re-
wards. I went through a lot of days of saying,
what's the point?
NlF: I was struck by what you said I think in
the NY Times about the place in Senneca
Falls where ...
JC: Oh, the laundromat! Diane Gelon told me
about that. It actually started from her being
here. Diane, my assistant project coordinator,
came here (to Texas) and saw the Alamo and
then she went toSenneca Falls, where the 1848
Women's Rights Convention was held. It was a
laundromat and she was just real .shaken up by
it. So that's it-there's all this honor for the
Alamo, then in Senneca Falls, which changed
all our lives, it's a laundromat.
DB: There is a tremendous spiritual quality in
your work, and in your writing. And yet, what
troubled me was, throughout your writings,
you acknowledge the fact that the church, or at
least organized religion, hierarchical religion,
has really punished women for their creative
genius. How do you see this being resolved, or
do you?

,JC: I don't exactly know how to answer that,
I got a letter I¥t yveek from a woman who had
seen The Dinn~r Party; a·:Je"'l.'J~:~~f(~~,!I:·
organized a dinner party in her community amI'
they started talking about thafact that Jl!,d,alsm
and some of the other religions have been open-

ling up to women and that theil h~ve been a
• 1.•..__1 I
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Judy Chicago in front of The Dinner Party exhibit.
, '

and art, the way it is now, is as Imprisoned as
women and as powerless. For;(xample, women
in the 20th century struggled with ideas about
who they are and what their major loyalty is.
That is so silly. Charlotte Bronte, in the 19th
century, addressed it and answered It. And all
we have to do is read a book and we know the
answer and its the same thing about art images,
you know. There's a lot of images of women
that are not like the images of women that are
in the museum. They're made by women, Frida
Kahlo, Suzanne Valadon, Mary Cassatt and
Berthe Morisot and all these images of women
that provide a different sense of self for us-
Artemesia Gentileschi-all we have to do is look
at those and we get affirmed in the idea that we
can be strong and we don't have to be passive.
We can be assertive and we don't have to be re-
ceptive. All these women struggling with those
ideas, and feeling insecure and unable, if they
had one of those images on their walls they
would get re-ienforced everyday. But art is tied
up so that it's inaccessible to women. We don't

really is another way to be a woman. Just think What does it cost ~ man to be married to a
about what if every wall in your house was woman who is basically resentful that she isn't
covered with those images and when you woke her own person? How much nagging does he
up in the morning, every day, you got that endure?
message. It would certainly help when you got NLF: So there's a cost to both?
out on the street and got barraged with the JC: Yes there's a cost to everything and I
other stuff. think that's one of the things that I'm just

Women, psychologically, are labor-intensive. learning now. It's true we don't have the same
For example, we have a mail-order business rewards.
which generated about $30,000 a year. We're DB: In light of that, it must be terribly frustra-
having enormous trouble finding a woman who ting to think that The Dinner Party is going to
can think in the following way: this business is be in storage for such a long time and not be
generating $30,000 a year, I could go to a bank, viewed by women all over the country for
take out a loan and generate enough money to almost a year?
do advertisements and build up this business. JC: That's one of the reasons I did the books,
But in order to do it, I will have to work for ,;.,': 'because that's another way for women to have
two years for nothing-I will not get three it and it's one of the reasons we have a mail or-
dollars an hour. I will have to take a risk that it der business so that women can buy posters,
may not work. But if it does work, I will slides, postcards and have images that don't
generate an enormous amount of money. cost a lot of money. Those are all the efforts
Women are not trained, to think like that. that I've been, making for awhile now to try and
Women think it's better for me to go get a make images accessible. The needlework book
job as a waitress for $3 an hour and work in my is going to have an incredible amount of draw-
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JC: I don't exactly know how to an
I got a letter I~t y.reek from a woman who had
seen !"he Din.nh Party; ~.'Je~~~~.!t:.
organized a dln~er party In her community and
they started talking about theJact that JII.d,aism

.. and some of the other religions ha~e.been open-
. . ing up to women and th;;ttft;.;s; haie been a

number of women who've actually enteredthe
rabbinate and finished; trained as rabbis, but
have not been able to act on' their training.
They haven't been able to conduct services and
get posts and it's not only because of discrimi- ,
nation; it's also because they've encountered
some incredible terror at the whole process of
conducting a religious service.

When I was studying all this needlework, I
went to a museum and there was this glove, this
ecclesiastical glove that had all this ornate em-
broidery on it, and gems and stuff. Well, I put
it on. All of a sudden, I imagined myself com-
pletely covered in these garments that hundreds

~ and hundreds and hundreds of human hours
~ had been expended in making. And there I was
v
::!: standing there, and all these hours said; you are
~ above, you are special, you are important, you
::!: are holy, you are somebody incredible. That's

what all that encrusted stuff is. I can't even tell
you what an experience it was! I don't know
how to answer your Question except to tell you
that I think there are women who are trying to
participate in patriarchal religions. There are
women who are trying to change patriarchal
,religions. There are women trying to replace
patriarchal religion. I think all of that comes
out of a lack of a spiritual belief system that we
can now embrace. What that will be I'm not
sure. I don't think it can be the old forms.

We have finally come to a place in history
where we're participating in the human dream.
The human dream, the life of the spirit, is to
infuse life with value, with meaning, to infuse it
with something beyond the moment and to
find some transcendant substance to life. I
don't think organized religion is giving it right
now but I certainly think that as feminists
that's what we're looking for, some way to reo

, create that.
NLF: 00 you see women as leading the way?
JC: Of. course. Men are just holding the fort.

~.,...

-

,-
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ON THE .BEACH
Wh9)is responsible for the world's largest oil spill?

:. . . .~ v.-- ',

The fQllowingOis a direct transcript of Blow-out: reiolce. The. Viis! quantities of oil escaping trorn . meantime, two million barrels ·of crude could
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WhQ)i~ responsible for the worlg's largest oil spill?
'"· .'

The fQl/owingjs a direct transcript of Blow-out: rejoice ..The. vast quantities at oil escaping from
A Special Report on the /xtoc roil spill, which the, well confirm their belief that the Bay of
aired on' KUHT-TV. in early January. Susan Campeche holds . unequaled hydrocarbon de-
Wright moderated the program, which wasde- posits. Officials now estimate that nearly, 800
ve/oped, written and produced by Kevin million barrels of crude lie beneath the
Caffrey; Virginia Mampie, KUHT program damaged well- head. Moreover, total proven
director, wasexecutive producer. reserves for the entire Bay of Campeche are

. Susan ,Wright, Moderator: Since June 3 of last now listed at over 10 million barrels. For .a
year, a Mexican-owned and -operated oil well in nation that has faced severe economic condi-
the Gulf of Mexico has spewed thousands of tions for many years, oil could provide a solid
barrels of crude into the Gulf. All efforts to foundation for a secure future.

·cap the runaway well have failed. Not even Jose Portillo, President of Mexico: We want to
renowned oil fire fighter,. Red Adair, has been make oil the (route to) the development of
able to stem the constant flow of oil and the country. The plans we have ... make it
natural gas. There is no telling if and when the possible for us to have energy available in suf-
well will be capped. Meanwhile, residents of the ficisnt amounts for our development; and the
southTexas coast have lost millions of dollars surplus will be exported. On both of these

,in tourist revenues. Fishermen are won- points, we are certain that the plans we are
dering if the spill will damage future shrimp and drawing up will permit us in the following years
redfish crops. Charges and counter-charges .to solve the basic problems of our country-
over liability for damages have swelled print namely, unemployment.
and television news reports since August. Wright:' Oil-dependent countries such as the
Lawsuits have been lodged against the Mexi- United States and Japan are anxiously antici-
can oil and drilling companies, and against pating the continued development of the Mexi-
SEDCO, the drilling contracting firm founded can oil industry. Many feel that Mexico's huge
by Texas Governor Bill Clements. But through- reserves will buy the time needed to refine
out the entire episode, the fright!lning spectre alternative energy sources ... We'll look at the
of future spills, has been foremost in every- immediate effects of the blowout, and Mexi-
body's minds. co's reaction to its new-found wealth.
Ken Biglane, Director of the Division of Oil and During the first days of the blowout disas-
Special Materials Control, E.P.A. Co-Chair, ter, the runaway well, called Ixtoc I, was one
National Response Team: We do have fine of 18 wells in the Bay of Campeche belonging
technology in this country, but let me state to PEM EX, Mexico's nationalized oil com-
emphatically that there is no nation in the pany. No one imagined that the blowout would
world that has the capability to deal with the be uncappable, or that the resulting spill would
amount of oil on the high seas that has im- become the largest ever recorded.
pacted the Gulf of Mexico. The technology in Oil gushe~ from the ocean floor at the rate
the world is just not there. The best we can do ':l'':of 30,000 barrels a day. On June 27th, oil fire
is to hope to minimize the effects of the oil fighter Red Adair and his crew managed to
that does reach our continental shelf areas, our deactivate the flow from the well. An hour

·estuary areas, and, finally, our shoreline. The later, it blew out again. Adair immediately
best way to minimize damage, of course, in called for the drilling of two relief wells.
these kinds of instances, is not to let them These wells would intercept the crude and
happen in the first place. divert it to nearby tankers. PEM EX officials
Wright: Despite the considerable damage caused cautioned, however, that the relief wells would
by the spill, Mexican leaders have reason to not be in operation before early fall. In the

, meantime, two million barrels .of crude could
be expected to spill into the Gulf.'

In July, owners of the dr.iIIiilg rig presented
a theory explaining the cause of the blowout.
On June 3, the drill bit had actually penetrated
a formation .containing nearly 800 barrels of
oil. Once the bit hit this open space, the drilling
mud used to send residue to the surface
streamed out of the drill shaft. Drilling stopped
immediately. After a period of time, workers
on the rig started to withdraw the drill bit to
assess the problem. As the withdrawal began,
blowout stage one was reached: the drilling
pipe was raised to the upper sections of the rig.
The thicker drill collar was elevated to a height
just above the surface of the water. Unfor-
tunately, the drill collar was at the same level
as the standard blowout preventor, or B.O.P.
when stage two began.

Two sections of the drill pipe had stuck
together and workers were unable to pull all
of the pipe onto the rig. The remaining drill
pipe started banging against the rig. The result-
ing sparks ignited natural gas that had flowed
through the drill shaft to the surface. Normally,
the blowout preventor would have sheared
off the drilling pipe and stopped the flow of
gas. But the preventor was not designed to cut
pipe as thick as the drill collar. The fire raged
out of control. The derrick started to melt
down and the spider deck ignited.

Workers were forced to abandon the rig.
The fire continued to spread, and the derrick
completely melted away. The remaining pipe
on the rig slid into the water, knocking the
B.O.P. out of line by about 10 degrees.

Red Adair's efforts had failed because the
preventor was out of skew. He was able to cap
the top of the B.O.P. but within an hour, the
pressure grew so intense that the oil and gas
began to flow directly from the floor of the

'rtuallybay. Capping the gusher was now VI

impossible. . .'
Once Red Adair's efforts failed, gnm

reality set in. on was still spewing from the well
at a rate of 30 000 barrels a day. PEM EX of-,
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"" ficials were not only unable to cap the well,
they were also unable to contain the northward
flow of the spill.
Captain Charles Corbett, Chief of the Marine
Environmental Protection Division, U.S. Coast
Guard, Co·Chair, National Response Team: On
several occasions during this whole period of
time, the National Response Team has gone on
record through the Department of State to
Mexico that we would be happy to provide any
assistance that we could. For ,a good while,
Mexico used what they considered to be the
best in industry versus the best government ap-
proach. So we were not requested to participate
in Mexico until fairly'well on in the spill. As a
matter of fact, it was the 18th of July that we
received a message that the government of Mex-
ico might be willing to accept some assistance
in the pollution aspects of the spill.
Wright: Captain Charles Corbett of the U.S.
Coast Guard and Ken Biglane of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency are co-chairmen of
the National Response Team. The national
team is a policy-making body that responds to
spills of oil and other hazardous materials.
Captain Corbett: When we decided that the oil,
in fact, was going to reach the Texas coast, the
predesignated on-scene coordinator began. to
gear up for just such an occurrence. We identi-
fied equipment throughout the country, people
we might use in response to the spill, transpor-
tation corridors we might use to get the equip-
ment there, and so forth.
Wright: In this case, the predesignated on-scene
coordinator was Coast Guard Lieutenant Com-
mander Jim Paskewich.
Jim Paskewich: The -primary area that the sci-
entific assessment team determined that had to
be protected at all cost was essentially Laguna
Madre. In other words, everything behind the
barrier islands was very, very sensitive from an
ecological viewpoint. That had to do with the
estuaries, which were the spawning grounds for
shrimp, which is a major industry here in the
state of Texas. Many, many juvenile species are
bred'in the- 'laguna 'Madre. There also are some
very sensitive plant life there, and all indica-._
tions show that that was the area that had to be
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leal·ViBWboint. 111at had to do with-the
estuaries, which were the spawning grounds for
shrimp. which is a major industry here in the
state of Texas. Many, many juvenile species are
bred: in the' Laguna 'Madre. There also are some
very sensitive plant life there, and all indica- ._
tions show that that was the area that had to be
protected most, and our response strategy then
was to examine how we could best accomplish
that. And- what we- 'found was this kind of
beach in the Texas area is very hard-packed;
and if oil did come ashore, the ecological dam-
age in comparison with it landing on the beach
was drastically less than if it showed up in these
back waters in Laguna Madre. Therefore, we
decided that the best way to do it was to pro-
tect all the inlets. In other words, if we mobi-
lize men, material and equipment to stop the
oil from going through the inlets that allow the
oil to hit the beach, and clean it up when it was
on the beach as necessary, that that would es-
sentially be the most productive from an envi-
ronmental viewpoint, and also a financial view-
point.
Wright: The Coast Guard's strategy proved suc-
cessful as far as the valuable spawning grounds
are concerned. What little oil did seep past the
barrier islands was cleaned up immediately.
Other forms of wildlife in the area were only
minimally disturbed.
Robert Whistler: Initially, the things we did
notice was the fact that the birdlife seemed to
disappear, and this was pronounced in those
birds that feed primarily along the shore zone
-the willets, for example. We didn't have any
idea what happened to them. We were worried
that perhaps they might have ingested oj! prod-
ucts .... They just disappeared. They were
forced to [other] areas for feeding, [for] a
source of food. So the impact on this sort of
thing we noticed.

The impact on the invertebrates [was morel
subtle ... There was some impact on some of
the birds that feed out on the open gulf, and
because they feed out there, they were more
prone to be affected by the oil. Some of the
blue-faced boobies, and some of these other
kinds of birds [that] washed in were covered
with oil. And these were primarily the only
ones that we had a problem with.
Wright: Bob Whistler is the chief naturalist at
the Padre Island National Seashore. His office is

..,

-c

Employees of the Coast Guard shovel mounds of crude oil from the Campeche oil spill.

responsible for protecting and maintaining the
beaches and wildlife of the Padre Island Nation-
al Park.
Bob Whistler: I would say that there's perhaps
half a dozen birds or so, and there was a Fish
and Wildlife team and center established to take
care of oiled birds, so there was provision made
for this sort of thing. So we didn't have the im-
pact that we were really concerned with in this
regard.
Wright:· But while the spawning grounds and

. wildlife were being protected, the Padre Island
beaches took a beating. On August 6th, large
concentrations of tar balls began drifting ashore.

On August Ifith,. oil slicks of varying size and
density landed on the beaches.
Jim Paskewich: The problem here is that you
have hundreds of miles of coast that you have
to look at and protect and deploy equipment
and you have to ~ry to clean up. So the magni-
tude of the problem is much, much more than
just having an isolated area where, once the
event has happened, you go in, you clean it up,
you 'boom it off, or use some other kind of de-
vices to isolate it. But here it is completely dif-
ferent. You have an impact, you go and clean it
up. And maybe, two days later, the same area
that you just cleaned is reimpacted. And those

are the type of things that you have to face. So,
for a while there, it looked like a never-ending
battle.
Wright: The beaches of South Padre Island are
prime tourist attractions. During a normal
summer sea~on, people from all over the world
come to South Padre to bask in the sun and
drift in the warm Gulf waters. The tourist trade
usually accounts for 50 million dollars
in revenue. But this summer was different.
Heavy concentrations of oil were present on
South Padre beaches for only about two weeks
in mid-August. Even so, negative publicity in
the press caused business to drop off severely
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lending, it could be a four or five thousand dol-
lar saving-all of it would be in one year-and a
loan is like anything else: you've got to pay it
back, so I'm not really out to borrow more
money to pay back next year.
Jimmy Halliburton: They told us that if there
was any lag in it, they would have people direct-
ly from Washington down here to help us, to
expedite this, and they haven't done it. They've
sent letters out; they're treating it more like a
small business loan, not an economic disaster
loan.
Wright: The lack of immediate help and atten-
tion from Washington has left many people on
South Padre feeling like the federal government
has forgotten them. Some think that the recent
U.S.-Mexican sales negotiations are the reason
for Washington's lack of support.
Kirby lilljedahl, City Manager, South Padre Is-
land: Trying to communicate with Washington
is virtually impossible, in the short term. We
don't know what was going on with respect to
our State Department and their State Depart-
ment involving the oil and gas negotiations, as it
may have affected the oil spill. We're just not
privileged to that, so I just don't know. We
probably feel that our problem was certainly
not number one on the State Department's pri-
ority.
Jimmy Halliburton: I think that the federal
government is more interested in Mexico and
their dealings with them than they are in us, be-
cause the only contact that we've had with the-
federal government in a way is the small busi-
ness administration and Senator Tower's office.
Wright: Officials in Washington, however, feel
like the federal government has done a lot to
alleviate the problems caused by the spill.
Robert Krueger is Ambassador-at-Iarge-desig-
nate for Mexican affairs. He has participated in
the sales negotiations for several months. He
states that no type of trade-off was arranged.
Robert Krueger: Since July, I have participated
in all the discussions in oil and natural gas that
were going on between our governments. The
question of the oil spill never at any. time arose

. in any of those discussions. There was no sort
. of quid pro IlUO trade-off, We simply negotiated
_with. them in a commercial transaction. with
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long before the first slick washed ashore.
Paul Cunningham, South Padre Island City At-
torney: Tourism has been affected by virtue of
the publicity of the oil spill because it's human
nature. You don't wantto take a vacation some-

twhere where it might not be as enjoyable as
you thought it would be; or it might be spoiled
by virtue of the beaches not being usable. I
wouldn't want to go someplace and spend a
hundred, a hundred and fifty dollars a day for
my vacation with my family with the thought
that we couldn't enjoy the facilities. And most-
ly it has been fear that has affected the tourism
down here, not the oil spill itself.

Ralph Thompson, South Padre Island Tourist less on a skeleton crew, just enough to man the
Bureau: Business fell off as much as 70% of place. We're spending all of our personal money
what'it would have been. So I say we've lost. . . trying to keep it going, because I was deter-
several millions of dollars ... as a direct result mined not to close. But if they don't do some-
of the spill and the publicity. thing quick, well, then, we're going to have to,
Skipper Ray, Charter Boat Captain: I was run- • ,;.' because I can't ... Well, you just finally run out,,1-'''-
ning 45 trips a month and I expected to run at of money.
least 30 in the month of September and 40 in Wright: The only type of financial help that has
the month of August; ... I think I did 15 trips been offered so far is low-interest small business
in August and something like five or six in Sep- administration loans. South Padre residents are
tember. Fishing was good but there wasn't no- quick to point out, however, that in most cases,
body to take. these loans are not enough.

_Jimmy Halliburton, Store Owner: We've cut our Paul Cilnningham: Interest, all it is is just a
hours and employees back, we're just more or cheaper interest rate. Compared to commercial

states that no type of trade-off was arranged:' Q, it a
Robert Krueger: Since July, I have participated
in all the discussions in oil and natural gas that
were going on between our governments. The
question of the oil spill never at any, time arose

. in any of those discussions. There was no sort
. of quid pro quo trade-off. We simply negotiated

with them in a commercial transaction, with
the outlines of a natural gas agreement. What
has been done on the federal level i'1 the first
instance is the federal government has spent
something like $75,000 a day from the revolv-
ing fund, in order to help cover clean-up costs. I
think that is a significant amount. It is not an
amount that would cover all .damages that
mi~ht be brought, but there is probably no way
of assessing that in advance. In other cases,
there is legislation that may be brought 'before
the congress to specifically address this concern
and damages that individuals may have suffered
because of this. We are dealing right now with
the Justice Department and the legal section of
the State Department to see what the [Iegall
options are for the U.S. government. There is a
deficiency, or lack, of any very extensive inter-
national existing body of law for questions of
this kind.
Wright: This is not the first. time that the Uni-
ted States has been involved with Mexico in a
controversy of this kind. In the early 1960's, a
serious problem arose concerning the quality of
waterfluwing from the Colorado River into
northern Mexican farmlands. This situation is
the basis for Mexico's refusal to compensate
Americans affected by the spill.
T. R. Martin: The problem began in 1961 when,
by an unpredicted confluence of circumstances,
the salinity of the water we were delivering to
Mexico more than doubled. We were surprised
but Mexico, of course, was on the burdened
end, and complained at once. _
Wright: T. R. Martin is a special assistant in the
State Department's Mexican Affairs office. He
is also acknowledged as the department's fore-

. most expert on the Mexican-American salinity
crisis.
T. R. Martin: It was our belief that agricultural
drainage was not a contaminant under interna-
tional law, that many agricultural areas were
drained into the Colorado River up and down
the river. And secondly, because of the provi-
sion of the treaty that Colorado River water

.:»
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may come from any and all sources, we believed
that the agricultural, treaty was a legiti mate
source: and hence, this water was not being de-
livered contrary to the treaty, but rather, that
Mexico should accept it under the treaty. That
began the problem.
Wright: The treaty of which Martin speaks was

'concluded by the United States and Mexico in
1944. According to the treaty, the' U.S. is obli-
gated to deliver to Mexico 1.5 million acre-feet
of water a year from the Colorado River.
T. R. Martin: Mexico contended that it had a
deleterious effect, almost from the very begin-
ning. And in the note i~ which it made com-
plaint about the quality of the water,it sought
damages. We, of course, having denied the
grounds for complaint, did not acknowledge
our liability.
Jose Lopez Portillo: Mexico suffered grave'
damages in the Mexicali valley due to the ac-
tions taken on the Colorado' River to wash the
American soil, ... I, stress it: they used this
water to wash the American soil, and [the]
water included in the treaty, [that] they deli-
vered to us was highly salinated which made the
fertile valley of, Mexicali very salty. This im-
plied two things to.us: they simply transferred
the salt from one side to another, and they did'
not deliver usuable water to us that was fore-
seen in the treaty. When we made a claim the
United States refused to do anything about it.
Now the situation has changed. It is possible
that the oil that came out of Ixtoc would have
polluted some of the American coastline, and
perhaps it caused Some damage.' Inl the first
case in Mexicali we had reasons, but these were
not turned into a right, In the case of lxtoc and
the shoreline there might be reasons, but there
is-also no right.
Robert Krueger: 'We're prepared to sit down
and discuss these matters with Mexico. If Mexi-
co wants to sit down' and discuss them with us,
we're prepared to open up environmental ques-
tions, past as well as future, with the Mexican
government.
Jose Lopez Portlllo: We can solve any problem
of this type in the future, that is what is desir-
able. But at the present moment, it does not
seem desirable: it is undue and not dignified to
assume that we are forced to do something that
our American friends did not wish to do when,
it was their turn. The right, after all, is a recog-
nition of the Golden Rule: don't ask from an-

.,.-')

union has indicated it will sue all three parties.
Harry Hubbard: I think that, and I think that
most people believe that there has been an ef-
fort to cover up the liability of SEDCO. From
the very beginning, I've said before, from the
very beginning the governor said, aw, nothing
to cry about, don't cry over spilt milk, and all
those kind of things. Most recently, I saw a
quote in the paper where he was blaming the
attorney general and myself and probably the
state Democratic Party chairman of trying to
make a political issue out of a very serious dis-
aster. So, from the time it started until today,
in the words of our governor, there was nothing
to talk about, now it's a very serious disaster.
Sol think it's very obvious. Why did they pull
the rig out and sink it, you know, so? Why did
they go and while they were saying we're not
responsible, we're not liable, and get a limita-
tion on liability, get a deadline on the date that
anyone can sue for liability?
Wright: Fon~wing the blowout of Ixtoc I, SED-'
CO maintained that it was exempt from any li-
ability. But subsequent events throughout the
summer, challenged the credibility of SED CO's
claim. First, company officials authorized the
disposal of the suspect rig in the waters 200
miles east of the well site. Next, doubts arose
concerning the actual number of SEDCO em-
ployees aboard the rig at the time of the blow-
out. And finally, in September, SEDCO asked a
Houston federal court to limit any liability that
might be found to $300,000 dollars. By asking
the court for this limitation, SEDCO forced
parties wanting to sue to file their intent to do
so before the court-determined cut-off date of
October 23, 1979.
Wright: Texas Attorney' General Mark White
has monitored the situation very closely all
summer. On Thursday, October 18th, the state
of Texas formally announced plans to sue
PEMARGO and SEDCO.
Mark White: That's a decision that was made ...
due to the fact that the rig was so terribly dam-
aged and so unseaworthy that they sank the
rig. Later, we discovered that they pulled the
~ig 200 miles before they sank it, and they sank
it in the very middle of the Gulf of Mexi,co. We

, thought this was an unusual decision.
Steve Mahood, Vice-president and General
Counsel, SEOCO, Inc.: The vessel was structur-
ally damaged, it was structurally unsound: All
of the dri.llinQ eauioment had been lost and tal-

there were about four. And I told him that
there were about four ... And the rrextdav, he
printed the story, and printed it that it was ex-
aCtly four, and other newspaper articles picked
up on that and from then on, it was exactly
four until very soon thereafter: we had a head
count and determined that it was exactly seven.
Sothat's how the discrepancy began.
Mark White: I certainly think that there are
many unanswered questions.' .. as to the con-
dition of the rig [and] who had actual control
over the rig. There's also this de'lay for apparent-
ly two days, in which they were trying to ~ake
a decision about what to do about the loss of, '
circulation in the well. All these things, and the
decisions that were ultimately made, which
were disclaimed by SEDCO. SEDCO has certain
responsibilities that overshadow the contractual

I relationships they're trying to sustain behind it.
Steve Mahood: Our people on board were basic-
ally there to maintain our equipment. That was

, their basic charge, to be sure that our equip-
ment was properly maintained, and taken care
of, and certainly they were there to be available
to provide any assistance that might be asked of
them in the way of advice or consultation. And
that's primarily therole they had there.
Wright: The city Of South Padre made its inten-
tion know shortly after SEDCO asked for a Ilrn-
itation of liability.
Kirby Lilljedahl: With the filing of that suit by
SEDCO, then we could no longer sit and take
no action. If the federal court established their
liability at the $300,000 level, at their request,
obviously our losses are much greater than that.
So the board here felt that a suit was necessary
to protect everybody's interests. We joined the
suit involving Willacy County, a class-action suit
whereby the city represents the classes of the
government",be it navigation, district; city or
whatever. That .was filed approximately three
weeks ago. In fll~suit, in numbers, as I recall,
was $1 00 million.
Wright: On Thursday, October 18th, Attorney
General White announced that the state of
Texas is suing SED CO and'PEMARGO f~r $10
million in darnaqes to ,the Texas eC,ology and for
clean-up 'costs. Governor Clements' only reac-
tion was to say, "I don't thin]; his suit is good

- against anvbodv," The goverhor:s response
came as no surprise. Th~~ughouf{,the summer,'

" he and Whitehavet~lashed repiiat~diy 'ilVf,!f.the
advisabilitv of suinn thebarties involved. The ,

I'll say so. And when I don't accept his opin-
ions and advice, and I don't agree with him, I
reserve the right to say so. So you know I'm
not going to be in default to him On that, or
anyth ing else.
Wright: Many people speculate that the Gover-
nor's reaction is .rnotivated in part by his con-
nections with SED CO. Before his election, the
governor was president and chief executive offi-
cer of the drilling firm. The company is current-
ly headed by his son, Gill.
Governor Clements: When I' divorced myself
from the company that I founded actually over
thirty, years ago and had always been the chief
executive of that company, when I left my
company and-put my stock in a blind trust and
resigned, I did it totally. And it's not the sort of
~hing you can dip in .and dip out of. People
don't seem to understand that. It's kind of like
a surgeon being halfway through an operation
and then leaving to 'go off and play golf, or do
something else, and then come back a week
later and say, well; I'm going to take up the op-
eration again. You can't do that. And so I don't
have anything to do with the operation of the
company, and I don't know what they're doing, '
and I don't know how they're doing it. And, I
really am not interested.
Steve Mahood: After Governor Clements had'
made histrip tc the south Texas coast to inves-
tigate personallv, he came to the office here
one day-he happened to be in town-and came
by here and I was in a meeting with him and
three or four, 'other people for about ten, fifteen
minutes'. Most of that time was really spent
talking about what we understood to be
PEMEX'splans to put the funnel or the cone
over the' well to stop the flow of the oil onto
the surface of the ocean. But that was the only
meeting I've had with him in connection with
th is matter.
Wright: Perhaps the greatest lesson from this
experience is that the United States andMexico
need to formulate a bilateral agreement to pre-
vent future misunderstandings. Offshore blow-
outs are nothing new. Mexico has indicated that

,it intends to pursue a rigorous hydrocarbon
. program in the Bay of Campeche. The probabil-
::ity of future spllls in southern Gulf waters will
increase proportionatelv. ',,'
Rllbert Krueger: It is my. understanding that we
first approached Mexico a number of years ago
sunQesting that the two nations might try to

•
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able. But at the present moment, it does not it in the very middle of the Gulf of Mexico. We clean-up costs. Governor Clements' only reac- -,program In the Bay of Campeche. The probabil-
seem desirable: it is undue and not dignified to' thought this was an unusual decision. tion was to say, "I don't think his suit is good ,ity of future spills in southern Gulf waters will
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our American friends did not wish to do when Counsel SeDCO Inc.: The vessel was structur- came as no surprise. Throughout.t-the summer" Robert Krueger: It is my understanding that we
it was their turn. The right, after all, is a recog- ally damaged, it 'was structurally unsound: All . he and, Whitehave~clashed rep'eatediy 'over·thefifst approached Me~ico a number of years ago
nition of the Golden Rule: don't ask from an- of the drilling equipment had been lost and fal- advisability of suing the 'parties involved. The " suggesting that the two nations might try to
other something that you are not willing to give. len overboard, and the vessel was apparently a governor feels very strongly that the situation work out a treaty, doing something of this kind.

. W~ight: Now that the shoe is on the othertoot, total loss the day after the fire occurred. How- might be best handled by federal officials. We presented language on this subject to the
the State Department is virtually powerless as ever, our insurance underwriters and we our- Governor William Clements: I have consistently Mexican government on, I am told, April of
far as compensation is concerned. As a result, selves sent surveyors and engineers, structural and constantly and forever more say it, let's be 19'18 as initial language .that we would propose
south Texas coast residents have had to fend engineers, down to the site, and all of these quiet and let the State Department and the for a treaty between the two countries. We have
for themselves. people boarded the unit and studied it and ran Foreign Ministry of Mexico negotiate: and all not, to my knowledge, as yet heard from them.
Paul Cunningham: We had no other alternative, metal and discovered what equipment had been this chest-thumping and talking about suing Jose lopez Portillo: We are willing to agree on
we've tried to' pursue every course of relief that lost, and after a two or three week study there· Mexico is not constructive and helpful in that future cases in order that both countries may
we could think of, and everywhere we turned, after, the conclusion was drawn by not only us, regard. be obligated to take preventive measures to cor-
we ran into a brick wall. And so the lawsuit was but by independent parties and our insurance Wright: On August 9th, the governor said it rect damage whenever this should occur, and to
more an act of frustration on our part, of some- underwriters, that the vessel had no value, and would be "inopportune" for the state to sue have systems which would formalize ways of
thing we need to do, kind of. like the last step. it was, in fact, a derelict wreck. And since it Mexico over possible oil damage. The attorney making the claim.
This was the last remedy we knew of, not naces- had no value, [and) we were spending about general maintained that this and similar remarks Wright: The amount of Mexico's oil reserves is
sarily the ideal one, the only one left to us. And $16,000 a day in tugboats and personnel just made by the governor spoiled the chances, for staggering. Figures for proven, probable and
the beaches have basically been cleaned within standing by to make sure that it didn't get away out-of-court negotiations with Mexico. In short, potential reserves are constantlv on the increase.
the town of South Padre Island, I think you or, if in thll'l1.,vent of a tropical storm, ... that he said, the governor had taken away the state's Jorge Diaz Serrano: Our last expression of reo
have seen that yourself, and so that part of it is the vessel didn't break up in some fashion, we trump card. serves was made by President Lopez Portillo in
over, and now what do VIledo to recover the wanted to get rid of this I.iability: it was no Mark White: I think that was the whole reason his speech the first of September of this year.
economic damages that we've received, and the longer a~ asset -to anyone, it was merely alia- for my request that he not continually repeat,' And we have 45 billion in proven reserves, 45
lawsuit's the only way I know of, because Mexi· bility, llnd it was a threat to navigation. Certain- to officials in Mexico that Texas would not sue billion in probable reserves, and 200 billion of
co isn't up here handing out checks. The federallY a hazard if it did break up, might run into over an oil·spill. This is simply not the way to potential reserves.
government's not out here handing out checks, / another rig that was down there, or might run engage negotiations over the payment of darna- Wright: Jorge Diaz Serrano is the director gen·
the state government's not down here handing ashore and would be very expensive to remove. ges. I felt it was both unfair to the Republic of eral of PEMEX. He explains how Mexico's oil
out checks. The local town,' of course, has So the best thing for all parties was to take it Mexico and to the people of Texas, and that development prospects have changed since De-
suffered economic loss, also, because if my out into very deep water where it couldn't be a misleading information should not be issued cember, 1976.
business is hurt, so goes the town's revenue', be- hazard to anyone and sink it, which is what we through an official source; and I think it direct- Jorge Diaz Serrano: What we had in those days
cause they collect.their revenue from sales tax, did. Iy resulted in positions that would not have was a tremendous expansion program: from six
hotel occupancy tax, in fact, their major source Harry Hubbard: SEDCO has said we're not lia- been taken by Mexico. biltion, we were expanding our reserves to 11
of revenue is from tourism. It's notl"from ad ble. In fact, they said in the beginning that they Governor Clements: Let me maks one thing ab- billion that particular month, and we announced'
valorem tax. And everybody's been injured as a didn't have any employees on the rig, then they solutely clear, to you and everybody else. By that we were going to reach a production from
result of it in terms of economic losses. had three, and in the final analysis, they had the Texas Constitution, I am the chief execu- 900,000 barrels per day that we had to two mil-
Wright: The city of South Padre Island is one of seven, so where does negotiations begin, when tive officer of the State of Texas, and the lion and a quarter, two million, 250 thousand
several interests that has filed intent to sue the you can't even get a straight answer out of the attorney general is my counselor, or lawyer, so barrels per day in 1982. We started our pro-
companies involved with the drilling of Ixtoc I: people that at least seemingly are responsible to speak. I have been in the business environ- gram, we found the geology discoveries more,
PEMEX, owner aQd operator of the well; for it? ment now for some forty years, as chief axecu- let's say, abundant, more prolific, and we deci-
PEMARGO, the private Mexican company con- Steve Mahood: I can take personal responsibili- . tive officer to ei(press my opinion on any sub- ded to expand further with our program by
tracted by PEM EX to drill the well; and ty for that ... because back in early August; I . ject that I deem appropriate for me to have an bringi.ng the production of 1982 to 1980.
SEDCO, the oil·rig leasing firm founded by was sitting in my office and received a tele· opinion. And I also reserve the right to take the Wright: While Mexico's oil industry has pro-
Texas Governor Bill Clements some 30 years phone call from a newspaper reporter-I've even advice, or not take the advice, of my lawyer. gressed more swiftly than perhaps even he had
ago. But it is SED CO's actions that prompted forgotten which reporter it was. He asked me That's what a lawyer is for, to give advice. The imagined, President Lopez Portillo has been
the most controversy. Harry Hubbard, Presi- how many people we had on board the SEDCO chief executive officer is in his office to make careful not to minimize his country's other reo
dent of the Texas AFL·CIO has stated that vessel involved in Mexico, and at that time, I decisions. And so when I decide that I will sources.
SEDCO may be involved in a cover-up. The honestly didn't know how many, but I thought either accept his opinions and agree with him, President lopez Portillo: We don't want to turn
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The Mustang Island beaches were relatively deserted.

what we sell. In order to have a place for the
people of Texas to come to, to vacation, and to
enjoy the beach, we've got to keep the environ-
ment in such a manner that this is inviting to
the people of Texas, and the midwest as a
matter of fact.
Ralph Thompson: We locally, there was no-
thing we could do but sit and wait, and that
added to the frustration, knowing that it was
out there, not knowing if and when it was
coming, how severe it would be, and I think
that's still the mood here to a great extent, be-
cause the well has not at this point in time been
capped. If it continues to spill, who knows

'wltat might happen next spring when condi-
tions change. The currents and the winds could
conceivably bring that oil back.
Jimmy Halliburton: I was saddened because I
moved to the coast, to South Padre Island, be- ,
cause of the beautiful beaches, and it was a very
horrible sight to see a beach that looked like it
was blacktop. I wasn't really mad; I guess in a
way I was, but I didn't have any anger, it was
just the situation that we wish it hadn't 'hap-
pened, but it happened.

oil into the factotum of our development. For-
tunately, the country has sufficient conditions
that lead us to think that this will be possible.
We have other very important raw materials. We
have an interesting market. We have a popula-
tion that. has weil-trained sectors to face these
problems, and we have con!idence in ourselves.
The country in previous times had an accept-
able rate of development based on oil sufficien-
cy. This decreased in the years 1973 and 1974
when we were forced to import. I believe we
have sufficient conditions in order to make it
possible to-organize starting with petroleum but
not depending on it, and to think early abou~1!
substitute for this sort of energy, which is non-'
renewable. We believe that this is as good for
the country as it is for all humanity. life are a
frontier generation. We are now between two
systems of energy. We must pi very much
aware of this so as not to leav' an unresolvable
problem for our children.
Wright: The average Mexican citizen has heard
much about the benefits oil can bring. But only
a small percentage of the population, has actual-
ly witnessed any immediate effects. President
Lopez Portillo is determined to stabilize his
country's soaring rate of inflation. The presi-
dent is quick to recognize that too much oil-
related revenue will only worsen his country's
economy.
President Lopez Portillo: We believe that it is
not the reserves that must lead the exploitation
l6'ithin a national system, but the capacity the
country has to invest and to exploit oil. Once
the investment has been made, we will only ex-
port as much as the country's economy is able
to digest so as not to bring about the worst sort
of inflation due to financial congestion. This
would force a country that has such serious
lacks as ours to plan, paradoxically, for the ex-
portation of capital. We are fitting our oil ex-
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ploitation to our economic need. , important role internationally, certainly in this
Wright: Because of its abundant oil and natural hemisphere, actually throughout the world.
gas supplies, the Mexican government's respon- .And during a time of a changing relationship,
sibilities extend beyond its own borders. Devel- there are sometimes some growing pains in that
oped and under-developed countries now look relationship. I think it is to U.S. advantage to
to Mexico for help in solving their energy have str.ong neighbors. And I think the in-
needs. creased strength in Mexico is something we
President Lopez Portillo: We have recently pro- ought to be pleased about. It doesn't necessari-
posed at the United Nations the desirability of Iy make it easier in a time of transition, but I
a world plan for fuel where the needs of all think it is important for the future.
countries are considered, not just the large President Lopez Portillo: Wha~ I would like to
countries, the big consumers. All need energy, say is we would very much like to have a more
but we do not want to have deformations of balanced relationship with the United States so
this type which would only accelerate disorder. that we could solve a number of problems that
If we are going to consider the needs of others, we have. I would definitely like to be less de-
it would be reasonable to consider them within pendent on the United States, and the .llnited
a certain order and not merely to increase the States would perhaps like to depend less on
disorder. We understand very well the need the OPEC. As long as a country depends more on
United States has for, fuel. We also understand itself, it will be in a better situation. But I be-
the needs of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, which lieve we should contemplate the relationship
are small countries in a very unfavorable com- with the United States as being a respectful bal-
parative position. We would like all humanity ance and a broadening of our relationship with
to understand the need of ordering the passage .the rest of the world, always recognizing the
of going from one fuel period to another, of or·' force of geography. There is a geographic logic.
de ring and rationalizing the exploration, the ex- It is evident that between the neighbors with a
ploitation, the distribution and the consump- border-line of 2000 kilometers and complemen-
tion of the present-day sources of energy, basi- tary economies that formulas must be found to
cally, oil. have justice without exploitation. We must go
Wright: President Lopez Portillo also recognizes from one system to another which is broader
that the United States is aware of Mexico's bur- and more understanding and comprehensive.
geoning influence. Wright: It should be noted that throughout the
President Lopez Portillo: Naturally conditions entire blowout incident, natural gas sale negoti-
change, and, of course, Mexico's position has .ations between Mexico and the United States
changed. In view of the fact that it now has "\,, went on without interruption. The two coun-
something that substantially interests the Uni- tries concluded a deal this past September. The
ted States. first supplies of Mexican gas should reach the
Robert Krueger: Well, I think that we have a United States on January first, 1980.
changing relationship in our relations with Mex· The jeopardy posed by the runaway well has
ico. And that relationship is changing in part all but passed. But its repercussions will be
because Mexico is now the 11th largest country heard well into 1980, and maybe beyond.
in the world. Mexico is taking an increasingly Kirby Lilljedahl: Environment, in a sense, is

r:.,...'·

POSTSCRIPT
"The well still hasn't been capped. Oil fight-

er Red Adair and his crew are on the scene now.
They anticipate having it capped within the
next two weeks. Of course the've been saying
this for months. There is still no bilateral treaty
between Mexico and the U.S. to cover environ-
mental catastrophes in the future. It's the
primary issue because we can look forward to a
lot more of these blow-outs in the Bay of Cam·
peche because they're going to do so much
drilling down there," -Kevin Caffrey
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This is an opportun-
ity to participate in a
major exhibition to be
shown in conjunction with
The Dinner Party in Houston,
Texas, March 9 through June
1, Hi80. The exhibition will con-
sist of a collection of quilted
triangular pieces, each honoring
an individual woman or a women's
group. They will be displayed to-
gether to form one large quilt, an im-
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HOW AND WHERE TO
SEND YOUR HONOR

QUILT

The exhibition will be
shown from March 9 through

Jane 1, 1980. We will accept
Honor Quilts now and through-

out the show until May 27. We
. encourage youIoseno your piece

.... as soon as possible. All entries must
be mailed postage prepaid; no collect.
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n '" con)unenon with
The Dinner Party in Houston,
Texas, March 9 through June
1,1980. The exhibition will con-
sist of a collection of quilted
triangular pieces, each honoring
an individual ij."oman or a women's
group. They will be displayed to-
gether to form one large quilt, an im-
pressive symbol of the 'way 'women's
contributions transcend race, class and
national boundaries.

At the end of the exhibition, ten of the
triangles will be chosen by a jury of
craftspeople to be auctioned. All others will be
raffled. The proceeds will go to support the edu-
cational, artistic, and informational goals of the
corporation as well as the permanent housing drive
for The Dinner Party and the programs of Through
The Flower/North.

Join us in this symbolic event. Please help us spread
the word; tell others about the International Quilting Bee.
DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING AN HONOR QUILT

Make a .triangular quilted piece, 24 inches on each side,
honoring a contemporary or historical woman or women's
group from your community, well known or not. To create un-
iformity of design we ask that you include a 2-inch borde</'within
the 24-inch triangle. Place the name, city or state, and country of
the woman or group honored in the border as shown in the draw-
ings. The rest of the design is entirely up to you. You can use both
traditional and nontraditional techniques. Please finish off the edges
and be sure to sign your name(s) on the back of your piece.

DOCUMENTATION

Because it is important for everyone to know more about women's lives
we y.'ould like you to share with us biographical information about the
woman or group you are honoring. This information will be placed in a book
and will be on view at the exhibition. ,

On an 8V2 x 11-inch page please include the following:. the full name of the
woman or group nonored.« the dates of her life (or group's exlstencej ;» her (or
the group's) home city, state, anp country;. why she (or the group) was chosen;
• information about techniques and images used in your Honor Outtt ;» name(s) of
the person(s) making the Honor Quilt including any distinguishing inforrnation about
them.

Original concept by Judy Chicago - Project coordinated by Susan Brenner.

...:...:,

The exhibition will be
shown from March 9 through

June 1, 1980. We will accept
Honor Quilts now and through·

out the show .untt: May 27. We
encourage youfosend your piece

as soon as possible. All entries must
be mailed postage prepaid; no collect

charges will be accepted. All entries
become the property of Through The

Flower.
Send your Honor Quilt and the documen-

tation.along with a 3x5 card stating your
name, address, and the name of the woman or

group that you have honored to: Calvin Cannon,
University of Houston at Clear lake City, 2700 Bay

Area Boulevard, Houston, Texas 77058.

RAFFLE TICKETS

You can have the chance to win a unique, hand-
crafted Honor Quilt along with a short biography of the

honored woman, Be part of the exchange. The cost of
each ticket is only $2. Buy many and increase your

chances of winning. All proceeds support the educational,
artistic, and informational goals of the corporation as well as

the permanent housing drive for The Dinner Party. Give your
'support. Tickets will be available at the exhibition of The Dinner

Party in Houston.

:-~ ~:"''''''~ .J

.'

THROUGH THE FLOWER/NORTH

Through The Flower/North is a Chapter of Through The Flower, a
non-profit corporation dedicated to social change through art and

education. We believe that the most important task today is to ensure
that women's experiences, work, and ideas become a lasting part of our

, culture.
Through The Flower/North is offering an eight week intensive proqrarn in

feminist art this summer in San Francisco. This program will include classes
combining personal writing, art making, mythology, and the history of won-en's

art, and will have as its focus a large group project. For a brochure writ,) to:
Through The Flower/North, 450 Alabama Street, San Francisco, California 94110,

The/ntem.tion.' Qulntng8ee is dedicated to Thelma Brenner, Dinner Party needleworker, for her generosity and her spirit. We will miss her.
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Mary Daly, feminist philosopher and author
of Beyond God the Father, The Church and the
Second Sex, and Gyn/Ecology~ the Metaethics
of Radical Feminism, will be the principal
speaker at the Mary Daly Workshop to be
held at the First Unitarian Church, Saturday,
March 22 at 8:30 a.m. Admission is $10.00
for the entire day. Child care and lunch will be
available. Persons who pre-register will receive
a free ticket ($3.00 value) to attend Mary
Daly's presentation on Friday, March 21 at
8:00 p.rn., at the University of Houston
Clear Lake City auditorium. You may pre-
register by sending your admission fee to
Women's Group, First Unitarian Church,
5210 Fannin, Houston, Texas 77004. For
additional information call 437-5215 or 4'11-0-
1924. '-

The public is invited to enter a poster contest
in honor of the work and goals of theH~uston
Area Women's Center. A $500 cash first-prize
is being offered. Runners-up/will be awarded
smaller prizes. The posters will be judged equal-
Iy on their artistic merits and their ability to
convey the theme of "Women Helping
Women." Judges will/be Mary Ross Taylor,
commercial artist Phyllis McMahon, and artist
Lynn Randolph, lresident of the Houston
Chapter of the IWomen's Caucus for Art.
Sponsors for the contest are Marion Coleman
and Francois de Menil.

The winning poster will be printed and sold
as a fund-raiser for the Houston Area Womefl's
Center. The printed poster will be 24 by 26

.inches, with a maximum of two' colors on a
colored stock giving it a three color effect.
Submitted posters should follow these guide-
lines. Artists should not sign their work until
after the juding on Monday, April 28. The
posters will, be an display from April 28
through June 1. Artists are to pick up their
work after June 1. The posters should be
mailed or hand-delivered to the Houston Area
Women's Center. For further information
or registration forms, call Sandy Long at 792·
4403.

'_'__ IJ "11 -< i.,_~_.~ •._& ••: ~n_.& •
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The "Girls" at the Office: Working Women in :!::

American History will be addressed by Or. ~
Diana Christopulns, Assistant Professor of 8.
History, Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York ~
at a meeting of Houston Network on Sunday, i-
Filbruary 24, at 2 p.m. at the First Unitarian "E
Church, 5210 Fannin' Street. For further ~
information on this talk or on this organiza- ':.
tion focused on the problems faced by women ~
who are employed, call Beverly Statesburg" (j
729-8742 (home) or 797-1207 (office). Cindy Sherman: Photographs is the third in the Perspectives exhibition series at the Contemporary

Arts Museum. Sherman's work is exclusively self-portraits. Her photographs are all black and white,
The Women's OF!ianic FarmkHealtli 'Center and and are intended to look like Grade B movie promo pictures, with Sherman costumed and
Wildlife ,Sanctuary of Bertram, Texas is hold- mysteriously posed, balanced and in disguise. Now through March 23.
ing ,open ho-~se in HouSlOIfSaturday , Febru- " l"":

, s'W 1'6.·l:5~"ltm:: at the-;~lne of 'Or. 'Mabelle' »Houston: A Women's History is a se~iesof.free,lectures exploring the contributiC:n of Black, Anglo'
Adams-Mayne,,~'lO;;\.Aberdeen , Way. The 'and Hispanic women to Houston's history, .politles, business, and the changing status of women.
~ __ .A. __ ""!__.A....&L. • I~.•..•••£_•••._._ .•..~•...- . I"! __ • ft_I_._.

A lecture on The Struggle to Survive: The
Mexican American Female Worker in Houston
will be given by Or. Tatcho Mindiola, Jr. of
the University of Houston on Tuesday, Fsb-
ruary 12 at 7 p.rn. in the Concourse Level
meeting room of the Central Library at 500
McKinney. It will be repeated Thursday, Feb·
ruary 14 at Hillendahl Branch at 2436 Gessner.
This program is one in the library's series
Playing, Praying and Working in Houston.
For a schedule of the series or further in-
formation, call 222-3268.

The Houston Chapter of the Coalition of Labor
Union Women (C LUW) has been selected as one
of 10 chapters to participate in Project Oppor-
tunity, a program co-sponsored by national
CLUW and the Center for Women and Work of
the National Manpower' Institute. Chapter
Opportunities 'Advisors, Nancy Whitecotten
(AFG E), Sarah Puente (Teamsters), Jeannie
Lehman (CWA) and chapter president Diana
Osborne (CWAI. received intensive training in
Philadelphia last November. During the next six
mbnths, these four will develop a resource cen-
ter with information for union women, and
establish an outreach network to local experts
and advisors. Union women with needs or infer-
mation are asked to contact Diana Osborne at
654·1115.

The seventh National Women's Music Festival
will take place May 29 through June 1 near
Charnpaiqn-Urbana, Illinois. Thirteen perform-
ers are featured, among them Holly Near, Meg
Christian, Alive!, Bobin Tyler and Teresa Trull.
Daily workshops will cover everything from
instrument repair to innovative approaches in
teaching, from production to promotion.
Concerts, workshops, feminlst films, and jam
sessions are highlights of the festival. Further
information will be featured in Breakthrough
in future issues.

Breakthrough will publish a resource guide
of local (Houston-Galvesmn area) profes-
sional and service organizations and femi-
nist groups in a future issue. If your organi-
zation would like to be included, send perti-
nent information: name, address, phone num-
bers and a brief (limit 25 words) description
of the group and its activities. Also, enclose
the name and phone numbers for your group's
key officer. We will .call her/him for a photo
session at the Breakthrough office. Deadline:
February 25.

-=>-
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through June 1. Artists are to pick up their
work after June 1. The posters should be
mailed or hand-delivered to the Houston Area,
Women's Center. For further information
or registration forms, call Sandy Long at 792-
4403. " ,

729-8742 (home) or 797-1207'(officel.

The Women's Organic Farm'lfealth 'Center and
Wildlife,Sanctuary of Bertram, Texas is hold-
ing open h"o'~se' in HouslolfSaturday, .Febru-,

'"arv 1'6,'1:5 'ltm:: at thev~me of 'Dr. Mabelle
Adams-Mayne,~'10';"''Aberdeen Way. The
Center is the' work of two women, Carla Blum-
berg and Abigail Brown. Located 60 miles
north of Austin,it is a demonstration of the
simpler life, growing and preserving food by or-
ganic methods, practicing conservation and
humane treatment of animals. Also, it is a place
of retreat for people desiring freedom from ex-
cessive use of tobacco, alcohol, drugs, chemical-
ized foodstuffs, urban pressures and pollutions.
Slides of the farm will be shown at 3 p.rn, and
natural organic refreshments will be served.
Send a postcard indicating your intention to
attend to The Organic Farm, Bertram TX
78605, or telephone 664-4667 Friday, Febru-
ary 15th.

ClndySherman: Photographs is the third in thePerspectiVfls exhibition series at'tliiContemporary
Arts Museum. Sherman's work is exclusively self-portraits. Her photographs are all black and white,
and are intended to look like Grade B movie promo pictures, with Sherman costumed and
mysteriously posed, balanced and in disguise. Now through March 23.

Women's Information, Referral, and Exchange
Service (WIRES) is looking for volunteers.
WI RES is a an organization whose goal is to
help women find the knowledge, skills, and
information' to develop their fullest poten-
tial. WIRES' volunteers staff a phone service
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The calls they receive deal with questions on
credit, education, housing, welfare, child care,
legal rights, health, and employment. Crisis
calls from battered wives, rape victims, and al-
coholic or drug addicted persons are also
handled by WIRES. Volunteers are given
training on what resources are available in the
community, how to refer persons, and how to
effectively handle crisis calls. WI RES is a part
of the Houston Area Women's Center. Its of~e
is . located in the Medical Center. For further.
information or to volunteer, call Elizabeth.
Glenn at 792-4664.

The fourth annual Women's Week will occur
at UHf Clear Lake City March 17-21. Full
details in the next issue of Breakthrough or
call the Women's Resource Center at UHf
CLC.

. P: , . #0

.Houston: A Women's History is a series' of. fflle, Isetures exploring the contribution of Black, Anglo'
and Hispanic women to Houston's history, politics, business, and the changing status of women.
Each lecture will be given at 2:30 p.m, on Stlndayfat Jungman Branch librarY, 5830 Westheimer,
and again at 7 p.m. on the following Thursdays at the Central Library, 500 McKinney.
The Changing Legal Status of Houston's Black Women, Myrtle McKenzie, Attorney Feb.
Mexican American Women in Houston Politics, Olga Soliz, Business Consultant Feb.
Mexican Women in Houston: The Formation of Barrio Life, Margarita Melville, UH Mar.
ChangingRoles for Houston's Black Women, Maude Royale, HCC Mar.
Machismo: Myth Or Reality?, Gloria Guardiola, AAMA Mar.
Women in Houston: The Future, Nikki Van Hightower, Houston Area Women's Ctr. Mar.
For further information, call 222-3268.

17, 21
24, 28
2, 6
9, 13
16, 20
23, 27

_.:>.
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The YWCA of Houston is sponsoring its fifth
annual Outstanding Women's )cllncheon honor-
ing the contributions of women in the business
world, at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, February
29 from noon until 1 :30 p.m. For further
information call 523-6881.

Texas Trails Association, a new statewide
organization formed to advocate a network of
land and water trails throughout Texas, will
meet in Austin, Saturday, March 1. For fur-
ther information, call Susan Spurlock, coordi-
nator, at 520-9601.

All films are free, but tickets must be picked up at the Central Library information desk beginning
on the Monday preceding the movie. For further information call 222-3268.

1

I
1
1,
I

Reel Women is a 10-week series of films offering an intensive opportunity to explore
how films have perpetuated myths and stereotypes and reinforced beliefs of the proper
"place" of women. The films will be shown free Saturday afternoons at 2 p.m. begin-
ning January 12 in the auditorium of the Houston Public Library's Julia Ideson Building
at 500 McKinney.

Chronicling almost 50 years of social history, the films were chosen by Eric Gerber,
film critic of the Houston Post, and Dr. Antoinette Boecker of TSU. Each film dramatV
cally depicts a specific era in the changing role of American women and significantly re-
flected and influenced the values and beliefs of its first-release audience.

Februarv 16 Some Like It Hot 1959 Marilyn Monroe
February 23 A Woman Under the Influence 1974 Gena Rowlands
March 1 Rachel, Rachel 1968 Joanne Woodward
March 8 Looking for Mr. Goodbar _ 1977 Diane Keaton
March 15 Girlfriends 1978 Melanie Mayron

":»:
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Where )Nomen make
policy and coffee!

BREAKTHROUGH
ON THE. AIR

Here are just some of the newsmakers who have appeared on the show:

Kay Allen
Gloria Barrajos
Birch Bayh
Sue Bennett
Antoinette Boecker
Carol Brown
Judy Chicago
Pat Corrigan
John Eudy
Eric Gerber
Ellen Goodman
Peggy Hall
Nikki Van Hightower
Lucy Keller

Benejean Kring
Nabilia Cronfel
Michelle Lees
Karen Loper
Linda Lovell
Gail Padgett
Marilyn Perryman
Adele Santos
Cheryl Saunders
Gloria Steinem
Celia Teresa
Shirley Warshaw
Kathy Whitmire
Helen Wits

Join co-hosts Nancy Lane Fleming and Rita Saylors
each Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. on KPFT-FM, 90.1.

Art and Our City is a series of lectures to ac- A 1980 World Conference of the United Na-
quaint Houstonians with some of the organiza- tions Decade for Women will be held July 14-
tions and officil!\~i.vho are working to develop 30 in Cupenhagen, Denmark. The conference is
an effective and active artistic climate in this often referred to as the Mid-Decade World Con-
city. The lectures are brown-baggers, presented Ferenceon Women, since it will take place at
by the Alfred C. Glassell, Jr. School of Art of the halfway mark of the UN Dvcade for Women,
the Museum of Fine arts and begin at 12:15 1975 -1985.
p.m. in the auditorium of the art school, 5101 Employment, health and education will be
Montrose. The lectures are'free. Speakers the tnemesot this conference. Other agenda
include John Blaine, director of 'the Cultural items include: effects of apartheid on women

, > ~rts Couiicil (feb.ruary 20h and- Eugme F. in South Africa; review of proqress made in at-
"Whenever we're out of the office the .'L~velan~,: ~hair"~f:he Combin~di.~~s c~~P.or.-...t~ini~g the o.bjectives of ttie World Plan of Ac-

. .' . ",' '.' ,~:· •. ate CaQi1lalgn (February' 28). For more infer- ,tlOn 10 the first half of the Decade for Women;
Breakthrough phones are answered mationcaIl529-7659. and program of action for the second half of

_ _ __ __ ..-. .•.&..",_o .••• ..a.••.

2520 Rice Blvd.
Inthe Village
524-0057

10-61 Mon-Fri
10-5/Sat

Closed Sun

.~,
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"Whene.jer we're out of the office, the
Breakthrough phones 'are ansuiered
courteously and your messages are
taken efficiently 24 hours a day 'by

"'-

" .
,W~AMC.
OF HOUSTON

a wOIIUln OWIUd busintss
e CALL 'FORWARDING"'"
• RADIO, PAGi'NG
e.LIVE ANSWERING; 'SERVICE

"oC,

·c

ROBERTA K. TILLINGHAST, PRESIDENT
Houston· Galveston. SanAnto~io. Corpus Christl

Your signature Date

o I want to do more for ratification-let me know what I can do to help.

p.m. in the auditorium of the art school, 5101 Employment, health and education will be
Montrose. The lectures are' free. Speakers the themes of this conference. Other agenda
include John Blaine, director of the Cultural items include: effects of apartheid on women
Arts Coun'cil (February 20h antf-' Eugtme 'F. in South Africa; review of progress made in at-

'''"' , ••,~.••", .,., ,,!!,' ;.

Loveland, chair' of'the Combin~di,Arts Corpor-.: taining the objectives of the World Plan of Ac-
. r:'""ateCaQ1P~ign (February, 28). For-niore infor:' • tion in the first half of the Decade for Women;

mation call 529-7659. and program of action for the second half of
the Decade.

For more information contact Vivian
Derryck, Room 1004, Department of State,
W.ashington D.C. 20520, or call 202-632-9016.

"

-, ~,YVhat wjllyou tell future generations when they
.. ' ask, What. were YOU doing when people were

fighting for 'the ERA? There are less than 1000
days' (2,J6,,¥ears) to ratify the ERA. Most state
legislatures 0nly meet in the first two to five
months of the year; that cuts the actual time
for action to about nine to 12 months.

Jan Stevens, treasurer of Houston Area
NOW has started an ERA Action Team. With
your permission, they will write or send public
opinion mailgrams in your name to public effie-
ials expressing support for the ERA.

Below is an ERA Permission Card which
you can fill out and send to: ERA Action Team,
c/o Jan Stevens, 6726 Desert Rose, Houston
TX 77086. For further information or to
volunteer help on the team, call Stevens at
455-2220 or Jeanne Saletan, 471-2862 .

Dr. Joe!- Rauch, an advocate of "The New
Nutrition" movement will speak on Nutrition
of the Whole Person at a meeting of the Holistic
Health Association, Monday, February HI at
7:30 p.m. at HL&P's Energy Information
Center, 2121 W. Loop South (between San
Felipe and Westheimer). The effects of food
and chemicals on the body, proper food prepar-
ation, hair analysis and nutrition and emotions
are included in the holistic approach. Rauch
will address the role of nutrition in the balanc-
ing of mind, body and spirit. For further infnr-
mation call 223-3330.

ERA PERMISSION CARD

Last Name First Name Telephone Number

Address

Name that telephone is listed underCity/State/Zip

I SUpport ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment and oppose rescission by any
means. I also oppose any attempts to delay or complicate the ratification process.
I therefore authorize the National Organization for Women (NOW) to use my name
as often as deemed necessary to write public officials and opinion makers
indicating those viewpoints. I will acknowledge that I have granted this permission
if asked, and I understand that I may receive replies from said officials and opinion
makers through the mail. ,

YES NO (circle one) I also give permission to NOW to send public opinion
messagegrams or mailgrams and Charge my phone (listed above) at a maximum
cost, of $3.00 each. This authorization shall remain effective for one year from the
date indicated below.

Please circle the number of mailgrams you wish sent:
1 2 3 4 5 per month but not to exceed a total of •

HOUSTON BREAKTH RO UGH FEBRUARY 1980 •• HO USJI
~
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Do you have or are you considering Part-
Time work? We started OUR OWN BUSI·
NESS instead. Call to see how. 723-8368

• before 9PM or POB 35904, Houston 77035.

Consultation for small business, financial
and managerial. Grantwriting. Initial inter-
view at no cost. Linda Saytes 961-9748.
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At some time or other, we all want assistance.
For personal change, awareness, relaxation and
relationship counseling, call Rikki at 526-9808.

Professio,nal Sales Opportunity for the exc~t.
ional woman or man. Unlimited income. Total

\
independence. Excell~nt training program.
Mutual of New York. Call Frank Milman,
632-0200 . .-..
Manufacturers representatives/needed, Sensitivi·
ty architectural products/interior furnishings
required. Own hours/ commission/ will train/
immediate customers. 664-7587.

For Interior Painting or Wallpapering, call
Lee-Char Distinctive Wallcovering, 466-3997 or
932-6348 after·4:30. References.

Free Answering Service for 2 Months. Typing
$1.50 and up. Call Adrian or Jewell 664-4744.

WANTED: Woman to share 3 bedroom, 2 bath
condiminium with pool, washer and dryer in
Memorial Area, 464-0046.

Paper Making, March 4th, Natural Felt Making,
March 5th at BD & Daughter Bookstore, 520
Westheimer. Time: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Cost: $35
per workshop. For Registration call 529-3609
or 723-6699. ' '.

Feminists with experience or interest in
Collective Living Arrangements, please share .
your insights, ideas and fantasies. Lynn Wheeler
528-2283 evenings and weekends or write c/o
Breakthrough, PO Box 88072, Houston TX
77004.

Holly Gearhart Photography, a woman owned
and operated business filling your political,
commercial, publicity, and insurance photo-
graphic needs. 713-528-6958 24 hrs. a day/7
days a week.

Organize your small business with Product or
Service description, Management Functions,
Facility, Marketing and Promotion, and Finan-
cial Pinning. Comprehensive Business Planning.
Comprehensive Business Plan developed for
small business presentable for bank financing,
investor financing, and operational plan and
business strategy. Free initial discussion and est-
imate of cost. Call Memorial Consultants
Donna Lewis, 932-8060.

A two-day symposium on contemporary Texas,
literature, entitled Threadsof TexasLiterature:
A Multi-Cultural Design, will be sponsored by
Texas Circuit, a collective 'of writers and small "
presses around the state. This symposium will
be held March 1-2 at the Thompson Conter-
ence Center, 27th and Red River, Austin,
Texas. Conference activities-includinqa public
reading and a. book fair will, bring together
writers, publishers, librarians, scholars, and the
geheral public to witness the diversity and

". vitaihy oh"tti.e~;:cu(rtnt fiter!lry SCene around
', t~~~t~t!!~3:~(;~':;!.'~;·tt. . .~
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RON
WATERS

Senator for the 15th

Paid forby friends of Ron Waters.
~

THE \lILLA~E ~HEESESH OP
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CHEESES

~

.", GOURMET FOODS
'.' FINE WINES

COOKWARE
MARY ELLEN ALLEN
(71~)527-0398 MON-SAT.9-&

2484 BOLSOVER
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77005
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Texas. Conference activities...mcluding·a public
reading and a book fair will. bring together
writers, publishers, librarians, scholars, and the
general public to witness the diversity and

-,. - vitality of \Jli.e:'cucr~t Hter!lry scene around
.':; lhe;/st'titl!:'~?!~:;'~~;;ii~k~1;:-;A~::::" ,~

Lo()king Forward to the Eighties, practical ad-
'vice tor the pre~~t and a prf1,{iewof coming
technological advances in ,comr\1u~jcation, is
the theme of the 13th annual seminar spon-
sored by the Houston Chapter of the Society
for Technical Communication (STC). The semi-
nar will be held on March 1 from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the U H Continuing Education Center.

Changes in communication styles and tech-
niques, advances in computerized translation
systems, a demonstration of how proper organi-
zation of information makes writing easier than
most people realize, and how writers will use
word processing and other data processing tech-
niques in the future will be featured. The cost
including tuition, lunch, and an information
package is $40, with a 10% reduction for groups
of 10 or more. The fee for full-time students is
only $10. For more information, call Pat Ar-
mentor at 527-8101,ext. 3733, or Lori Harju
at 676-4764.

A symposium to examine women's growing role
in aerospace will take place March 12 and 13 at
NASA's Johnson Space Center. Women from
different vocations in space, military, commer-
cial and general ~viation will take in panels such
as: Are Women Accepted in the Cockpit? and
Transition: You Can Change Careers. The pro-
gram, sponsored jointly be the Aviation/Space
Writers Association and the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, with support
from the Federal Women's Program at Johnson
Space Center, has the purpose of provid ing the
press with information and at the same time'~)..""
allowing women in aerospace from all over the
country to trade ideas, compare notes, and un-
cover areas where progress still needs to be
made.

MON-SAT. 9-~
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77005
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( kinko's graphics,;nc. ).~
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Rice U./ Medical Center U.H./ Downtown
2368 Rice Blvd. 2811 Main St.

521-9465 654-8161

XEROX 9200 XEROX 9400

a_buSiness
..-tunIIY lOrwomen

.)flamefac~'·
${I~ I(s one ?f. ~he few busi~sses you can own and open lour dD?rs

() With an initial cash requirerrent of less than $20,000 ... whIch
includes equipment, inventory, training, operating assistance,
and beginning operating capital. Balance is financiable.

kcune~" is the largest and.most successful
do-it-yourself picture framIng organization in the United States.
NOT ONE OF OUR SHOPS HAS EVER FAILED!
Several prime locations are now available in the Houston Metro
area - Bear Creek, Katv, Fondren/Southwest, Braeswood,
Memorial/Northwest, Hwy. 1960,'Greenway Plaza, West Univer-
sity, Clear Lake City, Alief, Baytown, FriendslJl.OOCl,and areas
throughout Texas.
Learn about this profitable, enjoyable opportunity for a IM)fl18n
to own her own business.

Write or Call : Buster Smith, Vice President
The Frarre Factory
Area One Warehouse
9513 Dalecrest; Houston 770PJJ
(713) 467-1841

*If qualified for our LeaselPurchase Program.
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THE BREAKTHROUGH FOUNDATION

announces the establishment of the

, . Breakthrough investigative Reporting Fund
'. -,

The Breakthrough Foundation seeks contributions to the investigative reporting fund
for the purpose-of assigning important news stories;-stories that would otherwise' go unreported,. . ,..~

stories that require weeks, perhaps months of research. Your contribution will make these stories possible.

<""

) women's rights

) the environment
) media

( ) co~sumer issues

( ) education

( ) health care
My Name: " I
My Address:

Phone Numbers: t I

I want to see stories in thefollow,ing areas: The Breakthrough Foundation is a non-profit, tax-exempt. corporation.
Your con,~i,l}ution will be tax deductible. Thank you.

I will contribute monthly/ quarterly / yearly (circle one)
in the amount of $10, $25, $50, $100,$250, $500, $1000 (circle one)

( , ) crime and violence
( ) social ~ores
( ) local/state/national

governments
Other, Please specify ' ':- .' •........................

-«:
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